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The phenomenon of rescue organizations that devoted themselves specifically to 

hiding and saving Jewish children appeared throughout Nazi-occupied Western Europe 

(France, Belgium, and the Netherlands). Jewish and non-Jewish rescuers risked their 

lives to save thousands of children from extermination. This dissertation adds to the 

historiographical understanding of Holocaust resistance by analyzing the efforts of these 

child rescue organizations as a form of “survival resistance.” Researching the key 

aspects of traditional resistance (conscious intent, extensive organization, and effective 

turn-out) demonstrates that, while child rescue did not present armed resistance, it still 

was a form of active resistance against the Nazi Final Solution. 

By looking at rescuers’ testimonies and archival sources (from Yad Vashem, 

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Centre de documentation juive 

contemporaine, and Kazerne Dossin), this dissertation first outlines the extensive 

organization and intent of Jewish rescue groups, such as the Oeuvre de Secours aux 

Enfants (OSE) and Comité de défense des Juifs (CDJ), in France, Belgium, and the 

Netherlands. The second part looks at rescue organization and intent by Catholic, 

Protestant, and humanitarian groups. The dissertation concludes by discussing the 

effectiveness of organized child rescue. In the end, the rescue groups saved thousands 

of children and proofs that Child rescue in Nazi-occupied Western Europe was a valid--

not to mention heroic--form of survival resistance. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION: HISTORIOGRAPHY AND TERMINOLOGY 

We were a dozen women, Jewish and non-Jewish, who fought against the 
Gestapo. The non-Jewish ones were most often in streetcars, trains, and 
dangerous places. I think one has to tell the story of the quiet courage of these 
women who risked everything to save children. I was a simple link in a vast 
network.2 

 
I spent every day finding safe addresses, taking children there, bringing supplies, 
faking papers, falsifying everything.3 

 
We agreed to run any risk to keep the children away from a programmed death.4 
 

The story of the hidden child is not an obscure and un-researched phenomenon 

in Holocaust history. Scholars, writers, and playwrights have told and retold the story of 

the most famous hidden child: Anne Frank. Throughout the world, she became the 

symbol of hidden children during the Holocaust. Her diary brought to life the realities of 

a Jewish child living under the Nazi regime. Her tragic story of betrayal and death at the 

Bergen-Belsen concentration camp captured the emotions of the grand public. Her story 

is actually an exception, however, because most hidden children in Nazi-occupied 

western Europe did survive the war. Many rescuers, both Jewish and non-Jewish, 

worked diligently to secure the survival of these persecuted children. Their testimonies 

and recollections form an often ignored story of resistance within the Holocaust.  

The three poignant expressions that led off this chapter derive from three 

extraordinary women who participated in this act of resistance, a resistance that was 

                                                 
2  Andrée Geulen-Herscovici, quoted in Frederic Dumont, Un Simple Maillon. VHS (2002); For more 
information on Geulen see, “Andrée Geulen-Herscovici,”  Yad Vashem , accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/stories/geulen.asp 
3 USHMM, RG 50.579*0011: Hetty Voûte, interview by Mark Klemperer. 
4 Vivette Samuel, Rescuing the Children: A Holocaust Memoir (Madison: The University of Wisconsin 
Press, 2002), 90.  

http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/stories/geulen.asp
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unarmed, but that saved the lives of thousands of Jewish children in Nazi-occupied 

western Europe. Andrée Herscovici-Geulen describes her place in the vast network of 

child rescue. She decided to help Jewish children by working as a “placement escort” 

for Jewish children in the Belgian Comité de Défense Juive (CDJ), a Jewish 

underground organization dedicated to the rescue of Jewish children. Her main task 

was to find Jewish children and escort them from their parents' homes to the hiding 

locations. The second statement came from Hetty Voûte, a Dutch rescuer, who 

belonged to the Utrecht Kindercomité (UKC), a university-based student group focused 

solely on saving Jewish children. Vivette Samuel wrote the last testimonial. She 

operated as a Jewish aid worker in France for the Oeuvre de Secours aux Enfants 

(OSE) and later became a rescuer in the underground Garel network. These three 

women, from three different countries, very different backgrounds, and unrelated to 

each other, all worked with the same goal in mind: to rescue and save as many Jewish 

children as possible from deportation and extermination. They dedicated every hour of 

their day to this rescue effort. They functioned as individuals in larger Holocaust rescue 

networks that were dedicated solely to children. They understood the risks and dangers, 

but the survival of the children triumphed over all. 

This phenomenon of rescue organizations that devoted themselves specifically to 

hiding and saving Jewish children appeared throughout Nazi-occupied western Europe. 

As these three female rescuers demonstrate, the organizations evolved from diverse 

backgrounds. Some of them were Jewish organizations that operated underground or 

within the German legal framework. Other networks were run by gentile (non-Jewish) 

rescuers running the gamut from Catholic to Protestant, and from communist to 
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university student groups. None of them worked as individuals, saving just one or two 

children, but rather functioned in small or large networks that saved dozens to hundreds 

and, in some cases, thousands of Jewish children. Those who participated in the rescue 

effort faced the daunting task not only of locating hiding locations and escorting the 

children there, but also of finding children, convincing parents to relinquish their child, 

financing the operation, faking identity cards and health papers, and much more. As a 

result, these organizations developed intricate operating systems that required time, 

organization, money, and skill. While most began as independent organizations, many 

of them became intertwined with each other. For example, one organization would excel 

in locating children that needed placement, but struggled finding hiding locations. Such 

an organization would work with other networks that were more suited to find hiding 

locations. Hence, cooperation between the organizations was often one of the keys to 

the success of the child rescue effort in Nazi-Occupied western Europe and the result of 

cooperation was often the establishment of large and intricate networks.  

These child rescue networks performed an act of resistance that was non-violent 

and non-armed, but still highly organized and effective. The difficulty of defining this 

type of resistance has troubled Holocaust scholars for decades. The original fourteenth-

century concept of resistance, i.e., an organization that secretly fights against an enemy 

that has taken control of its country, does not apply to most actions against Nazism.5 

Therefore, new interpretations and definitions have evolved that make the theory of 

Holocaust resistance complex and elaborate. This dissertation adds to the 

historiographical understanding of resistance by analyzing the efforts of these child 
                                                 
5 "the Resistance," Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary and Thesaurus, Cambridge University 
Press, accessed on October 27, 2011,  http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/the-
resistance?q=the++resistance  

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/the-resistance?q=the++resistance
http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/the-resistance?q=the++resistance
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rescue organizations in Nazi-occupied western Europe as a form of “survival 

resistance.” Researching the key aspects of traditional resistance (conscious intent, 

extensive organization, and effective turn-out) demonstrates that, while child rescue did 

not present armed resistance, it still was a form of active resistance. The main goal of 

those involved, both gentile and Jewish, was to save as a many Jewish children as 

possible from the extermination planned in the German Final Solution (Endlösung der 

Judenfrage). They thought that resisting through rescuing children was one key to the 

survival of the Jewish people. In the end, various unrelated groups throughout Nazi-

occupied western Europe participated in this act of survival resistance. The risks were 

high, but as my dissertation demonstrates, the benefits were even higher. The rescue 

networks managed to save thousands of children who were able to continue the history 

and maintain the traditions of the Jewish people.  

Terminology 

The concept of survival resistance is not new to Holocaust terminology. Often 

this term is linked to forms of defiance or passive resistance. Therefore, the concept of 

survival resistance remains ill-defined and includes many forms of survival as 

resistance. This dissertation defines survival resistance as any organized group or 

network action consciously aimed at securing the survival of a people targeted for 

extermination by an enemy. In the case of a child rescue organization, survival 

resistance exists when the organization and its individual members develop an 

organized rescue group that effectively saves Jewish children from Nazi-German plans 

for extermination, with the conscious intent of securing the survival of the Jewish 

people. To establish this presence of survival resistance in child rescue networks in 
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Nazi-occupied western Europe, this dissertation looks at three key aspects of 

resistance: conscious intent, extent of organization, and effective results.  

To establish conscious intent, rescuers needed to choose concrete goals for their 

actions and to be aware of the dangers and repercussions that result from them. 

Therefore, a researcher has to ask a series of questions: What made rescuers save 

Jewish children? Why did they choose to save children instead of adults? Did they 

make a conscious decision? Did they realize what the possible repercussions of their 

choice might be? Was their conscious intent to save the individual child or the Jewish 

people as a whole? In regard to organization, this dissertation looks at the various 

characteristics of a rescue network that demonstrate the activity level and extent of the 

organization, for example, the number of people participating (which often is limited due 

to the nature and illegality of resistance work) and the cooperation between networks. It 

also notes the different features of organizations within the network that derive from 

their rescue activity, including financing, recording of locations (finding and placing 

children), and tracking children.  

Finally, the measurement of effectiveness originates from two major sources. 

First, the ultimate effectiveness of survival resistance is measured by the number of 

children who survived the Holocaust through the rescue effort of these networks. In 

order to calculate this figure, an analysis of the overall number and the number per 

rescue network is necessary. The rate of effectiveness depends on the total number of 

children saved by rescue organizations. Therefore, this number needs to be 

differentiated from the total number of children saved, which includes children hidden by 

individuals. Second, the survival rate needs to be compared to the intent of the German 
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authorities toward the children. The survival rate would have little meaning if the 

German occupier would have no intent to deport and exterminate Jewish children or if 

the Nazis reduced their persecution of children towards the latter years of the 

occupation. Both German intent and the survival rate are necessary to calculate the rate 

of effectiveness. 

Within the concept of child rescue as a form of survival resistance, this 

dissertation looks at organizations and networks that specialized in hiding Jewish 

children. Each country had elaborate national networks that functioned independently 

from each other. Within these national networks, affiliated networks existed, which 

contained individual rescue organizations with a common cultural, social, or religious 

origin or affiliation. While very little cooperation existed between the national networks, 

the affiliated networks or independent organizations within in the national networks often 

cooperated in their rescue effort with other networks. Most of the time, this cooperation 

remained a straight one-on-one relationship. However, the existence of connections 

between multiple organizations from different affiliated networks was not uncommon. 

This intricate scheme of contacts was the result of individual organizations, rather than 

the whole network, setting up the link between the networks.  

For example, the national network in Belgium consisted of multiple networks, 

such as the Jewish network, the Catholic network, and a humanitarian network (see 

figure 1). Each of these affiliated networks included several rescue organizations.  

Sometimes the bond between the organizations was created as a result of shared 

hierarchical structures, as in the Catholic network, but other forms of cooperation 

existed because of overlapping personnel, financial support, and many other reasons. 
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Within the Jewish network, the Association des Juifs en Belgique (AJB) and CDJ 

became linked because Maurice Heiber played an important directorial role in the 

children’s aid sections of both organizations. The CDJ also worked together with the 

Oeuvre Nationale de l’Enfance (ONE) and several organizations within the Catholic 

network for placement of children.  This intricate scheme of networks and organizations 

existed throughout occupied western Europe. The dissertation provides further 

explanation of this elaborate system in the chapters discussing the various networks 

and organizations. While this dissertation focuses on individual organizations, the 

discussion of the various organizations also reflects the elaborate system of networks. 

Historiography on Child Rescue and Survival Resistance 

Holocaust scholarship contains numerous volumes on children.  While over one 

million Jewish children perished during the Holocaust, much of the literature analyzes 

child survivors and their rescuers.6 This interest in child survivors derives from various 

sources. First, child survivors became very active in the late 1980s and 1990s 

recounting their stories. The trend of hidden child conventions and meetings created an 

outburst of testimonies and recordings. The Anti-Defamation League (ADL), in 

cooperation with the Hidden Child Foundation (HCF), provided the following statement 

to account for this expressive outburst by child survivors: “For most, it was the first time 

we spoke of our Holocaust experiences and our stolen childhood. This gathering 

established beyond question that for us the Holocaust did not end in 1945. After 

decades of silence, Hidden Children finally uncovered their buried pasts, and openly 

shared their special histories with one another, with spouses, with children, and with the 

                                                 
6 “Children during the Holocaust,” USHMM online, accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005142  

http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005142
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outside world.”7 This trend in oral testimony extended to the rescuers who aided the 

hidden children. In addition, other research institutions, including Yad Vashem's 

Righteous Among the Nations (Righteous) program, already conducted their own 

interviews with rescuers as part of their ongoing research into the rescuers themselves.8 

The extensive availability of the testimonies resulted in further research on child 

survivors and their rescuers.  

Only a few scholars wrote monographs on child rescue before the 1990s.9 Early 

research focused predominantly on recounting localized events and rescue networks. In 

France, much of the scholarship revolved around the OSE and gentile aid as child 

rescue.10  In Belgium, Sylvain Brachfeld, a child survivor himself, opened up further 

scholarly research with his work on homes for children run by the Association Juif 

Belgique (AJB).11 In the Netherlands, Bert-Jan Flim opened the door with his study on 

the Naamloze Vennootschap (NV). None of the micro-histories published during this 

period addressed the existence of child rescue networks throughout the three countries. 

Studies on Catholic networks, such as Suzanne Vromen's Hidden Children of the 

Holocaust, focused on the Catholic network in Belgium and its relation to Jewish 

                                                 
7 “History of the Anti-Defamation League,” Anti-Defamation League, accessed on April 12, 2012, 
http://www.adl.org/hidden/history.asp. 
8 “Righteous among the Nations,” Yad Vashem, accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/index.asp and Israel Gutman, ed., Righteous Among the 
Nations (Jerusalem: Yad Vashem, 2003). 
9 Serge, Klarsfeld. The Children of Izieu: A Human Tragedy (New York: H. Abrams, 1985); Hillel Kieval, 
Legality and Resistance in Vichy France: The Rescue of Jewish Children (Philadelphia: American 
Philosophical Society, 1980); and Kless, Schlomo. “The Rescue of Jewish Children in Belgium,” 
Holocaust and Genocide Studies 3 (1988), 275-287. 
10 For example, Sabine Zeitoun, L'oeuvre de secours aux enfants (O.S.E.) sous l'Occupation en France: 
Du  légalisme à la Résistance, 1940-1944 (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1990) and Catherine Lewertowski, Morts 
ou Juifs: La Maison de Moissac, 1939-45 (Paris: Flammarion, 2003). 
11 Brachfeld, Sylvain. Ils n’ont pas eu ces gosses: l’histoire de plus de 500 enfants juifs sans  parents 
fichés à la Gestapo et placés pendant l’occupation allemandes dans les homes de l’Association de Juifs 
de Belgique (AJB). (Israel: Institut de recherche sur le judaïsme belge, 1992).  

http://www.adl.org/hidden/history.asp
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/index.asp
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networks, but refrained from mentioning the Catholic rescue efforts in France or the 

Netherlands.12  

Not until very recently has the topic of child rescue in western Europe stepped 

away from a micro-historical perspective and provided a broader view of rescue 

networks. The recent publication by Bob Moore, Survivors: Jewish Self-help and 

Rescue in Nazi-occupied Western Europe, recognizes and studies the development of 

child rescue networks throughout the region.13 However, many of these works still 

refrain from placing these child rescue networks within the broader concepts of 

Holocaust research, such as resistance, and from asking the important questions, such 

as how the rescue organizations related to concepts of resistance.  

The second reason for the extensive research into children during the Holocaust 

derives from the emotional and social connection to the topic. In the opening of his 

chapter on the rescue of children, Moore hints at values in post-war western society for 

encouraging the extensive research into children and child rescue. "Perhaps because of 

the cultural and social value placed on saving Jewish children by post-war Western 

society, the activities of these groups have been better recorded and chronicled, and 

more intensely studied than many other rescue operations, and many other resistance 

activities."14 For many, the concept of the persecuted innocent child is a much more 

emotional topic than the adult who can defend himself. Therefore, Moore claims that 

many studies on child rescue "dwell on the heroic and charitable that the stories 

embody," rather than answer some of the larger aspect of rescue and resistance. While 

                                                 
12 Suzanne Vromen, Hidden Children of the Holocaust: Belgian Nuns and Their Daring Rescue of Young 
Jews from the Nazis (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008). 
13 Bob Moore, Survivors: Jewish Self-help and Rescue in Nazi-occupied Western Europe (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2010), 261. 
14 Moore, Survivors, 262. 
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Moore makes a valid argument, his work, itself, is a regional comparison and studies 

the effect of social, political, religious, and economic structures on the child rescue 

groups, rather than address the phenomena of those rescue groups devoted specifically 

to children appearing throughout Nazi-occupied western Europe. His focus on the 

differences leaves unanswered the question of why there were so many commonalities 

between the rescue groups. He also refrains from relating this subject to broader issues 

of Holocaust research and historiography. Hence, this already much researched topic 

remains open to further scholarly research.  

The debate on Holocaust resistance has gone through many cycles. The concept 

of survival resistance as applied in this dissertation itself builds upon the ever-evolving 

debate that arose out of the traditionalist and revisionist historiography of Holocaust 

resistance.15 The traditionalist interpretation closely followed the established definition of 

resistance. It considered armed resistance as the only legitimate response to Nazi 

aggression. Notions that the Jews had “gone as lambs to the slaughter” marked the 

scholarly literature, as historians described Jewish resistance as inadequate.16 Only 

exceptional events of armed resistance, such as the Warsaw ghetto uprising, received 

praise. Some traditionalist historians rejected the idea of Jewish passivity.17 While still 

                                                 
15 For more information on Holocaust resistance historiography see, Robert Rozett, "Jewish Resistance," 
The Historiography of the Holocaust, ed. Dan Stone (New York, N.Y.: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 341-
363; and Dan Michman, "Jewish Resistance during the Holocaust and its Significance: Theoretical 
Observations," Holocaust Historiography: A Jewish Perspective, Conceptualizations, Terminology, 
Approaches and Fundamental Issues (Portland, OR: Vallentine Mitchell, 2003), 217-249. 
16 Rozett, "Jewish Resistance," Historiography of the Holocaust, 341-343; Raul Hilberg, The Destruction 
of Europe Jews (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003); Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Israel: A Report 
on the Banality of Evil (Penquin Classics, 1995); and Bruno Bettelheim, The Informed Heart (Avon Books, 
1971).  
17 Rozette, “Jewish Resistance,” Historiography of the Holocaust, 343-344; Sefer Hapartizanim 
Hayehudim (Merhavia: Sifriyat Hapoalim, 1958); Y. Granastein, Lexicon Hagvudah (Jerusalem: Yad 
Vashem, 1965-1968); Yuri Suhl, They Fought Back (New York, NY: Paperback Library, 1967); L. 
Kowalski, Anthology on Armed Resistance, 1939-1945 (Brooklyn, NY: Jewish Combatants Publishers 
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maintaining the traditionalist interpretation, they found, researched, and analyzed 

examples of Jewish armed resistance. While not accepting a broadening of the concept 

of resistance, they did lay a foundation for continued debate over the definition of 

Holocaust resistance.  

In the late 1960s, an advance towards a new interpretation came from Hebrew 

and Israeli scholarship. The 1968 Yad Vashem conference on Jewish resistance 

brought forward the term Amidah, defined by Marc Dworzecki “as a comprehensive 

name for all expression of Jewish non-conformism and for all the forms of resistance 

and all acts by Jews aimed at thwarting the evil design of the Nazis–a design to destroy 

the Jews, to deprive them of their humanity, and to reduce them to dregs before 

snuffing out their lives.”18 As a result, Amidah was a much broader concept of Jewish 

resistance in which armed resistance was merely one aspect and non-armed resistance 

took the forefront. However, this new terminology did not come without issues and 

criticisms. First of all, Amidah was very difficult to translate and further development of 

the concept led to various definitions. Traditionalist historians claimed that Amidah 

glorified and elevated the Holocaust resistance by Jews and gentiles.  In addition, they 

pointed out that the acceptance of non-armed resistance had little measurable effect 

and intent.19  

                                                                                                                                                             
House, 1985-1991); and Lucien Steinberg, Not as a Lamb: The Jews against Hitler (Andover: Saxon 
House, 1974).  
18 Jewish Resistance during the Holocaust, Proceedings of the Conference on Manifestations of Jewish 
Resistance, Jerusalem, April 7-11, 1968 (Jerusalem: Yad Vashem, 1971), 153; and M. Dworzecki, "The 
Day to Day Stand of the Jews," Catastrophe, 367. 
19 Michman, Holocaust Historiography, 219-221; L. Dawidowicz, The Holocaust and the Historians 
(Cambridge, 1981), 133-134; R. Hilberg, "Letter to the Editor," Jewish Currents Reader, ed. M. Shappes 
(1966), 135; and J. Ringelheim, "Women and the Holocaust: A Reconsideration of Research," Signs 10 
(1985), 760.  
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As a result of the criticism, a scholarly debate erupted in the 1970-1980s that led 

to a whole new revisionist interpretation. Scholars including Roger Gottlieb brought a 

theoretical basis to non-armed resistance by focusing on the notion of intent.20 The 

definition of resistance broadened as the debate continued. Alongside Amidah, the term 

“passive resistance” entered the discourse in European and American scholarship.  

Inspired by the political actions of contemporary non-violent resisters such as Mahatma 

Ghandi, passive resistance stressed non-violence as a primary means of resistance.21 

Revisionist historians including Leon Poliakov regarded passive resistance as the 

appropriate term to describe other forms of resistance during the Holocaust besides 

armed resistance.22 The acceptance of passive resistance allowed a further trend of 

new terminology: symbolic resistance, polemic resistance, defensive resistance, 

offensive resistance, and resistance enchained. 

By the 1990s, the traditionalist interpretation lost much of its appeal and the 

broader definition became the accepted viewpoint in scholarship. The Holocaust 

Encyclopedia defined resistance as “planned or spontaneous opposition to the Nazis 

and their collaborators by individual Jews or groups of Jews. In the Nazi system, within 

which the Jews were faced with a process of dehumanization that ultimately culminated 

in death, any act that opposed that process can be regarded as resistance. In response 

to this system, Jewish resistance to the Nazis took many forms and worked on many 

different levels."23 Yad Vashem in its current online description of resistance denotes 

                                                 
20 Michman, Holocaust Historiography, 2 and R. Gotlieb, "The Concept of Resistance: Jewish Resistance 
during the Holocaust," Social Theory and Practice 9, 1 (1983), 31-49.   
21 Michman, Holocaust Historiography, 223.  
22 Rozett, "Jewish Resistance," Historiography of the Holocaust, 346.  
23 Rozett, "Jewish Resistance," Encyclopedia of the Holocaust, ed. Israel Gutman (New York: Macmillan 
Publishers, 1990), 1265.  
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the various forms of resistance from armed to passive.24 This demonstrates that by the 

21st century, the concept of Amidah, if not the word itself, had become the undisputed 

keystone in resistance to the Holocaust.25   

The acceptance of a revised definition of resistance does not erase the issues 

brought up by the traditionalist interpretation. The intent and effectiveness of non-armed 

resistance is difficult to assess. For example, Gottlieb used the concept of refusal to 

develop into a Muselman26 as a form of resistance, because the will to survive worked 

against the Nazi goal to exterminate the Jewish people.27 The current edition of the 

Holocaust Encyclopedia notes that “simply surviving can be considered a form of 

resistance to the German goal of extermination.”28 However, it is impossible to measure 

or assess the intent of a Jewish inmate’s will to survive in a concentration or death 

camp. In regard to the effectiveness of this form of resistance, there is no concrete proof 

that fighting against falling into Muselman status resulted in actual survival. 

Nevertheless, the inclusion of a few defining concepts, such as intent, organization, and 

effectiveness, into the definition of resistance eliminates some  forms of passive 

resistance that traditionalist historians could consider overreaching or glorifying 

resistance.  

                                                 
24 "Resistance, Jewish," Yad Vashem, accessed October 27, 2011, 
http://www1.yadvashem.org/odot_pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%205822.pdf  
25 Rozett, "Jewish Resistance," Historiography of the Holocaust, 347. 
26 Muselman was a derogatory term used among inmates of World War II Nazi concentration camps to 
refer to those suffering from a combination of starvation (known also as "hunger disease") and exhaustion 
and who did not maintain basic standards of physical hygiene. The Muselman inmates exhibited severe 
emaciation and physical weakness, an apathetic listlessness regarding their own fate, and 
unresponsiveness to their surroundings. 
27 Roger Gotlieb, "The Concept of Resistance: Jewish Resistance during the Holocaust," Social Theory 
and Practice 9, 1 (1983), 31-49.   
28 R. Rozett, “Jewish Resistance,” Encyclopedia of the Holocaust, 1265.  

http://www1.yadvashem.org/odot_pdf/Microsoft%25252520Word%25252520-%252525205822.pdf
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Regarding child rescue as a form of survival resistance results in a much 

narrower definition of resistance, allowing us to calculate intent, organization, and 

effectiveness. Previous studies by Kieval Hillel, Lucien Lazare, and Asher Cohen all 

looked at rescue in France as a form of resistance.29 While all of them recognized the 

rescue effort as a form of resistance, they disagreed on exactly when the resistance 

started and they limited their discussion to explaining intent and effectiveness. Hillel's 

article on child rescue in France only accepted the development of resistance once the 

rescue organizations perceived an imminent threat. While his article definitely 

considered intent and effectiveness in the establishment of resistance, he limited the 

concept of rescue as resistance by focusing on legal versus illegal rescue efforts, one 

geographic country, and the timing of the realization of danger. The extensive child 

rescue efforts were not limited to France alone, however. Incorporating rescue 

organizations to a broader geographical region including all of Nazi-occupied western 

Europe, the scope of this dissertation, will demonstrate a very different intent than 

previous authors have perceived. 

Geographical Differences and Commonalities in Nazi-occupied Western Europe 

In this dissertation, Nazi-occupied western Europe consists of three countries: 

Belgium, the Netherlands, and France. The three present a great geographic unit, within 

each of which extensive rescue networks developed that devoted themselves 

specifically to the rescue of Jewish children. While a few limited connections existed 

between some networks in Belgium and France, most of the rescue efforts remained 

                                                 
29 Rozett, "Jewish Resistance," The Historiography of the Holocaust, 353-356; Hillel Kieval, "Legality and 
Resistance in Vichy France: The Rescue of Jewish Children," Proceedings of the American Philosophical 
Society, 124, 5 (October, 1980), 339-366;  and Lazare Lucien, Rescue as Resistance: How Jewish 
Organizations Fought the Holocaust in France (1996);  and A. Cohen, "Hap'olot Hamachteret Hahalutzit 
Behungaria, Mertz-August 1944," Yad Vashem Studies, 14 (1982), 189-203. 
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within the borders of each country. As a result, separate networks arose independently 

within each country, and there was no over-arching network that covered all of Nazi-

occupied western Europe. While the three countries differed in some areas in their 

experience of the Holocaust and German occupation, the focus of this study is on the 

commonalities within the region. Since this is not a comparative work dealing with the 

entire history of the countries themselves during the Holocaust, but rather a study on 

the rescue effort, their commonalities overcome the differences.30  

However, some of the marked differences among the three need to be 

addressed because they could possibly have influenced the child rescue networks. The 

main deviations in Holocaust experience in Nazi-occupied western Europe stem 

predominantly from the victim and rescuer rate, and the type of occupation established 

by the Germans. A brief survey of these key deviations shows that, in general, the 

Netherlands differed more from the other two countries, especially regarding survival 

rate and type of occupation. However, the amount of rescuers and the survival rate also 

demonstrates that there was also a remarkable degree of variation between France and 

Belgium as well. The highest victim rate occurred in the Netherlands, which lost seventy 

percent of its total Jewish population during the Holocaust, approximately 100,000 Jews 

in all. However, the low survival rate (thirty percent or 21,674 Jews) was not solely due 

to the lack of sheltering and aid by the Dutch gentile population, because the 

Netherlands today possesses by far the highest number of Righteous among the 

Nations (Righteous), no fewer than 5,108.31 To be sure, the Righteous recognized by 

                                                 
30 Pim Griffioen and Ron Zeller, Jodenvervolging in Frankrijk, Nederland en België: 1940-1945: 
overeenkomsten, verschillen, oorzaken (Amsterdam: Boom, 2011). 
31 “Righteous among  the Nations per country,” Yad Vashem, accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/statistics.asp#detailed  

http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/statistics.asp#detailed
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Yad Vashem do not fully account for the exact amount of rescuers per country, because 

recognition is based on Yad Vashem's criteria and because some countries campaign 

to have their rescuers recognized.32  

However, the number of Righteous is an interesting indicator, considering that 

the numbers for Righteous in Belgium ran as low as 1,584 and for France stands at 

3,331.33 If the Jewish survival rate during the Holocaust in Belgium, fifty-five to sixty 

percent, and France, seventy-five percent, is added to the number of recognized 

Righteous, the discrepancy between rescuer and survival rate growers larger. By 

comparison, the Netherlands, with the lowest survival rate, has the highest amount of 

Righteous, whereas Belgium with a much higher survival rate has the lowest amount of 

Righteous and even France with the relatively high survival rate has much lower amount 

of Righteous than the Netherlands. What these discrepancies in survival versus rescuer 

rate demonstrate is that the amount of activity by the gentile population in the various 

countries alone did not determine the survival rate for the Jewish population. Therefore, 

the link between the number and size of rescue organizations and their participating 

individuals does not necessarily correlate with the effectiveness of survival resistance. 

The occupation administration also drastically differed in the three countries, all 

the way from a German civil administration to an unoccupied free zone. Hitler initially 

approved a military administration for the Netherlands. However, the flight of the Dutch 

government to England and the invasion of France resulted in the establishment of a 

civil administration and put the Netherlands immediately on a different path than 

                                                 
32 Mordecai Paldiel, Sheltering the Jews: Stories of Holocaust Rescuers (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 
1996), 206 and Moore, Survivors, 5. 
33“Righteous among the Nations per country,” Yad Vashem, accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/statistics.asp#detailed  

http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/statistics.asp#detailed
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Belgium and France. Hitler personally appointed members of the German civil 

government led by Reichskommissar Arthur Seyss-Inquart. Placing the country under 

civil administration meant much greater influence for the Nazi Party and the SS 

(Schutzstaffel) in running the country, in comparison to what a military administration 

would have tolerated. For example, Hitler appointed Höhere SS-und Polizeiführer 

Nordwest H.A. Rauter as Commissioner-General of Public Security. Jewish affairs fell 

mainly into the hands of Ferdinand Hans Aus der Fünten, who was head of Zentralstelle 

fur jüdische Auswanderung (Central Bureau for Jewish Immigration).34  

Belgium, by contrast, lived under a military administration led by General 

Alexander von Falkenhausen. As a result, the occupying administration fell under SS-

Gruppenführer Eggert Reeder and Jewish affairs remained in the hand of police 

departments until August 1942, when SS-Obersturmführer Kurt Assche took 

command.35 While northern France received a military administration similar to Belgium 

under Otto von Stulpnagel and later in 1942 experienced heavy SS influence by SS-

Hauptsturmführer Theo Dannecker, southern France remained an unoccupied free zone 

under Vichy France until November 1942.36 The differences in occupation affected the 

rescue networks due to the level of administrative intensity in the persecution of Jews. 

As Jozef Michman notes, the administration "that governed the Netherlands consisted 

of people with extensive government experience, who would be highly motivated in 

                                                 
34 Bob Moore, Victims and Survivors: The Nazi Persecution of the Jews in The Netherlands, 1940-1945 
(New York: Arnold), 51-53. 
35 Lucien Steinberg, Le Comité de défense des juifs en Belgique (Bruxelles: editions de l’Université de 
Bruxelles, 1973), 20 and Sylvain Brachfeld, A  Gift of Life: The Deportation and Rescue of the Jews in 
Occupied  Belgium, 1940-1944 (Israel: Institute for the Research on Belgian Judaism, 2007), 25. 
36 Renée Poznanski, Jews in France During World War II. Waltham, MA: Brandeis University Press with 
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, 2001), 252. 
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carrying out their tasks."37 On the other end of the spectrum was Vichy France, which 

until late 1942 saw limited persecution and became a refuge for many Jews fleeing 

occupied Europe.  As a result, Jewish child rescue organizations in the Netherlands had 

very little time or opportunity to develop an extensive underground system, whereas in 

Belgium and northern France they had more time to create an extended network, not 

only the gentile rescue organizations, but the legal Jewish structures put in place by the 

Germans. In Vichy France, Jewish organizations such as the OSE functioned fully 

within the legal framework and did not have to go underground until late 1942 or early 

1943. They had greater opportunity to transfer their legal aid organization to an 

underground illegal rescue network. It is clear that the administrative effectiveness of 

the occupation government influenced the opportunity and the timing of child rescue 

networks.  

The commonalities in the three countries during the Holocaust derive from 

various areas, including pre-war social, settlement, integration, and immigration features 

of the Jewish community and wartime implementation of anti-Semitic persecution by the 

German occupiers. The first similarity between the countries, regarding type of 

occupation administration, eventually resulted in a difference among the countries.   

While the Germans implemented different occupation administrations, their original 

intent was the eventual incorporation of these jn all countries within the Third Reich. 

This incorporation never occurred and Belgium, the Netherlands, and France all 

remained under some type of occupation administration throughout World War II. 

Following this rule, other western European countries, such as Switzerland, Denmark, 

                                                 
37 Bert Jan Flim and Jozeph Michman, The Encyclopedia of the Righteous Among the Nations: Rescuers 
of Jews during the Holocaust- The Netherlands (Jerusalem, Israel: Yad Vashem, 2003), xviii. 
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Italy, Spain, and Austria, are immediately excluded from this research because they 

were either never intended for integration or already fully incorporated into the Third 

Reich. 

Secondly, the pre-war situation in Belgium, the Netherlands, and France had 

many similarities in comparison with other European areas.  In all three countries, the 

Jews formed a tiny minority population before and during the occupation. In the 

Netherlands, a 1930 census placed the Jewish population at 111,917 (or 1.41 percent) 

out of a total Dutch population of just under eight million.38 By 1940, approximately 

140,000 Jews resided in the Netherlands, making up about 1.6 percent of the total 

Dutch population.39 A similar Belgian census determined that there were approximately 

50,000 (0.6 percent) Jews out of 8.1 million Belgian people.40 By May 10, 1940, some 

historians placed the number of Jews in Belgium closer to 85,000-90,000,41 although 

most historians conform to a lower number, approximately 65,000.42 The first German 

census on the Belgian Jewish population on October 1, 1940 recorded 42,652 Jews, 

which was later raised to 57,514.  Belgian Jews arrested in France brought this number 

to 64,641. Some historians assume that another 15,000 fled the Nazi occupation.43 In 

France, a 1940 census estimated that there were 300,000 to 330,000 (0.7 percent) 

Jews out of a French total population of forty-three million.44 The Germans held a 

                                                 
38 Hilberg, Destruction of the European Jews, 362; Bob Moore, Victims and Survivors, 37; and Flim and 
Michman, Encyclopedia of The Righteous among the Nations: Netherlands, xxx.  
39 “Netherlands,” JewishVirtual Library, accessed April 12, 2012,  
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/vjw/netherlands.html and Flim and Michman, Encyclopedia of 
the Righteous among the Nations: Netherlands, xxx.  
40 Moore, Victims and Survivors, 37. 
41 L. Steinberg, Le CDJ en Belgique, 15.  
42 Brachfeld, A Gift of Life,  
43L. Steinberg, Le CDJ en Belgique, 15; and Mark Weber “Belgium and Its Jews During the War.” Journal 
of Historical Review 18 (1999), 2.  
44 Poznanski, Jews in France during World War II, 1. 

http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/vjw/netherlands.html
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census in 1941 that counted 287,962 Jews. This did not include detainees in camps 

(35,000), prisoners (12,000), and those who avoided the census (perhaps 5,000) still 

residing in France. If that number of Jews is added to the total then the census results in 

an approximate number of just under 340,000 Jews.45 These numbers clearly show that 

Jews formed only a very small segment of the population and, therefore, needed to rely 

on the gentile rescue groups to save the children.    

The first settlement of Jews in these three countries followed a mostly similar 

path, despite some slight distinctions. The Golden Age in the north during the 17th 

century brought persecuted Sephardic Jews from southern Europe (predominantly 

Spain and Portugal) to the economic centers of Amsterdam and Antwerp. Both cities 

developed Jewish communities that would last for centuries. France during this period 

also experienced a small wave of immigration, but much more limited than the other two 

countries. Especially for the Netherlands, this immigration movement formed strong 

roots for the Jewish people. The liberty and wealth of these early settlements also 

attracted Ashkenazi Jews from the east. It was this early immigration that established 

the foundation of what eventually would be considered in all three countries 

communities of “nationalized Jews.”46 

The next major wave of immigration came in the 1880s. This Jewish influx mainly 

affected France and Belgium. It consisted of Russian, Romanian, and Polish Jews, 

fleeing the uprisings in Tsarist Russia and the anti-Semitic pogroms in the east. Many of 

                                                 
45 Lucien Lazare, Rescue as Resistance: How Jewish Organizations Fought the Holocaust in France 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1996), 12.  
46 Poznanski, Jews in France during World War II, 2-5; Moore, Victims and Survivors, 37-39; and 
“Netherlands,” Jewish Virtual Library, accessed April 12, 2012,  
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/vjw/netherlands.html; and Maxime Steinberg, La persécution 
des Juifs en Belgique, 1940-1945 (Bruxelles: Editions Complexe, 2004). 
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these Jews were in route to other destinations, such as the United States and the 

Palestine territory (part of the “First Aliyah”47), and remained in their transition ports 

because they could not obtain the proper documentation for further immigration.48 

Another major immigration wave from the east took place after World War I, due to the 

Russian revolutions and further anti-Semitic agitation in eastern Europe. Many of the 

immigrants (Jews and non-Jews) once again regarded the three countries as a transit 

station. This time, however, most remained there, a result of immigration quotas by the 

United States and the spread of illness, which halted further immigration. West 

European liberties convinced the new Jewish immigrants that they could flourish there. 

Thus, the majority remained. As a result, Belgium and France saw a major increase of 

their Jewish population during this period.49   

The 1930s brought one final major wave of immigration. These immigrants 

derived from Central Europe and fled at first from Germany because of Adolf Hitler's rise 

to power, the adoption of the Nuremberg Laws, Kristallnacht, and the Austrian 

Anschluss. Many Czechoslovakian, Hungarian, and Romanian Jews felt similar fears 

due to rising anti-Semitic tension and added to the immigrants' numbers. Scholars 

estimate that about 118,000 Jews left Germany, and 100,000 Jews departed Austria.50 

This immigration wave affected all three countries immensely. For example, the 

Netherlands received 34,000 Jews from Germany in 1939 and early 1940.51 Poznanski 

                                                 
47 First Aliyah was the first modern widespread wave of Zionist immigration to the Palestinian territory. 
Jews who migrated to Palestine territory in this wave came mostly from Eastern Europe and Yemen. 
48 Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 1; Brachfeld, A Gift of Life, 23; and Moore, Victims and Survivors, 37. 
49 Brachfeld, A Gift of Life, 23-24; Moore, Victims and Survivors, 37; and Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 
1. 
50 Brachfeld, A Gift of Life, 24; Moore, Victims and Survivors, 38; and Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 2. 
51 Netherlands,” Jewish Virtual Library, accessed April 12, 2012, 
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claims that France saw a staggering number of Jewish immigrants in the years before 

the war, just under 100,000.52  

As a result, by 1940 all three countries had a divided population of established 

national Jews living alongside immigrant foreign Jews. In France and Belgium, foreign 

Jews (lacking French or Belgium citizenship) massively outnumbered national Jews. 

Out of the estimated 65,000 Jews living in Belgium in 1940, only 4,341 held Belgian 

nationality. That meant that an immense ninety-four percent of Jews in Belgium were 

not Belgian citizens.53 In France, at least half of the Jews were foreign-born and only 

twenty-five percent could claim French ancestry.54 The foreign versus national Jewish 

situation in the Netherlands was the least drastic, with only seventeen percent of Jews 

before 1939 not having Dutch citizenship.55 The split between national and foreign Jews 

brought tension not only outside of the Jewish communities, but also within.  

The tension within the Jewish community derived from the fact that national Jews 

regarded themselves as true citizens, because they had enjoyed the freedoms and 

liberties of emancipation for many years. All three countries had a similar rate or timing 

of Jewish emancipation. The French Revolution brought immense changes in Jewish 

liberties for all three countries. The French Emancipation Act of September 27, 1791 

was the first to give nationalized Jews full emancipation. The French occupation of 

northern territories further influenced developments in Belgium and the Netherlands. 

The French-occupied Batavian Republic passed its emancipation law in 1796. It 

resulted in the adoption of emancipation in the Belgian Constitution of 1830 and the 

                                                 
52 Poznanski, Jews in France during World War II, 2. 
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redrafted Dutch Constitution of 1846.56 As a result, most French, Belgian, and Dutch 

Jews felt completely assimilated. They regarded themselves as full citizens with the 

same rights and liberties as other citizens.  

Foreign Jews who had arrived with the various immigration waves felt very 

differently. The general population of France, Belgium, and the Netherlands did not 

regard them as citizens, and neither did the national Jews. There was a clear division in 

all three countries between national Jews and foreign Jews immigrating from the east. 

They did not assimilate into the general populace. They had different traditions, culture, 

and identity. French Holocaust historian Renée Poznanski noted that in most cases 

foreign Jews spoke Yiddish, which the national Jews saw as a mark of secularization 

rather than a throwback. Poznanski wrote "When they did spoke French, they spoke 

with an accent that betrayed their foreign background, and no naturalization procedure 

could ever neutralize the effects of this accent on their relations with the French."57 This 

separation was severe, and both Jews and non-Jews perceived it easily.  

The division would have a major effect on the actions of the occupying 

authorities. In the three countries, the Germans focused first on the less assimilated 

foreign Jews, whom they thought would not ask or receive help from the gentile 

population, and only then turned to persecution of the national Jews.58 In addition, the 

division in the Jewish community caused national Jews to provide little to aid foreign 

Jews. Jewish councils consisting mostly of national Jews surrendered foreign Jews to 

deportation before their own. As a result, in all three countries the foreign, less 
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assimilated, Jews were much more vulnerable to deportation. This vulnerability did not 

always translate into a lower survival rate. Many foreign Jews recognized the danger of 

anti-Semitic persecution earlier than nationalized Jews and knew they would not receive 

public protection. As a result, they were more likely to find hiding locations. Of course, 

this could have a negative impact on the child rescue networks.  

Besides the foreign-national divide, other divisions plagued the Jewish 

communities in all three countries. One, for example, was the level of orthodoxy.59 Class 

divisions also existed between the wealthy bourgeois Jews and poorer, working class 

Jews.60 These divisions within the Jewish community affected child rescue in a similar 

manner as the foreign-nationalized fraction. The more a Jewish family felt protected by 

the Jewish community, Belgian public opinion, or the state, the more likely it would not 

actively pursue finding a hiding location for their children.  

The final major pre-war commonality was the urban centralization of the Jewish 

communities in Nazi-occupied western Europe. The majority of Jews lived in the four 

major cities of Paris (approximately fifty percent of Jews in France), Antwerp (about 

55,000 or two thirds of Jews in Belgium), Brussels (about 35,000 or one third of Jews in 

Belgium), and Amsterdam (about 75,000 Jews). Other Jewish communities existed in 

towns such as Charleroi and Rotterdam, but they formed an extreme minority of the 

total Jewish population and remained small in size.61 Urban centralization greatly 

affected the rescue groups in regard to their placement and transportation strategy. 

While urban centralization meant that most children came from the cities, the rescue 
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organizations placed them mainly in rural settings. As will be argued in the chapters on 

organization, the highly popular story of Anne Frank hiding in the middle of urban 

Amsterdam is an exception rather than the rule. Rescue groups usually picked up the 

child from his or her parents in the city and then escorted the child to hiding locations in 

the countryside, such as a rural Catholic convent or a private family in a rural village. In 

all three countries, most rescue organizations applied this transfer from urban to rural. 

The German invasion and the persecution of Jews in the Netherlands, Belgium, 

and France also occurred at similar times and followed the same pattern. The German 

invasion of western Europe commenced on May 10, 1940. The Netherlands 

surrendered by May 28, the Belgians by May 14, and last, but not much later, the 

French on June 22. In all three countries, many Jews fled south away from the invasion, 

but soon realized that it was impossible to escape. When the occupation started and the 

military situation relaxed, most returned to their countries of origin if it was possible. 

Initial Jewish fears diminished because of the limited action of the Germans against 

them. The first orders targeting Jews came only in late September through early 

October of 1940.62 For example, in Belgium, new laws on October 23, 1940 forbade 

ritual slaughter.  Anti-Jewish measures were gradually implemented in all three 

countries, so as not to distress the non-Jewish population.  

The registration of Jews also took place at the same time. In France and 

Belgium, Jews had to register in late October 1940. Administrative delays slowed the 

registration process in the Netherlands; it did not take place until January 10, 1941. The 

occupying governments followed registration with other orders such as the exclusion of 
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Jews from education, their elimination them from professional employment, and the 

closing of Jewish businesses. By late 1941, the Germans had occupied all three 

countries and implemented anti-Semitic measures necessary to begin the roundup and 

deportation of Jews. For most Jews, these early measure affected their lives, but they 

were tolerable. In 1942, however the Germans enforced new orders that began to 

demonstrate the true intent of their anti-Jewish measures. For example, the order to 

wear the yellow star (or Judenstern) for all Jews above the age of six created some 

preliminary awareness. The implementation of the yellow star commenced in the 

Netherlands in May-April, 1942, followed by Belgium on May 27th, and finished in 

France by June 1942. Hence, throughout Nazi-occupied western Europe, the German 

occupiers disarmed, weakened, and marked the Jewish population at a similar rate.  

While smaller roundups started to plague the three nations in the spring of 1942, 

the major change in anti-Semitic legislation occurred on June 11, 1942, when an SS-

Reichsicherheitshauptamt (RSHA) meeting set the original deportation quotas for 

western Europe and planning commenced for the first deportations by RSHA Referat IV 

B4 (RSHA sub-department IV-B4) led by SS-Obersturmbahnführer Adolf Eichmann. By 

June 22, Eichmann sent the following updated deportation quotas in a letter addressed 

to the western European SS leading officers: 40,000 Jews required from France, 10,000 

Jews required from Belgium, and 40,000 Jews required from the Netherlands. This was 

a rate of 1,000 deportees per day, all destined for Auschwitz.63 As a result, this decision 

marked the official start of the massive roundups and deportation notifications. Aus der 
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Fünten notified the Dutch Jewish Council on June 26 of the "labor" deportations.64 In 

Paris, some 4,500 French policemen began a massive manhunt on July 16, 1942 in 

which 13,152 stateless Jews were arrested and detained. The authorities "penned up" 

8,160 of the arrested Jews in Paris’s covered sports arena called the Vélodrome d'hiver. 

“Vel d'hiv” became France's first massive roundup and a sign of things to come.65  

The summer of 1942, therefore, was the turning point for all rescue organizations 

in Nazi-occupied western Europe. While some action had taken place beforehand, this 

dissertation will demonstrate that the real starting point of the rescue effort both by 

Jewish and gentile rescue groups commenced with the beginning of deportation calls 

and the early razzias (“roundups”). The gradual implementation of anti-Semitic laws in 

all three countries had prevented most Jews and rescue organizations from hiding the 

children. This situation changed drastically once the deportation calls spread throughout 

the Jewish communities. As a result, the timing of the German persecution efforts 

marked the start of rescue activities in all three countries at the same time.  The effect 

of this turning point will be discussed further in the dissertation. 

Sources: Use of Testimony 

The research for this dissertation relies heavily on testimony from rescuers and 

survivors, deriving from sources such as memoirs, questionnaires, and audio-visual 

testimonies. This is the result of two main reasons: the limited sources availability in 

some areas and the importance of individual opinion and representation. In regard to 

availability, the issue of resistance and rescue is important, especially in regard to the 

Holocaust. The secretive nature of resistance activity usually resulted in limited 
                                                 
64 Moore, Victims and Survivors, 92. 
65 Poznanski, Jews in France during World War II, 261; and Levy and Tillard, La Grande Rafle du Vel 
d’hiv (Paris: R. Laffont, 1992). 
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contemporary documents, or none at all. In addition, as resistance historian Margaret 

Collins Weitz has noted:   "Resistance accounts are replete with incidents where 

compromising papers were destroyed in whatever manner possible - burned, flushed 

down toilets, swallowed."66  

This is especially the case in the Netherlands, where rescuers kept limited 

documentation in order to evade detection. The leading researcher on child rescue 

groups in the Netherlands, Bert-Jan Flim, notes that “the written sources that were 

available for research purposes could be stored in one file. For obvious reasons, the 

rescuers entrusted as little as possible to paper during the war.”67 Similar to my 

approach, Flim based his study of Dutch child rescue organizations mainly on oral 

interviews. As a result, testimonies play an important and supplementary role to written 

documents in the study of Holocaust resistance. Furthermore, when looking at the 

individual rescuer, written documents often do not express the individual intent, but 

rather that of the group. To understand the complete aspect of the rescue network, the 

intent of both the group and the individual needs to be considered in the research. The 

use of testimonies can often provide a more direct connection to the individual than 

written documents can offer.  

Because of the issues concerning the reliability of testimonies, the methodology 

of interviewing and types of testimonies used need to be explained. Scholars should 

carefully consider the use of testimony, especially when researching the sensitive topic 

of intent. Leading questions by the interviewer and knowledge of the research topic by 

                                                 
66 John Michalcyzck, Resisters, Rescuers, and Refugees: Historical and Ethical Issues (Kansas City: 
Sheed & Ward, 1997), 36. 
67 Bert-Jan Flim, Saving the Children: History of the Organized Effort to Rescue Jewish Children in The 
Netherlands, 1942-45 (Bethesda, Md.: CDL Press, 2005), xvi.  
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the interviewee can result in modified or rehearsed responses by the rescuers or 

survivors, especially when the subject is that of intent. To refrain from posing leading 

questions on my topic, I did not conduct personal interviews, but instead opted to use 

interviews from the multiple testimony archives available, such as Yad Vashem, the 

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM), the Shoah Foundation, and the 

Wiener Library in London. Most of the available interviews included both the 

interviewers’ questions and interviewees’ answers. As a result, I was able to avoid 

answers from questions that seemed to be suggestive or leading.  These archival 

sources, on top of memoirs, questionnaires, post-war reports, and testimonies in 

secondary sources, provided multiple testimonies on one individual from different 

sources. For example, the analysis of the intent of Belgian rescuer Andrée Geulen-

Herscovici derives from testimonies from the Shoah Foundation, USHMM, Yad 

Vashem, the Wiener Library, testimony excerpts from Suzanne Vromen's interview in 

Hidden Children of the Holocaust, and the documentary They Risked Their Lives.68 The 

analysis of multiple testimonies on each individual also limited the impact of other 

troublesome issues, including the effect of trauma and memory.69  

Chapter Organization 

 This dissertation is purposely divided into two parts. The first part discussed in 

chapter two addresses Jewish survival resistance. It analyzes the intent and the 

organization of Jewish rescue organizations and rescuers. This chapter contains three 

sections that are geographically divided between the three countries: Belgium, France, 

and the Netherlands. Each subsection looks at the distinct Jewish rescue network that 
                                                 
68 See list of testimonies in bibliography. 
69 Dominick LaCapra, Writing History, Writing Trauma (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 2001).  
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developed in the country. By looking at the organizational framework of the resistance 

groups, this chapter demonstrates the efficiency of both clandestine and legal child 

rescue work. These sections also highlight the geographical differences and patterns 

among the Jewish rescue networks. However, the chapter as a whole demonstrates 

that all three countries, independently from each other, developed Jewish resistance 

organizations that focused on child rescue, with a mission to secure the survival of their 

own people.  

 In addition, a fourth section within chapter two, “Parental Separation as Survival 

Resistance,” addresses the concept of parents relinquishing their children in an attempt 

to save them from deportation and likely death. While many scholars touch on the 

subject of Jewish resistance, they often ignore this important act of resistance. Without 

this action, much of the child rescue effort would be impossible. Similar to first three 

substections in this chapter, section four delves into the intent of the parental decision, 

as well as the organization or process of this particular act of resistance. Together with 

the previous subsections, it illustrates the total process of Jewish survival resistance. 

In the third chapter, the dissertation turns to the study of non-Jewish survival 

resistance through the act of child rescue. The first two sections in this section deal with 

Christian resistance. The first looks at Catholic resistance and the creation of Catholic 

rescue networks in all three countries. It elaborates on the specific pattern of Catholic 

hierarchy that heavily influenced these networks. While Catholic dignitaries had little 

ability to actively participate in Jewish child rescue, they still encouraged, in various 

ways, their lower clergy to act. As a result, the Catholic network formed the largest child 

rescue networks in Nazi-occupied western Europe.   
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In the second section of chapter three, the dissertation covers the establishment 

of Protestant rescue networks. Beside the Catholic network, the Protestant churches 

vigorously participated in child rescue. However, hierarchy did not drive the Protestant 

resistance. Instead, a pattern of local enclaves dominated Protestant rescue. Both of 

these sections deal with the sensitive issues of Christian intent. Why did Christians 

rescue so many Jewish children? The intent discussion addresses the conversion 

motive as well as other patterns of Christian motivation.  

The third section in this chapter covers the remaining rescue groups. These 

humanitarian organizations came from varied backgrounds. Some emerged out of 

university students, while others developed out of pre-existing aid organizations. In the 

beginning of the occupation, most of these groups did not affiliate with a particular 

network. However, a pattern of cooperation developed in which they came to work with 

Christian and Jewish networks. As result, these collaborating humanitarian networks 

formed the basis for larger national networks.  

  In the concluding chapter, the dissertation deals with the final characteristic of 

survival resistance: effectiveness. It discusses the number of children rescued for each 

individual network. In addition, it addresses the German perspective of the numbers 

game. Were children truly a primary target in the Final Solution? Finally, after the 

discussion of intent, organization, and effectiveness, a pattern of resistance appears 

that may be non-violent but highly effective, one that resulted in the survival of 

thousands of Jewish children in Nazi-occupied western Europe.  
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CHAPTER 2 

JEWISH CHILD RESCUE AS SURVIVAL RESISTANCE 

It was a struggle between two powers, on one hand the Germans trying to get rid 
of the Jews and on the other the survival of those children, as children and as 
members of a people threatened with extermination. I didn’t know how, but I felt 
that then.70 
 
There was a heroism of the Jewish community in France who kept up with these 
children. 71 
 
He [Walter Süskind] believed the main goal was to save as many people as 
possible at the risk of his own life. He twisted Aus der Fünten around his finger. It 
is impossible that he was never found out. Only one person had to betray them in 
the Schouwburg. Is it luck?72 
 

 

These three quotes provide a preliminary glimpse into the world of the Jewish 

networks that carried out child rescue in Nazi-occupied western Europe. Throughout the 

region, the occupation marked, for some within the Jewish community, a call to action. 

The responses varied immensely inside each country.  The result was the 

establishment of different child rescue organizations based on various philosophies and 

methods. Nonetheless, all of these groups had one common element: they were 

Jewish. This simple fact increased the danger for each one of their operatives because 

arrest and deportation lurked around each corner. The creation of child rescue networks 

placed them in even greater danger. Nevertheless, several individuals within the Jewish 

community stepped forward to accept this difficult role. Day and night, they found the 

courage to supply and care for rescued children, and the result was the survival of tens 

                                                 
70 Maurice Heiber quoted in Comme ci c’était hier (Bruxelles, 1980). 
71 USHMM, RG 50.146*0020: Testimony George Loinger. 
72 Piet Meerburg, interview by Shoah Visual History Foundation, October 30, 1996.  For more information 
on Meerburg see, “Piet Adriaan Meerburg,” Yad Vashem, accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/stories/meerburg.asp  
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of thousands who would otherwise have died.   As Piet Meerburg asks above, was it 

luck, heroism, or just the need to survive? A discussion of the intent and organization of 

these networks demonstrates that it was not luck, but a deliberate attempt to carry out 

survival resistance.  

At the start of the occupation, Jewish rescuers had the option to function within 

the German occupation’s legal framework or to form an illegal underground group. 

Legally sanctioned organizations operating in the open were typical before the start of 

deportations in 1942. They provided aid to parents and orphans, established homes for 

the children, and attempted to prevent their deportation. As the horrific news from the 

east began to arrive and knowledge of German intent began spreading throughout the 

Jewish communities of western Europe, illegal organizations became more active and 

previously legal organizations moved underground. Clandestine groups realized that 

cooperating with the Germans ultimately would not result in the rescue of Jewish 

children. Recognizing the threat, they moved children to hiding locations, established 

funding for them, created underground transport, and cared for them. Consequently, 

both legal and illegal Jewish rescue organizations existed side by side in all three 

countries. In most cases, with the exception of Amsterdam, both types of organizations 

usually functioned separately, but they also cooperated enough to establish a larger 

nation-wide Jewish network dedicated to saving the children.  

In order to function, these larger Jewish networks needed help from the gentile 

population. Therefore, for many Jewish rescuers, the first act of resistance was not 

hiding children, but creating a sphere of resistance among the gentile population. 

Yvonne Jospa, leader of the children’s division of the Comité de défense des Juifs 
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(CDJ) in Belgium, commented that “the Jewish committee made a double act of 

resistance themselves. The first was to save children and adults, but also to create a 

feeling of resistance against the Germans among the Belgian people.”73 The Jewish 

networks actively sought support from all corners of the population. They appealed 

passionately to their national government, national and local newspapers, national and 

local churches, aid organizations, etc. As a result, the Jewish rescue efforts blended 

with that of non-Jewish networks in all three countries. Jewish groups asked and 

received help from Catholics, Protestants, atheists, communists, and numerous other 

organizations and individuals. As noted within the introduction, this cooperation was 

crucial to the success of the Jewish networks. Without these connections, their work 

would have been much more limited in scope and possibility. 

While many Jewish rescue groups aided adults, as well as children, it is 

interesting that most focused mainly on children or had a separate division specifically 

for child rescue. This concentration resulted from two reasons: the previous existence of 

child aid organizations within the Jewish community and the ease of hiding children as 

opposed to adults. Before the occupation, Jewish humanitarian aid organizations 

assisted poor immigrant families and helped them care for their children. Many within 

the Jewish community already depended heavily on aid from these organizations. 

Accordingly, they easily adapted themselves to the rescue of children during the 

occupation. Eventually, the Germans incorporated many of them into, or affiliated them 

with, the larger Jewish councils (Judenräte). Most of these aid organizations worked 

                                                 
73 USHMM, RG 50.012* 0042: Testimony by Yvonne Jospa for Christian Rescuers Project.  
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legally until the fall of 1942 and then moved underground when deportations to the east 

increased and the danger to the children became too great.  

Even where no previous organization existed, rescue groups frequently decided 

to focus on helping children because of financial considerations and the ease of 

placement. Jewish organizations noticed more willingness among the gentile population 

to accept children in hiding rather than adults. This situation resulted mainly from the 

emotional link to children. The non-Jewish population regarded Jewish children as 

innocents in German aggression towards the Jews. The majority of them did not regard 

them as suitable targets for deportation. In addition, the cost for hiding adults was much 

higher. This combination often made the decision to hide a Jewish child more appealing 

to a non-Jew. In addition, Jewish organizations and many Jewish parents realized that 

separation from their children most likely would result in a higher possibility of survival 

for themselves. Maurice Heiber, director of the children’s division in the Association des 

Juifs en Belgique (AJB) and rescuer within the CDJ, testifies that the CDJ “had to hide 

the children and separate them from their parents. This was very important. Once the 

children were separated, they had a better chance to survive and the parents had more 

liberty to hide and escape.”74 As a result, Jewish organizations chose orphans, children 

of deported parents, or separated the children from their parents before finding them a 

hiding location. In all three countries, Jewish networks implemented the same pattern:  

emphasis on hiding children and insistence on parent-child separation. 

The decision to focus on rescuing children closely correlates to the intent of 

Jewish network. For most Jewish rescuers, the motivation to aid children came 

naturally. They understood the risk they were taking, but also realized the necessity to 
                                                 
74 Maurice Heiber quoted in Comme ci c’était hier VHS (Bruxelles, 1980). 
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secure the survival of these children. Esta Heiber, rescuer in the AJB and CDJ, 

expresses that “it was just life. It happened within her circle. It came naturally. It needed 

to be done. You had to do it.”75 Beside the natural motivations to save children, the 

networks entertained other intentions, such as survival resistance. Some of these 

rescue organizations viewed the survival of these children as the main possibility of the 

survival of the Jewish people as a whole.  

Not only do the words in the testimonies reflect this survival resistance intent, but 

also the rescuers’ actions demonstrated that they believed saving the children was the 

key to the survival of the Jewish people. For example, Dr. Joseph Weill commented in 

an emergency meeting of the Oeuvre de Secours aux Enfants (OSE) in France that he 

discovered what happened to the first deportation trains sent to the east. He urged the 

dispersion of all OSE homes because they were game pieces in the German plan of 

extermination and ordered the movement to go underground. Weill comments: “It is 

important that we prepare the children for the horrible time to come.”76 In Belgium, a 

notable testimony came from Maurice Heiber. A family hiding a young Jewish boy 

contacted him one evening to return a boy, claiming he was a thief.  Heiber immediately 

went to the hiding location and talked to the couple. They told him that the little boy had 

stolen baby Jesus from the nativity scene. Heiber took the boy aside and tried to reason 

with him as an adult. He said: “The Nazis want to kill us all and here you are with good 

people trying to save you.” Heiber hoped to instill some sense of duty in the boy to his 

people by stressing the need for survival. The boy answered: “I have taken Jesus. I 

know that little Jesus is a Jew. The Germans could take him, so I had to save him.” 

                                                 
75 USHMM, RG 50.012 *0036: Testimony Esta Heiber for Christian Rescuer’s Project. 
76 USHMM, RG 50.146*0020: Testimony George Loinger. 
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Upon hearing this, Heiber and the couple remarked on the little boy’s compassion and 

understanding. In another instance, Heiber testified that he told a mother that her little 

girl had died from dysentery in hiding. He comforted the mother by telling her that “your 

child is death [dead] but she was a soldier who fought against the Nazis just as we do.” 

By using “we,” he is referring to the resistance work of the underground CDJ in hiding 

children.77 These few examples demonstrate the link between the rescue of children 

and survival of the Jewish people.  

The second major indicator regarding intent towards survival of the Jewish 

people through child rescue was the immense effort to preserve Jewish tradition and 

culture within the children. Homes of the OSE and AJB in France and Belgium, while 

operating legally, maintained Jewish rituals and traditions.78 For example, the directors 

of the AJB homes made an effort to celebrate the holidays with as much grandeur as 

possible. The Tiefenbrunners made an extra effort to arrange the holidays so that their 

sacred character was evident. For Hanukkah, each child made a present that was given 

to another child. During Sukkoth, the children built a Sukkah in the backyard.79 Albert-

Blum did not stress religion at her orphanage, but mentions that at Wezembeek they 

celebrated religious feasts such as Hanukkah, Purim and Pesach.  They even observed 

several collective bar-mitzvoth, after which they served a special meal and the boys 

received a new outfit.  

Even in hiding, with the children forced to conceal their identity, some 

organizations attempted to keep Jewish tradition alive. For example, the underground 
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Garel network in France recognized that children originating from orthodox families 

could not be placed in hiding, but still had to be saved. Therefore, George Garel, leader 

of the network, enlisted the aid of Georges Loinger to smuggle the children across the 

Swiss border. Garel commented to Loinger: “You need to work the Swiss border 

because the religious children need to leave … Them [the orthodox children] cannot 

leave their religious tradition.”80 In other situations, the Jewish organizations worked 

with gentile organizations to continue Jewish tradition and religion secretly. For 

example, the CDJ commended Catholic priests and organizations that made an effort to 

continue Jewish prayer and tradition and retrieved children that priests or nuns forced 

into baptism. One priest testifies that he “respected their [the Jewish children’s] Jewish 

values. I read them psalms, Jewish prayers which are now part of Christianity as well.”81 

Hiding locations that promoted Jewish tradition were at the top of the list for Jewish 

organizations.  

The general intent of Jewish rescue networks clearly followed the path of survival 

resistance. However, intent does not always lead to action and result. For a better 

understanding of the actions of the Jewish networks, an analysis of their activities and 

operations is necessary.  They differed for each country due to timing of their 

establishment and location of their network, the philosophy of the rescuers, the reaction 

of the occupation authorities, and financial constraints. All these factors combined to 

determine how each Jewish network functioned within the larger national network. In 

France, for example, a large pre-existing child aid framework, close by the Swiss and 

Spanish borders, and the existence of a non-occupied zone until November 1942, 
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resulted in long-term legal efforts to aid children and eventually an extensive 

cooperation with the underground networks. In Belgium, the political orientation of the 

Jewish community, a strong underground rescue network, and lucky timing, resulted in 

the existence of two massive organizations, one legal and one underground, which 

existed parallel to each other.  Only a few individuals worked in both groups. In the 

Netherlands, the situation was more complicated. There was little action within the 

Jewish community to establish a rescue group. Rescue started late, after large 

deportations had already begun. The legal organization, which did not support rescue, 

and the underground organization, which did, actually worked against each other. 

However, Jewish rescue of children did exist and a fully developed operation eventually 

evolved. The Dutch case demonstrates that even in the most inopportune situations, the 

Jewish community managed to form child rescue organizations. 

Belgium: A Parallel Cooperative Network 

In Belgium, a Jewish resistance network developed in which a legally condoned 

aid organization worked parallel to, but also cooperated with, the underground rescuers. 

The establishment of the Association des Juifs en Belgique (AJB)82 by the German 

occupation administration on November 25, 1941 commenced the organization for what 

later became a framework for legal child rescue.83 The AJB absorbed all existing Jewish 

organizations and all Jews became compulsory members. The organization was under 

full control of the Germans, who selected Chief Rabbi Salomon Ullman to lead it. Under 

                                                 
82 The AJB for this dissertation can be compared to the UGIF in France and the Joodsche Raad in The 
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Nazie (Bruxelles: Labor, 2004), 50; and Brachfeld, A Gift of Life, 46. 
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his guidance, the Jewish community in Belgium prepared for the new regulations 

enacted by the Germans, including deportation.  

The AJB assisted the German authorities in registering the Jewish population, 

preparing lists for certain groups within the Jewish community, such as children and 

elderly, sending out deportation calls, and much more. As a result, post-war 

historiography has depicted a negative picture of the AJB and its leadership. The 

leading Belgian historian on the Holocaust, Maxime Steinberg, established the 

perception that the AJB played “a secondary role” and that only the underground 

resistance succeeded at limiting the goals of the German administration. Steinberg 

blamed the AJB leaders for following German orders too closely and only moving 

underground at the last minute.84 In regard to child rescue, Steinberg claims that the 

saving of children by the AJB was an accident.85 However, recent literature on the AJB 

has come to focus on some of the positive intentions and results of the AJB’s 

operations. Notably, the 2004 edited work, Les Curateurs du Ghetto, critiques 

Steinberg’s approach and emphasizes the complex world of the “heads” of the AJB and 

their cooperation with the Germans to try and provide for their people.86 Child survivor 

and author Sylvain Brachfeld and director of AJB Home Wezembeek, Marie Blum-

Albert, argue in their work that the child rescue efforts of the AJB were much more than 

just “an accident.”87   
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Child aid in the AJB started under the leadership of Maurice Heiber. Already in 

1940, Heiber had become director of a Jewish orphanage. Finding the orphanage in a 

bad state, he enlisted the help of others in the community, including David Ferdman and 

Salomon Van Den Bergh, who would later work with him for the underground CDJ and 

AJB. This job set up Heiber for his role in the AJB starting in 1941. As director of the 

children’s section, he recognized the dire situation of Jewish children in Belgium.88 

While various orphanages already fell under the jurisdiction of the AJB, Heiber now 

opened the first AJB home for children in Wezembeek-Oppem near Brussels in 

September 1942. The admission criteria were the absence of both parents or the 

absence of one parent and the impossibility of the other parent caring for the child, an 

age of five to thirteen for the child, nutritional weakness, and no contagious diseases.89 

The AJB asked Marie Albert-Blum to lead the home at Wezembeek. In her 

autobiography, Albert-Blum writes “En août 28, Freddy Blum m’a demandé de travailler 

à Wezembeek pendant une période de trois mois, le temps de mettre quelqu’un au 

courant. Ces trois mois sont devenus trois ans, mais ceci c’est une autre histoire …” (In 

August, Freddy Blum [one of the heads of the AJB] asked me to work at Wezembeek 

for a period of three months, the time to get someone informed. These three months 

turned into three years, but that is another story…)90  

Eventually, the AJB created seven homes for children. The two existing Jewish 

orphanages came under the AJB’s jurisdiction: the Antwerpsch Joodsch Weeshuis (led 

by Rosa Rothschild and later transferred to Lasne) and Israelite Orphanage Brussels 
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90 All translation done by author unless noted otherwise; Blum-Albert, 26. 
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(led by Jonas Tiefenbrunner). The Antwerpsch Joodsch Weeshuis became a home by 

accident, because the early 1942 raids in Antwerp placed arrested Jews in a prison 

there. Belgian law did not permit children in prison. Therefore, the Germans sent the 

children to the Jewish orphanage “on consignment.” Later, the AJB established other 

homes based on need: Home Wezembeek (led by Marie Albert-Blum), Home Lindebeek 

(led by Rosa Jacubowitz), Home de Là-bas at Aische-en-Refail (led by Freddy 

Horowitz), Nursery Les Moineaux (in Uccle led by Jenny Brinkman and later Lore 

Hergshausen), and the Nursery in Etterbeek (led by Mrs. Bosman).91 Approximately 700 

children passed through these various homes.92 

The homes provided a safe haven for Jewish children in a very dangerous world. 

They were places where the children, mentally and physically weakened by the 

occupation, could revive. The Belgian government provided financial support for the 

homes,93 but the AJB also received help from the Red Cross, Secours d’Hiver, and 

l’Oeuvre Nationale de l’Enfance (ONE).94 Albert-Blum comments that the Home 

Wezembeek became “a cocoon” protecting the children.95 However, the safety that the 

homes created hung by a thread. Early on, the AJB thought that the Germans occupiers 

would leave the children alone and spare them from deportation. This opinion could not 

be further from the truth, as they soon found out. On October 20, 1942, the Germans 

arrested all the children and personnel at the Home Wezembeek and took them to the 
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Mechelen deportation camp.96 Albert-Blum writes about the shocking arrest by the 

Gestapo: “Il est 14 heures 30’, le vendredi 30 octobre 1942. Un grand camion militaire 

et une petite Pol-auto de la police allemande s’arrêtent devant le home d’enfants juifs 

de Wezembeek-Ophem.” (It was 7:30 pm, Friday October 20, 1942. A large military 

truck and a little Pol-auto [police car] of the German police stopped in front home for 

children in Wezembeek-Ophem)97  

Albert-Blum alerted Yvonne Nèvejean of ONE, so she could notify the AJB of 

what had occurred. Nèvejean, Freddy Blum, and Maurice Heiber worked immediately 

and tirelessly on obtaining a release of the Wezembeek staff and its children.98 Through 

their various contacts, Elisabeth, the Queen Mother of Belgium, learned about the affair. 

Irene Zmigrod, assistant to Heiber in the children’s section of the AJB, recounts: “Les 

dirrigéants de l’AJB ont immédiatement prévenu Mlle Nèvejean, directeur-général de 

l’ONE, qui à son tour, arriva jusqu’à la Reine Elisabeth de Belgique.” (The directors of 

the AJB immediately alerted Mrs. Nèvejean, director of ONE, who in return, passed it 

along all the way to Queen Elisabeth of Belgium.)99 Her direct appeal to General Von 

Falkenhausen resulted in the liberation of the children and staff within twenty-four 

hours.100 All of them, plus one extra child, returned safely to the Home Wezembeek. 101 

The shock of the arrest affected the whole AJB. Albert-Blum writes about her 
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confrontation with Heiber after her release: “M. Heiber, directeur de la section de 

l’Enfance de l’AJB, vient nous rendre visite. Il me prit par l’épaule et m’emmena au 

jardin.  Il me dit combien il était heureux de nous revoir, car il nous avait cru perdus et 

avait pleuré toute la nuit avec sa femme.” (M. Heiber, director of the section for children 

in the AJB, came to visit us. He took me by the arm and went to the yard. He told me 

how happy he was to see me, because he thought we were lost and he had cried all 

night together with his wife.)102  

With the arrest at Home Wezembeek, Heiber and the AJB child committee 

realized that the children in the orphanages did not enjoy full safety from deportation. In 

the eyes of the Germans, the homes were an antechamber to the Mechelen deportation 

camp. Suzanne Vromen, in her work on the rescue of children by the Catholic Church, 

comments that the “association operated as a legal ghetto of orphanages for children 

whose parents had been deported. In order to keep up pretense that deportation was 

intended for labor; the occupiers said that those sent to these facilities were not 

considered fit to be part of the labor force transported east. In reality, they were holding 

pens, maintained as a reserve and at the mercy of Nazi intentions.”103 The children at 

the homes were “greifbar” (vulnerable to arrest) at any moment.104 In addition, they also 

realized that the forced release of the children did not please the Gestapo and they 

feared retaliation. Heiber commented: “La Gestapo se sentit touché par cet “affront” et 

dès lors chercha à se venger.” (The Gestapo felt irritated by this affront and as a result 

                                                 
102 Blum-Albert, 40. 
103 Vromen, 98. 
104 Albert-Blum, 16; and Andrée Geulen-Herscovici, interview by Shoah Visual History Foundation, 
November 19, 1997. 
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sought revenge.)105 This event changed the course of the AJB homes and with it the 

whole Jewish rescue network in Belgium.  

While the arrest of Home Wezembeek was one of the most important turning 

points for the AJB staff as a whole, several of its leaders already understood the 

dangers of working for the Germans. Soon after the creation of the AJB, Maurice Heiber 

grew suspicious and uncomfortable with the constant Nazi presence in the AJB offices. 

In his testimony, he comments that he started asking what could be done: “Comment 

protéger les juifs chez nous?” (How can we protect the Jews among us?)106 Then, one 

day he received a visit from one of the directors of the Front de L’indépendence (FI), a 

national underground resistance movement, named Emile Hambresin. He explained to 

Heiber the true political goal of the Germans towards the Jews and told him that an 

underground Jewish resistance organization existed. This organization was called Le 

Comité de défense des Juifs (CDJ).107  

Heiber commented on his meeting with the resistance that “Je dois dire que ce 

rendez-vous, ce que j’ai appris et les réflexions que tout cela suscita en moi 

provoquèrent un véritable choc psychologique: ce fut une révélation.” (I have to say that 

this meeting [with Embrousin], what I learned and the reactions within me provoked a 

true psychological shock: It was a revelation.)108 When asked to join the CDJ, Heiber 

accepted within twenty-four hours. Heiber never testified exactly what Hambresin had 

said to convince him so quickly, but the FI leader had no doubt addressed the 

destination and purpose of the deportations.  

                                                 
105 YV, 0.29-18: Heiber “les enfants,” 13; and YV, 0.2-331: Heiber testimony for Wiener Library, 17.  
106 YV, 0.2-331, 3. 
107 YV, 0.2-331; and Maurice Heiber quote in Comme ci c’était hier VHS (Bruxelles, 1980). 
108 YV, 0.2-331, 4. 
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CDJ rescuers testify that they had heard rumors and speculated about events in 

the east. However, it was not until the return of Victor Martin that they had proof of the 

exact truth. Martin, secretly assigned by the FI to find out the fate of the Jews deported 

to the east, left on an academic research trip to Germany in 1942. He visited the camps 

of Birkenau and Auschwitz.109 As quickly as possible, he reported back to the CDJ: 

“Femmes, et enfants exterminés, hommes mis au travail jusqu’ à épuisement complet.” 

(Women and children exterminated, men put to work until complete exhaustion.)110 

Nevertheless, before the proof of extermination, Heiber’s testimony already showed 

doubt in the general functioning of the AJB: “en réalité un organisme de collaboration 

avec l’occupant et lui facilitait en fin de compte son travail de contrôle de la population 

juive.” (In reality it is an organization of collaboration with the occupier and facilitated in 

the end the work of controlling the Jewish population)111  

Heiber did not leave the AJB when joining the CDJ. He and the CDJ leaders 

realized that he had to stay at the AJB. Viewing it as a tool of the Germans, the CDJ 

needed an insider to control the movement of Jewish children.112 Heiber remained 

director of the AJB until his arrest on May 21, 1943.113 From that point on, Freddy Blum, 

who had no affiliation with the CDJ, took over the directorship of the children’s section. 

Later on, Marie Albert-Blum would accept the position for a while.114 However, Heiber’s 

                                                 
109 Various sources refer to Victor Martin’s research trip to Germany and his reports to the CDJ. The most 
valuable record derives from Heiber’s testimony: YV, 0.2-331, 34; and Vromen, 96.  
110 YV, 0.2-331, 34.  
111 Heiber calls the AJB a toll of the Germans: YV, 0.2-331, 4; and Maurice Heiber quoted in Comme ci 
c’était hier VHS (Bruxelles, 1980). 
112 YV, 0.2-331, 4; and Maurice Heiber quoted in Comme ci c’était hier VHS (Bruxelles, 1980).  
113 YV, 0.2-328: Testimony Esta Heiber for Christian Rescuer’s Project; YV, 0.2-331, 25; YV, 0.29-46: 
Lathouwer Documents on CDJ, 69. Heiber was held at the Dossin Barracks deportation camp at 
Mechelen for 8 months and released due to heavy intervention from the various Belgian organization in 
January 1944. 
114 Albert-Blum, ? 
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assistants continued to work for the AJB and forwarded information to the CDJ’s 

children section.115 Zmigrod in her testimony comments that she remained the main link 

between the CDJ and AJB after Heiber’s arrest.116  

Zmigrod and Heiber were not the only AJB personnel to cooperate with the 

underground CDJ.  The link between the two organizations deepened as the occupation 

continued.117 This overlap in members established the broader Jewish rescue network 

in Belgium. Historians often ignore the extensive cooperation, as well as the creation of 

a Jewish rescue network. They prefer to dwell on the separation between the two 

associations. For example, the cooperation of certain employees increased the value of 

the AJB homes in the child rescue process. Sylvain Brachfeld comments on this 

phenomenon: “The existence of the AJB had equally unexpectedly positive results. 

Unknown to their leaders, the Jewish resistance [CDJ] used this official organization in 

order to cover some underground actions and infiltrated its people into the AJB.”118 

Brachfeld is correct in his statement that some leaders within the AJB did not know 

about the connection between the AJB and CDJ. Nonetheless, Heiber’s testimony 

proves that the infiltration of the associations went both ways. As a result, the blending 

of the two organizations forced them to depend heavily on each other. A review of the 

operations and organization of the CDJ is necessary to fully understand the workings of 

this larger Jewish network and the “positive results” of the AJB.  

On March 15, 1941, a journalist of Le Soir, Fernand Demany, a priest, Father 

André Boland, and a Communist party member (and doctor), Albert Marteaux, created 

                                                 
115 L. Steinberg, Le CDJ en Belgique, 97.  
116 YV, 0.2-1106, 13.  
117 L. Steinberg, Le CDJ en Belgique, 97.  
118 Brachfeld, A Gift of Life, 47.  
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the Front de l’Indépendence (FI), with the intent of organizing all Belgian traditional 

democratic parties into a resistance movement with both armed (through the Partisans 

Armés) and passive sections.119 The Jewish communist leader, Ghert Jospa, was one 

of the founders of the FI. As his wife, Yvonne Jospa, recollects: “my husband had an 

extraordinary political flair. He understood from the beginning and especially after the 

registration of all Jews, that things would only get worse.”120 Ghert Jospa realized the 

danger especially because he and his wife had a triple threat: they were Jewish, 

communist, and anti-Nazi resisters. Therefore, Jospa suggested to the FI the creation of 

a special Jewish committee. It took three months before the FI finally accepted his 

proposal. Jospa enlisted the help of Zionist party leaders Abush Werber and Professor 

Chaim Perelman. And so, the Comité de défense des Juifs (CDJ) came into 

existence.121   

The CDJ became one of the best organized groups among the child rescue 

organizations in Nazi-occupied western Europe. As a clandestine organization, it 

operated underground and illegally. This fact caused great risk to its members who 

were now not only in danger of being persecuted for being Jewish, but also for being 

resisters. Brachfeld notes that “at the meeting for the creation of the CDJ there were 

eight participants; six of them were deported, only Ch. Perelman was in hiding and G. 

Jospa survived the camps.”122 This statistic on the founders of the CDJ demonstrates 

the risks that these men and women took to resist the Nazi regime. Yvonne Jospa 

                                                 
119 L. Steinberg, Le CDJ en Belgique, 36-37.; YV, 0.29-46: Lathouwer Documents on CDJ; and Brachfeld, 
A Gift of Life, 64. 
120 USHMM, RG 50.012*0042: Interview Yvonne Jospa for Christian Rescuer’s Project. 
121 USHMM, 50.012*0042; L.Steinberg, Le CDJ en Belgique, 38-41, 65-70; YV, 0.29-46, 13; Brachfeld, A 
Gift of Life, 64. 
122 Brachfeld, A Gift of Life, 65. 
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comments that there never was an arrest specifically for the hiding of children in the 

CDJ, but mainly due to other activities that came along with the rescue work.  She 

claims that this good track record “was made possible due to their organization.”123 

However, their great preparation did not overcome all challenges and arrests still 

plagued the children’s section of the CDJ. The rescuers, Jewish and non-Jewish, reflect 

their fear of arrest and deportation in the discussion of the CDJ. Notably, most mention 

the arrest of Maurice Heiber and his wife, Esta Heiber. In addition, the arrest of Ida 

Sterno, head of the placement division for children, still brings an emotional reaction.124 

All of the rescuers within the CDJ knew that they were in great danger all the time.  

The members of the CDJ also knew that they could not function solely as a 

Jewish organization. Therefore, they enlisted non-Jewish assistants and contacts. 

Yvonne Nèvejean, director of ONE, became one of the most important contacts and 

participants in child rescue. As director of one of the largest child aid organizations in 

Belgium, she had far-reaching powers that aided the CDJ both financially and with 

placement of children.125 In addition, social assistants Andrée Geulen, Claire Murdoch, 

and Paule Andriesse also became active members of the CDJ.126 Heiber, Jospa, and 

Ida Sterno recruited them for the rescue operation as escorts during the transfer of 

children from one location to another. Sterno comments on the need for non-Jewish 

                                                 
123 USHMM, 50.012*0042. 
124 YV, 0.2-328: Testimony Esta Heiber; YV, 0.2-571: Testimony Ida Sterno, ix-end; YV, 0.2-331,  22-23; 
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rescuers that “l’immensité de la tâche à accomplir ont rendu, très tôt, nécessaire 

l’intervention de collaborateurs. Ce furent de collaboratrices.” (The immensity of the task 

to accomplish made it, early on, necessary for the intervention of collaborators. They 

were female collaborators)127  

Geulen testifies that she remembers her first meeting with Jospa who asked her 

if she was “ok” with the placement work: “Do you understand the risk?” Geulen 

answered: “Yes.” Jospa continued: “You have to take a fake name and you run the risk 

of being deported.” Geulen comments on her decision that she knew “the risks of what 

she was involved with. When you feel that it is something necessary, then fear is kept 

behind.”128 Sterno recruited Andriesse because she needed a “neutral [non-Jewish] 

person” to help in the transfer of the children. Andriesse comments: “She told me the 

truth immediately for what it was and I accepted. Why would I not accept? I did 

everything to be against the Germans.”129  

In various other ways, non-Jewish individuals aided in the child rescue 

operations of the CDJ, including doctors, nurses, university professors, senators, 

priests, monks, and nuns.130 One final example of the cooperation of non-Jews within 

the CDJ is the aid of medical doctor Christine Hendrickx in providing medical 

documentation for the Jewish children. A young Jewish boy on her doorstep opened up 

the illegal world of resistance to Hendrickx.  She asked this young boy where he came 

from. He said that there was a round up and the Germans took his parents. He fled the 

scene of the roundup and went to a priest who had told him to go to her. She 
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immediately dressed the boy and fed him. Hendrickx’s father helped her take him to the 

sanatorium for tuberculosis patients where she worked. She falsified his medical 

records, took false x-rays, and registered him as a patient. Hendrickx remembers that 

“the boy was panic stricken. It was horrible. He couldn’t tell us anymore [of what had 

happened at the round-up].”131 This event resulted in the placement of other children at 

the sanatorium and eventually the contact with Jospa to commence work for the CDJ. 

Hendrickx comments:  

I started helping in 1942. At first cases here and there. No real system. In 1942, a 
real system came in place with the social services, the clergy, nuns, and other 
everyday people who assisted. It became organized.132 
 
The non-Jewish members fulfilled the roles that were impossible or difficult to 

perform by the Jewish members of the CDJ. Most of them provided other contacts and 

became intermediaries between the CDJ and other organizations. In Geulen and 

Andriesse's cases, the CDJ could not risk Jewish escorts to be caught with the children. 

A Jewish woman escorting children could attract too much attention. Even for the non-

Jewish escorts there was a recognized risk. For example, in her testimony Geulen 

notes: “For Antwerp, I could only go because it was too dangerous. I was blond and 

blue eyed. I first got the suitcase and brought it to the bus, and then I got the child.  It 

was too dangerous to leave from a Jewish neighborhood with a suitcase and child.”133 

Hendrickx performed a task that only a gentile doctor could perform. Since Jewish 

doctors could not issue medical documents for gentile children, Hendrickx’s participation 
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became very valuable.134 Thus, this Jewish organization, existing mainly of Jewish 

rescuers, still depended heavily in its overall and everyday operations on non-Jewish 

members to accomplish their feats. 

In addition to accepting non-Jewish aid, the CDJ made some other major basic 

rules upon its foundation. The founding members realized that they should separate 

children and adults in order to get the best results from the rescue efforts. Therefore, 

from the beginning, they set up three main committees: children, adults, and finance 

(see figure 2, for full organization outline of the CDJ).135 Each committee cooperated 

with each other, but functioned separately. For example, the financial committee 

established its own financial sources, but delivered the funds to the other divisions. Just 

as AJB had done, it formed contacts with non-Jewish aid organizations, including ONE, 

but also with Jewish aid organizations, such as the American JOINT, and government 

agencies, such as the Belgian government and the secret service in England.136 At first, 

Benjamin Nykerk worked diligently to fund the efforts of the CDJ. Nykerk cooperated 

closely with the resistance movements in London and the United States. He smuggled 

microfilm containing United States and British financial affidavits for reimbursement after 

the war from aid organizations from Switzerland to Belgium. The CDJ delivered these 

microfilm to cooperating Belgian banks for funds. After Nykerk’s arrest, David Ferdman 

took over the financing business. He established a link between the CDJ and several 

                                                 
134 Various testimonies recount the passage of children through Dr. Hendrickx medical office: YV, 0.2-
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interviewd by Shoah Visual History Foundation, October 31,1997; USHMM, RG 50,012*0046; USHMM, 
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leading Belgian banks which continued to provide him large sums of money to continue 

operations. Yvonne Nèvejean, director of ONE, remembers Ferdman as  

the most colorful figure of this whole affair. I have never met anyone in my life 
like him. Finding himself in a country totally unknown to him and he did not know 
the language but he knew people and places. He was an extraordinary person. 
Even in the most tragic of situations, there are always people who are absolutely 
beyond measure.137 

 
In addition, CDJ members, especially Ferdman, used their own assets and money to aid 

the operations.138  

The children’s section of the CDJ had its own specialty divisions and hierarchy. 

After his “revelation,” Maurice Heiber, while remaining head of the AJB children’s office, 

became head of the CDJ’s children’s section as well.139 While Yvonne Jospa was not 

the official head of the children’s section, many still viewed her as the leader together 

with Heiber.140 Lucien Steinberg, in his work on the CDJ, claims she was perfect for the 

position because of her familiarity with the underground resistance and her experience 

as a social assistant.141 Historians and fellow rescuers have lauded Jospa for her 

wisdom and great organization skills.142 The duo of Jospa and Heiber became the 

ultimate rescue team. They divided the section into three main offices: placement, 

hiding locations, and the office (le Bureau). Similar to the CDJ general committees, the 

groups within the CDJ’s children’s committee worked independently from each other. 

The rescuers would physically rarely meet with each other. Andriesse, one of the 
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escorts, comments on this phenomenon: “I knew nobody else because of security 

reasons, only Claire Murdoch and Geulen, but they lived farther away.”143  

The largest division was the placement group (groupe placement)144 which took 

care of locating children and escorting them to the hiding location. Ida Sterno, who 

before the occupation was a social assistant aiding refugee children from Republican 

Spain, led this division with the help of non- Jewish social assistants, Andrée Geulen, 

Paule Andriesse, and Claire Murdoch.145 The first task of these ladies was to locate 

children for hiding and acquire as much information as possible on them. At first, Jospa 

went directly to families to warn them and asked them to place children in hiding. 

However, this process was very dangerous and eventually Jospa had to abort it.146  

Ultimately, the CDJ decided to let the mothers come to them. Members of the 

CDJ infiltrated various aid organizations, including ONE, Red Cross, Secours d’Hiver, 

and official Jewish institutions, where Jewish mothers might seek help. Agents within 

these institutions would ask families particular questions that allowed the mother to talk 

about hiding her children. The agent would then explain that they could not help the 

family. However, the institution marked down the family’s address and passed the 

information along to the CDJ placement division. Heiber commented on this process: 

“Ceci devrait brouiller les pistes car la mère s’adressait à plusieures organisations et ne 

pouvait savoir celle qui avait provoquée le placement.” (This mixed up the field because 

the mother addressed several organizations and she would not know who initiated the 
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placement)147 As a result, the mothers had no clue who took the child and where it 

would go.148 This heartbreaking situation was necessary to protect the CDJ, the 

children, and the parents.  

Maurice Heiber’s dual position in the AJB and CDJ was very beneficial to the 

placement office. Many Jewish parents went to the AJB headquarters to seek help for 

their children. Heiber collected this information and passed it along to the CDJ 

placement division. They then safely attended to these parents because they had called 

out for help.149 Zmigrod explains:  

De nombreux parents venaient nous trouver à l’AJB pour nous demander de 
placer leurs enfants dans les hômes. Nous refusions ce placement, puisque la 
Gestapo nous défendait de garder des enfants dont les parents n’étaient pas 
déportés. Nous prenions toutefois note de l’addresse des demandeurs, que nous 
transmettions au CDJ. Celui-ci envoyait alors une assistante sociale à l’adresse 
indiquée et mettait ensuite toute en oeuvre pour cacher l’enfant. De peur des 
provocateurs on ne répondait jamais qu’on allait cacher les enfants. Après un 
certain temps, en effet, les gens nous demandaient d’emblée: “Cachez son 
enfant!” 
 (Numerous parents came to find us at the AJB to ask to place their children in 
the homes. We refused this placement because the Gestapo forbid us to keep 
children whose parents were not deported. Nevertheless, we noted down the 
address of the demanders, and passed it along to the CDJ. They then send a 
social assistant to the indicated address and put everything in working to hide the 
child. Out of fear of traitors, we never responded that we would hide the children. 
After a while, in fact, people asked us directly: “Hide our child!”)150 

 
This statement demonstrates once more that the AJB was a necessary link in the 

Jewish rescue network. As the designated official association, it remained the main 

contact for Jewish parents to find help for their children.  

Once the social assistants had located children for hiding, the group initiated 

contact. The rescuers explained the situation to the family and told them to pack a 
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suitcase with clothes for the child. They then told the parents that they would pick up the 

child within forty-eight hours. During the initial visit, the rescuers would also obtain the 

children’s basic information for hiding: address, age, family’s financial means, and 

physical appearance. Then, they submitted this information to the office to find a hiding 

location. When a spot was found, they picked up the child and escorted it from the 

parental home to the new hiding place.151  

This process of parental relinquishment was difficult for the rescuers. It was 

highly emotional and therefore extremely dangerous to all parties involved. However, for 

the rescuers there was little time to think about the events that transpired.  They had to 

turn their attention to the children, whom they now had to transport into hiding.  

The escorting job was one of the most difficult, dangerous, and complex tasks.  

In his analysis of the escorts, Brachfeld comments about the characteristics of a 

rescuer: “She [the escort] needed to possess a spirit of initiate, intuition, rapid judgment, 

and above all, to stay cool … It was necessary to have a tremendous love for the 

children, and to have an innate psychological understanding in order to succeed in what 

they were doing, and not break down in dangerous circumstances.”152 The escort had to 

keep the child quiet at all time, teach them their new name, and make an awful situation 

go by smooth. Geulen comments the following on this process:  

Within 48 hrs I got the children. Hopefully there was no round-up. I left early in 
the morning. I took them by train, bus, tram, however possible … always the fear 
that the Germans might recognize them. Some of them only spoke Yiddish. I 
gave them candy so they would not talk. I brought them to a new family.153 
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The Belgian escorts all tell multiple stories about the dangers of the job. They 

commend the children for staying calm and remark on their nervousness. One of the 

most fascinating stories comes from the testimony of Yvonne Jospa in which she tells of 

150 children who she, with the help of Secours d’Hiver, transported by train to the 

countryside. The CDJ mixed the Jewish children in with Belgian children whom the 

Germans had selected to go to the Ardennes to recuperate from city life. Under the 

nose of the Gestapo, Jospa transported them from Brussels to their new hiding location: 

So we put these children on the trains to the Ardennes among 300 to 400 
Belgian children. This train was made up only of children and it left to the 
backdrop of Gestapo music brass band. But that only could take place because 
we had a relay there. The children’s section of Charleroi had prepared us places 
for these children. It was some extraordinary feats that were achieved.154  

 
The second group was the hiding location division, led by Yvonne Jospa. She 

worked with other rescue organizations, including ONE, Foyers Leopold III, Aide 

Paysanne aux Enfants de villes, etc., to find hiding locations for the children in 

institutions, convents, and private families.155 Brigitte Moens worked with Jospa to find 

hiding places within the Catholic rescue network.156 Jospa comments that Moens “knew 

the correct people in the Church. She knew those responsible. This is how we found so 

many places. Not only private families, but also schools, convents, etc.”157 As the call 

for hiding places spread, more private families stepped forward. Sterno adds that 

families who already hid a child often recommended other families. The social 

assistants themselves also referred family members and friends as hiding locations.158 

                                                 
154 Comme ci c’était hier VHS (Bruxelles, 1980). 
155 YV, 0.2-961, 5 ; YV 0.2-331, 5; and YV 029-18, 3. 
156 Also see Chapter 6 on this topic, Comme ci c’était hier VHS (Bruxelles, 1980); Andrée Geulen-
Herscovici, interviewed by Shoah Visual History Foundation, November 19, 1997; and Yvone Jospa, 
interviewd by Shoah Visual History Foundation, October 31,1997. 
157 Yvone Jospa, interviewd by Shoah Visual History Foundation, October 31,1997. 
158 YV, 0.2-571, 8. 
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The CDJ preferred to find hiding places as far away as possible from large towns, such 

as Brussels, and so many children went into hiding in the countryside. By bike the 

employees of the hiding location division drove through the countryside to find more 

contacts and hiding locations. 

The third division, called the office (le Bureau), fell under the guidance of Esta 

Heiber.  Maurice Heiber created it to have an administrative center. It consisted of an 

interior and exterior office. The interior office handled all the administrative work and 

prepared provisions for the children in hiding. The CDJ found a physical location at Rue 

de la Brasserie 15 in Brussels for this office.  It kept track of a coded list of children, 

collected information on hiding locations, and falsified papers, including identity cards, 

medical records, and ration cards. The exterior office included a team of young girls 

who brought the provisions and fake papers to the hiding families or institutions.159 

Heiber comments: “Ces agents collecteurs avaient pour mission de trouver de l’argent, 

des vêtements et de distribuer ceux-ci ainsi que les timbres de ravitaillement fournis par 

le bureau aux différent logeurs et institutions.” (The collecting agents had the mission to 

find money, clothes, and to distribute these with the ration stamps provided by the office 

to the different hiding families and institutions)160  Each agent was in charge of selected 

group of children. By personally delivering the ration cards, they could also check on the 

children while in hiding.161  Esta Heiber notes: “Les payeuses me faisaient également 

rapport sur la situation de gosses déjà placés.” (The paying agents delivered reports on 

                                                 
159 Esta Heiber provides in her testimony an extensive description of the office. She comments that there 
were three agents: Lilianne, a widow of an executed partisan, and an agent of Solidarité Juive, also see 
YV, 0.2-331, 9-10; YV, 0.2-961, 5; and YV, 0.2-328, 6-10. 
160 YV, 0.2-331, 8. 
161 YV, 0.2-961; YV, 029-18; YV, 0.2-331, 8-9; and YV, 0.2-328, 7.  
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the situation of the children already placed)162 Since the CDJ did not allow any contact 

between the children and parents, the office established a system of letters which the 

agents brought to the children.163 The office system became one of the most centralized 

and efficient systems of all child rescue organizations in Nazi-occupied western Europe.  

The CDJ’s office system did not solely define their great organizational skills. 

Two other characteristics of the CDJ children’s section demonstrate this fact. The first 

example is the use of what became known as the “notebook system.” The CDJ was not 

the only child rescue organization to use this system, but it implemented the most 

efficient form of the notebook system. On the advice of her husband, Esta Heiber 

invented the notebook and was in charge of its codification.164 According to Jospa, three 

main booklets existed for the three offices within the children’s section. One notebook 

contained the official name and address of the child, another held the hiding location 

with the false name, and the final book noted the connection between the other two 

booklets in a coded format. One night a month, Sterno, Jospa, and Esta Heiber came 

together to update and organize the notebooks. This meeting held place in an 

underground office that only the three female rescuers could access. The office and 

transaction was unknown to all other rescuers.165 Eventually the women expanded the 

notebook system to five booklets. Geulen testifies that 

One list included the children’s real names; a code number was assigned to each 
one. The second list showed the same numbers next to the false names given to 
the children and their dates of birth. The third noted the children’s code numbers 
in numerical order, each with the child’ real address.  The fourth listed the hiding 
places with their own assigned numbers. The fifth contained the false names 

                                                 
162 YV, 0.2-331, 7.  
163 YV, 0.2-571, 13.  
164 USHMM, RG 50.012*0036.  
165 USHMM, RG 50.012*0042. 
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alongside the codes of the hiding places. These five notebooks were hidden 
separately.166 

 
Anyone looking at one of the notebooks would not be able to decipher the identity or 

location of the children. Basically, the Germans needed all five notebooks to find the 

children. The booklets survived the war without any incident. At that point, the CDJ used 

them to retrieve the children and match them back up with their official name, address, 

and surviving family.  

The final example for the excellent organization of the CDJ was its ability to 

quickly receive important information from its multiple contacts and improvise an 

emergency plan to save children at the last minute. This characteristic especially aided 

the CDJ in two important events: the rescue of the children placed at the Convent of the 

Sisters of the Very Holy Savior and the closure of the AJB homes. The convent was 

located in the heart of the Jewish quarter in Anderlecht near Brussels. Sister Marie-

Aurélie, the Mother Superior of the convent, had opened her doors to the Jewish 

community and allowed fifteen Jewish girls to go into hiding at the convent. On the 

morning of May 20, 1943, the Gestapo knocked on the door of the convent, demanding 

the handing over of the girls. Sister Marie-Aurélie remembers from that day: “Deathly 

scared to see them, I rushed up to the officer and grabbed his arm, crying: You’re not 

going to take my little ones, are you, Sir?”167  

                                                 
166 A. Geulen in quoted in Vromen,95; and Andrée Geulen-Herscovici, interviewed by Shoah Visual 
History Foundation, November 19, 1997; and USHMM, RG 50.012*0033.  
167 USHMM, RG 20.019: Testimony of Sister Marie-Aurelie, Mother Superior of the Convent of the Sisters 
of the Very Holy Savior, 1945, 4. 
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With Gestapo was a Belgian Jew, Gros Jacques (Big Jack)168, who worked with 

them to locate Jews in hiding. Big Jacques told Mother Superior, while the Germans 

were not listening, that she needed to alert all her important contacts to remove the 

children before the Gestapo did.169 Missing paperwork and children resulted in the 

Gestapo waiting until the next morning to pick up the children.170 As a result, Mother 

Superior and the other nuns contacted the archbishop, the Queen, and other reputable 

aid givers. Unfortunately, none of them could directly help the Sisters.171 However, the 

network of contacts used by the CDJ came into action and soon they notified them of 

the impending arrest.  

Heiber received notification at the AJB office about the events through a phone 

call from an anonymous source. The caller told him to meet with a priest who would 

provide further information to him on what had occurred at the convent.172 More 

information stemmed from Hendrickx, who contacted Sterno.173  Jospa remembers CDJ 

member Roger Van Prague receiving a tip from an anonymous source.174 The rescuers’ 

                                                 
168 Big Jacques, or Icek Glogowksi, claimed that he could smell Jews at a distance. Touring around in  an 
unmarked police vehicle, his technique was certainly successful, and he was credited with having been 
responsible for 50 % of the Gestapo’s arrests of Jews on the street in Brussels and was considered 
sufficiently dangerous to warrant an assassination attempt by an armed Belgian Jewish resistance group 
in June 1944. See Moore, Survivors, 346 and L. Steinberg, L’étoile et la Fusil, 72.  
169 This information derives from the statement of Sister Marie-Aurelie. Other rescuers testified that Big 
Jacques lied to the Mother Superior and told her that the girls would be fine and would go to the AJB 
homes. This version of the story is probably untrue. Sister Marie-Aurelie was the only one present and 
Big Jacques directly told her what would happen to the girls. All other testimonies on Big Jacques 
involvement and words at the convent raid should be put in doubt. The testimonies by the rescuers were 
probably tainted by the enormous hatred for Big Jacques, since he was involved in the arrest of several 
members of the CDJ. USHMM, RG 20.019. 
170 Mother Superior claims that three missing girls, who had already been baptized, infuriated the Gestapo 
and resulted in their return the next day. Other sources, including Y. Jospa, assert that the lack of 
transport resulted in the wait. I decided to use the testimony of Mother Superior since she was the only 
witness at the scene. USHMM, RG 20.019, 5; and Yvonne Jospa quoted in Comme ci c’était hier VHS 
(Bruxelles, 1980). 
171 USHMM, RG 20.019, 4-8. 
172 YV, 0.2-331, 20. 
173 YV, 0.2-571, 25. 
174 Yvonne Jospa, interviewed by the Shoah Visual History Foundation, October 31, 1997.  
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testimony on different informers clearly shows how well the contact system worked. 

Upon receiving the news, the CDJ responded immediately.  That evening, around half 

past eight, Sterno contacted Mother Superior and told her that help would arrive soon. 

The rescuers arrived around ten o’ clock at the convent. They planned to kidnap the 

children by force as not to implicate the Sisters of the convent. Sister Marie-Aurélie 

recalls the following details from that night:  

In any event, they decided to come back shortly thereafter to stage a fake 
kidnapping … A band of armed youths entered the house. They came into the 
office and cut the telephone lines, and they brought the Sisters into the office one 
by one. The Sisters knew nothing of the plot … The big girls were together on the 
side of the building that was on the Rue Sergent de Bruyere. Sister Leonie 
brought our rescuers there. “Children, get up. They’re here to save you.” To 
reassure them [the girls], one of the young men spoke to them in Yiddish. In a 
quarter of an hour all the girls were ready with the bags that had been prepared 
the night before. They [the girls] came into the office. The young guard at the 
door allowed them to kiss the Sisters, hastily. The poor little darling had radiant 
faces.175 

 
That night, the CDJ successfully rescued thirteen girls. Neighbors called the 

Belgian police the next morning to alert them that something was wrong at the convent. 

The police arrived to find the Sisters tied up. When the Gestapo arrived at the scene, 

the CDJ had already safely hidden the children.176 The actions of the CDJ that night 

demonstrate their organization skills in action. Their contact system worked immediately 

and notified them of impending danger. The children’s section developed a quick 

extraction plan and executed it. The combination of contacts and strict organization by 

the CDJ made the rescue of Jewish children highly effective.  

The convent raid and kidnapping scheme were not the only examples that 

validate the CDJ’s operational effectiveness.  It applied similar planning and quickness 
                                                 
175 USHMM, RG 20.019, 8-9. 
176 For more information on the actions of the CDJ, see YV, 0.2-331, 20-21; YV 0.2-571, 25-26;  and 
USHMM, RG 20.019.  
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a few days before liberation, when it received information through an intercepted 

telegram that Gestapo would close the AJB children’s homes and deport the children. 

After the convent raid, the Germans had arrested many leaders of the CDJ, including 

Maurice Heiber, Esta Heiber, and Ida Sterno from the children’s division. As a result, 

Irene Zmigrod now had full responsibility over the AJB homes and Yvonne Jospa ran 

the CDJ children’s section. The CDJ had already commenced preparation for the 

disappearance of the children in the AJB homes. However, Albert Blum, head of the 

homes, refused to release any of the children. He had no contact with the CDJ and thus 

did not trust the underground.  

When the CDJ received the news of the closure, its removal plan came into 

action. Geulen remembers that “they had made a plan to empty the homes in forty-eight 

hours. About four hundred children had to be moved. I made calls to my personal family 

and friend to find places for the children. They [the homes] were all emptied.”177 

Zmigrod from the AJB’s end testifies that the operation only lasted twenty-four hours. 

She was in charge of convincing the administrative staff to release the children and 

prepare them for the CDJ’s arrival. She noted: “Les enfants étaient conduits en groups 

de quinze environ, à une allure de promenade, vers des points de rendez-vous, où les 

attendait une personne relais qui les conduisait dans les cachettes.” (The children were 

taken in approximately groups of fifteen, on what looked like a walk, to the rendezvous 

points, where they were met by an intermediary person who accompanied them to the 

hiding places)178 Once more organization, planning, and quick response led to a 

successful rescue of over 400 children.  

                                                 
177 Andrée Geulen-Herscovici, interviewed by the Shoah Visual History Foundation, November 19, 1997. 
178 YV, 0.2-1106, 12-13. 
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In conclusion, the Belgian Jewish resistance network is the prime example of 

resistance cooperation between the legally condoned organizations and the 

underground illegal organizations. First of all, the AJB fulfilled its role in the resistance 

process by avoiding as much as possible the deportation of orphan children. Their 

homes became a temporary safe haven for these children. Meanwhile, these homes 

created enough time for an elaborate underground resistance to develop. The CDJ 

developed an extensive organization that functioned rapidly, minimized the risk to the 

rescuers and children, and was highly effective. In addition, the two-way infiltration of 

rescuers between the CDJ and AJB resulted in a parallel cooperative network that 

functioned both legally and illegally. In the end, the AJB became more than just a 

temporary refuge from deportation for children. It was an important contact link for 

Jewish parents and could alert the CDJ of imminent danger, but most of all it 

strengthened the already far-reaching resistance work of the CDJ. The importance of 

these two organizations in the child rescue effort independently was a great 

accomplishment, but intertwining these two organizations into a grander Belgian Jewish 

rescue network only truly demonstrated the immensity of their accomplishment. 

Organization, cooperation, and the need for survival of the Jewish people drove this 

network to establish one of the most effective child rescue endeavors in Holocaust 

history. 

France: From Legal Aid to Underground Resistance 

The French Jewish resistance network underwent a process of gradual 

implementation. In Belgium, there were technically two rescue organizations that 

worked parallel to each other: a legal one that never implemented clandestine 
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resistance and a second that from the start regarded underground resistance as the 

only viable option. In France, the Jewish child aid organizations operated legally as long 

as possible and then slowly moved underground to create a clandestine Jewish 

resistance network. As a result, the rescue effort was much more unified and 

streamlined around one central organization called Oeuvre de secours aux enfants 

(OSE, Society for the Rescue of Children).  

The initials were familiar ones.  Back in 1912, Russian doctors founded the 

Obshchetsvo Zdravookhraneniya Yevreyiev (OZE, Organization for Health Protection of 

Jews) during the anti-Semitic pogroms under Tsar Alexander III, as a means of to 

provide healthcare and humanitarian aid to the Russian Jewish population.179 In 1916, 

before the Russian Revolution, the OZE contained 223 institutions and twenty-two 

mobile units that serviced approximately 500,000 Jews, including 100,000 children. 

Unfortunately, the Revolution in 1917 led the OZE to emigrate to the border regions of 

Bessarabia, Poland, and the Baltic countries. In 1923, its leaders decided to settle in 

Berlin, Germany and create an international union. The prominent German Jew Albert 

Einstein became president of the new OZE Union. Various other countries had national 

OZE offices, including the OSE-France location in Paris. French OSE secretary-general, 

Lazare Gurvic, changed the name of the OZE to Oeuvre de secours aux enfants (OSE) 

while retaining similar initials. 

 In 1933, the OSE headquarters once more had to relocate because of increased 

anti-Semitism and persecution. The rise of the Nazi party resulted in a move to Paris. 

With the increased influx of Jewish refugees from Germany, the OSE refocused its 

                                                 
179 Another spelling used by various authors for the OZE in Russian is Obshtshestvo Zdravookhraney 
Evrei 
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attention on children. In 1936, it established its first children’s homes in Eaubonne and 

Montmorency (under the direction of Ernst Papanek) to shelter German and Austrian 

Jewish refugee children.180  At the start of the war, it was the only western European 

organization devoted specifically to aid of Jewish children. The OSE’s experience and 

early competence in regard to care of Jewish children put the organization far ahead of 

any other rescue group in western Europe. In addition, OSE already had a foundation of 

workers willing and capable of participating in the child rescue process. As a result, 

France, unlike Belgium and the Netherlands, entered the Nazi occupation with a 

functioning child aid organization ready and prepared to act.  

The impending German occupation brought a great deal of worry to the OSE. 

Working proactively even before the invasion in June 1940, they moved the children 

away from the northern region to a series of castles at Chabannes, Chaumont, and 

Masgelier, in the Creuse region of central France.181 The staff and headquarters of the 

OSE left Paris and moved first to Vichy and later to Montpellier in the south. It also 

opened various regional locations: Montpellier, Lyon, Marseille, Toulouse, Périgueux, 

Chambéry, Valence, Dun-le-Plateau, Pau, Guéret, and Châteauroux. With the invasion 

and establishment of the non-occupied zone in Vichy France, many French, Belgian, 

and Dutch Jews quickly fled to the southern region and required immediate care and 

provisions. As a result, the OSE-south established various children’s homes to care for 

the Jewish children. In addition, it recruited medical and social assistants 

                                                 
180 The OSE still exists today and is a humanitarian association devoted to the aid for children. See, 
“OSE,” Oeuvre de Secours aux Enfants, accessed March 28, 2012, http://www.ose-france.org/; Didier 
Nebot, Et les enfants furent sauves (Paris: Pascal, 2008), 29-38; Kathy Hazan. Les orphelins de la shoah: 
Les maisons de l’espoir (Paris: Belles Lettres, 2000), 28-29; Samuel, Rescuing the Children, 30-32; and 
Georges Loinger. Aux frontiers de l’espoir (Paris: Fondation pour la mémoire de la Shoah, 2006), 190.  
181 The Creuse region would eventually belong to the non-occupied Vichy zone.  

http://www.ose-france.org/
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(predominantly Jewish) from the area to aid the organization. It is during this period that 

many of the future Jewish rescuers joined the OSE. At this point, the Vichy government 

permitted the homes, which at this point were still fully legal.182     

A few employees under the leadership of Eugène Minkowski remained in 

Paris.183 They formed the OSE-north. From the beginning of the occupation, both OSE 

north and south functioned independently from each other. The northern staff worked 

diligently in the first year to care for refugee and malnourished children. It opened two 

new locations in Paris on Place des Vosges and Rue Julien-Lacroix. With the start of 

the round-ups in early 1941, the northern staff decided to place some children with non-

Jewish families outside of Paris. For this effort, the OSE used other Jewish aid 

organizations, such as the Éclaireurs israélites de France (EIF, Israelite Scouts of 

France), Women’s International Zionist Organization (WIZO), communist groups, and 

Rue Amelot.184 This early cooperation among organizations would eventually grow and 

become a vital resource for underground placement.  

Up to mid-1941, it seemed that the Jewish aid groups both in the occupied and 

non-occupied zone functioned well and brought necessary aid to the Jewish French and 

refugee population. However, a pivotal change came when Xavier Vallat, Commisioner-

General for the Jewish Question in Vichy France, ordered the creation of the Union 

générale des israélites de France (UGIF, General Union of Israelites in France), a 

compulsory organization for Jews that would bring all existing Jewish aid entities under 

its authority. Captain, Theodor Dannecker of the Paris SS had toyed with the idea of a 

unified Jewish organization under German control. He used Vallat to enforce its 
                                                 
182 Didier, 46-47; and Samuel, 31.  
183 CDJC, report by Minkowski, 1. 
184 Didier, 41-43. 
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establishment in both zones. On August 29, 1941, the occupied zone officially adopted 

the UGIF. Lengthy discussions and opposition delayed its installment in the unoccupied 

zone.  On March 8, 1942, all Jewish organizations fell under UGIF jurisdiction.185 The 

OSE became the third health section of the UGIF.186 However, many organizations 

illegally continued to operate independently and ignored action by the UGIF.187 Dr. 

Joseph Weill, head of the OSE-south, told a co-worker on the phone:  

The publication of the dissolution decree on March 8 does not change the 
situation. Instead of being director, you have been appointed administrator. Close 
out your books on March 8 and reopen them on the ninth. Our work continues 
unchanged.188 

 
With the creation of the UGIF, Minkowski actively sought to find more hiding 

places for children. Minkowski spread the order: “Sauvons les enfants et dispersons-

les (Save the children and disperse them).”189 Not only were the children of the OSE’s 

care in danger, but also those placed in other UGIF children’s homes.  His words 

became the slogan for other rescuers who feared the centralization of children in UGIF 

homes.190 Minkowski relied heavily on his relationship with Rue Amelot to establish a 

northern rescue network. Created in the early days of the occupation by Léo Glaeser 

and named after its headquarters location on Rue Amelot 36, Rue Amelot brought 

together various immigrant Jewish leaders from the Parisian community to provide for 

needed families. Legally, the leaders of Rue Amelot registered the group with the 

                                                 
185 By November 1941 the unification of organizations in Vichy had started and became official in March 
1942. See, CDJC, XXVIII-4: Creation of UGIF on November 29, 1941.  
186 USHMM, RG 43-005, reel 74 98.9: letter by R. Lambert of the OSE explaining previous duties and 
creation of OSE in France and current integration into UGIF as 3rd division of Health. Its only services are 
medical services to children and promotion of the emigration of children to United States.  
187 Poznanski, 133-134; and Didier, 43. 
188 Weill quoted in Poznanski, 134. Derived from Armée Juive archives, 38, 242, wiretap of the telephone 
conversation between Joseph Weill and Fanny Schwab, contained a report filed by the Police for Jewish 
Affairs on March 23, 1942.  
189 Minkowski quoted in Kathy Hazan, Les orphelins de shoah, 36.  
190 Ibid., 36.  
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German authorities under the name la Colonie Scolaire. The UGIF absorbed the 

Colonie, but since the leaders of Rue Amelot remained unknown, they were able to 

continue their clandestine activities with little interruption.191 David Rapoport, head of 

the Amelot Committee, recognized early in 1940 that the Nazis were the enemy of the 

Jewish people. Similar to the OSE, Amelot began to place children and provided much 

needed medico-social aid to the Paris community.192 French historian Lucien Lazare 

regards the Amelot committee as the first sprinkling of resistance within the French 

Jewish community. He comments: “Certainly it is excessive to view the creation of the 

Rue Amelot Committee as the first step in establishing a resistance network. But the 

principled choice to evade the control of the authorities bore the seeds of violations of 

the law.”193  

Obviously, OSE north and Rue Amelot had a great deal in common when the 

UGIF incorporated them. As the leaders of both groups joined their effort after the 

creation of the UGIF, the establishment of a wider Jewish resistance network centered 

on child rescue began to grow. The seed of resistance that started with the creation of 

Amelot eventually developed into a Jewish resistance network. Starting in the fall of 

1942, Minkowski and Rapoport, together with a few other leaders within the UGIF, 

decided to increase the number of children going into hiding with non-Jewish families. In 

addition, they sent as many children across the demarcation line into Vichy France. By 

September 1943, Amelot and OSE had placed approximately 800 children in the 

                                                 
191 Rue Amelot is actually the underground name of the group. It was registered with the German 
authorities under la Colonie scolaire and officially used the name of the clinic it was housed in: La mère et 
l’enfant.  
192 Poznanski, 334; Jacqueline Baldran and Claude Bochurberg, David Rapoport: “La Mere et L’enfant ,” 
36  Rue Amelot (Paris: Montorgueil- C.D.J.C., 1994), 22-25; Hazan, Les orphelins de la shoah, 34-35; 
and Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 38-45. 
193 Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 41.  
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countryside. Minkowski remembers his acts as follows: “Nous sommes arrivé à sauver 

huit cents enfants. Maintenant je vais vers la fin de ma vie, mais je peux dire, sans 

fausse modestie, que c’est une belle page dans ma vie.” (We arrived at saving eight 

hundred children. Now I am close to the end of my life, but I can say, without false 

modesty, that it is a beautiful page in my life)194 Legally the organizations, under 

supervision of the UGIF, could only accept orphans, or abandoned children without 

parents. As long as they held up the official façade, they continued to receive much 

needed funding.195  

Another difficulty the OSE-north faced had to do with children left in UGIF homes. 

The UGIF created its own homes for children without parents or children released from 

internment camps in the north. Between 3,000 to 3,500 children at some point passed 

through the UGIF homes. The UGIF filed all the children that came through its system 

and divided them into two categories: blocked and free. It registered blocked children 

and made them available for deportation at any time. Usually, these were children from 

families already arrested and then released by German authorities to the UGIF. Free 

children were not on the deportation register. Parents had personally delivered these 

children to the UGIF or authorities had found the children without parents.196 The 

Germans used the blocked children to fill quotas on deportation trains. On February 10, 

1943, the SS picked up the first forty-two blocked children from UGIF homes. The OSE 

and Amelot could do little for these children. A few times, they “kidnapped” a blocked 

child and placed him or her in hiding. In these cases, the UGIF leaders looked the other 

                                                 
194 CDJC, report on Dr. Minkowksi, 3.  
195 Poznanski, 334; Baldran and Bochuberg, 22-25; Hazan, Les orphelins de la shoah, 34-35; and Lazare, 
Rescue as Resistance, 44-46.  
196 CDJC, CDXXX-39: Notes sur les maisons d’enfants de l’UGIF. 
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way and allowed the disappearance. However, most of the time, the UGIF kept a 

vigilant eye on the children in the homes.197 French historian Renée Poznanski argues 

that this was a necessary evil, in order to preserve the official façade of the UGIF and to 

allow the establishment of other illegal activities within the individual organizations. It 

was a drastic decision that tortured the leaders of these aid organizations.198   

The leaders of the OSE and Rue Amelot realized that the UGIF was not just a 

cover for German financial gain, but also a means to control the Jewish population.  All 

aid organizations relied on the UGIF, but never fully trusted it. A series of letters 

between the OSE and UGIF demonstrates the mistrust on the part the OSE and the 

UGIF’s continuous need to ask for numbers and lists.199 Minkowksi reported after the 

war that the Germans, through the UGIF, sent two foreign Jews, Israelovith and 

Bibenstein, to spy on the OSE. Similar to the official communication between the OSE 

and UGIF, the suspicion and dislike appear in Minkowski’s words.200 In the end, the 

OSE depended on the UGIF financially and for a legal façade to cover its own 

increasingly clandestine actions. OSE functioned legally during the occupation, until the 

Germans closed its offices in 1943.  

Similar to the OSE, other organizations like Rue Amelot had the same link with 

the UGIF. In addition, they also functioned with each other to create a larger Jewish 

                                                 
197 Hazan, Les orphelins de la Shoah, 38-39; Poznanski, 334-335; and Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 
177-179.  
198 Poznanski, 336 -337: Dr. Minkowksi testified the following on this torturous dilemma: “On more than 
one occasion we were compelled to ask ourselves if it would not be better to close the soup kitchens that 
the Gestapo had raided several times. On that score, I recall the words of the director of one of these 
charitable programs: “Doubtless,” he said, “that would be the most prudent thing to do, but my clients, and 
particularly the elderly ones, who have no defense and no place to sleep have told me that if we closed 
down, they would go turn themselves in on their own in order to get sent to Drancy. Under those 
circumstances, I could not make such as a decision.”  
199 USHMM, RG 43-059,  reel 29 20.11: OSE and UGIF disagreement letters.  
200 CDJC, report by Minkowski, 2.  
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rescue network. As previously noted, the creation of UGIF tightened the relationship 

between rescue organizations and promoted the establishment of a broader 

underground Jewish rescue network out of the separate organizations. However, a 

Jewish network never fully developed in northern France. The clandestine nature of 

their work kept all participants on edge and caused distrust among the child rescue 

networks. Discussing this phenomenon, Lazare notes that, “the various networks 

seeking to rescue children all knew of each other. Each had secret relations with the 

UGIF, ranging from trust to reserve to antagonism. They avoided cooperating intimately, 

for reasons of security.”201  

Nevertheless, the larger child rescue organizations like the OSE and Rue Amelot 

worked together in the occupied zone. While the move to an underground network had 

already begun before the creation of the UGIF, its formation resulted in an increase in 

the number of hidden children. By the liberation, Minkowksi had cared for approximately 

1,000 children in the Paris region and had placed 600 children in hiding. However, the 

northern rescue effort came at a great cost. The Germans captured twenty-eight OSE 

workers, including OSE leader Falk Walk, all of whom were shot or deported.202 In the 

fall of 1942, Minkowski was denounced and arrested. Fortunately, the Germans 

released him and he was able to continue his rescue effort. Nevertheless, from that 

point on, he had to live mainly underground.203 On June 1, 1943, the Germans arrested 

Rapoport and deported him to Auschwitz, where he died on July 2, 1944.   

At first, the situation in the non-occupied zone did not seem as drastic as it was 

in Paris. Hence, Jewish families and children tried to cross the demarcation line into 
                                                 
201 Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 181.  
202 YV, 0.9 139: OSE post-liberation report; and CDJC, report by Minkowksi, 1.   
203 Nebot, 44.  
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southern France in the hope of finding safety, or perhaps emigrating abroad. Not only 

did the various OSE locations in the south provide medico-social aid to French refugee 

Jews, they also intervened on behalf of stateless and foreign Jews whom the Vichy 

regime had interned in camps in October 1940. Several of these camps had previously 

existed as holding camps for Spanish Republicans seeking asylum in France or for 

German and Austrian nationals declared “enemies of the nation” by the French 

government. The Nazi government also deported German Jews to the southern camps 

over Vichy complaints. As a result, at the end of October, nearly 7,000 Jews from the 

German provinces of Baden and the Palatinate arrived at the French camp at Gurs near 

the Spanish border. By 1940, the Gurs camp held 17,000 prisoners, of whom 13,000 

were Jewish.204 Weill called it “un camp de persécution dont l’arme essentielle est la 

famine.” (a persecution camp with the essential goal of starvation)205 

Faced with this influx, the OSE went into action supplying aid to Jewish families 

and especially to the children interned at the camps of Gurs, Rivesaltes, Recebedou, 

and Le Vernet. Weill and Andrée Salomon, supervisor of social assistants for the OSE, 

sent medico-social teams to the various camps. Salomon remembers her first visit to 

Gurs: “J’avais entendu les récits des aumôniers qui étaient venus à Gurs, j’avais 

imaginé une vie difficile, mais la réalité était cruelle.” (I had heard stories from chaplains 

that went to Gurs, I had imagined a difficult life, but the reality was cruel)206  She and 

another assistant, Ruth Lambert, immediately made a list of the children at Gurs and 

sent the list with a SOS message to the Marseille OSE office: “Libérer ces enfants, 

                                                 
204 Samuel, Rescuing the Children, 32; and Paule Ferran, Julien Samuel: un homme engagé (Paris: 
Nadir, 1999), 28-29.  
205 Joseph Weill quoted in Ferran, 29.  
206 Salomon quoted in Kathy Hazan and Georges Weill, Andrée Salomon: Une femme de lumière (Paris: 
Fondation pour la mémoire de la Shoah, 2011), 127.  
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commencer par les plus jeunes qui sont les plus menacés, suralimenter les autres.” 

(liberate these children, start with the youngest who are the most threatened, give the 

others extra food)207 With that, the legal rescue of children by the OSE-south began. 

Under pressure of the multi-organizational Nîmes Committee, Vichy authorities allowed 

the release of children under the age of fifteen for placement in OSE homes.208 Weill 

realized that this made the homes targets for arrest, but also knew that it could be a 

useful step to safeguard the children legally.  

The Rivesaltes camp was even larger than Gurs and contained the largest 

number of children.209 The camp officers suspected the OSE representative for the 

camp, Charles Lederman, of smuggling people outside the camp. Therefore, Salomon 

had to find another assistant to work at the camp. The OSE selected Vivette Herman 

(later Samuel, as she met Julien Samuel, her future husband, on her first day working 

for the OSE) to fill Lederman’s spot and to run the OSE center in the Rivesaltes camp. 

Vivette Samuel learned that OSE was looking for someone to arrange the departure of 

children from the camps. “I was crushed by this piece of news: Children in camps? 

That’s impossible!”210 In Marseille, she met with Salomon, who asked if she was sure 

she wanted to participate in this work. Samuel would live in the Rivesaltes camp, get 
                                                 
207 Salomon quoted in Hazan and Weill, Andrée Salomon, 129.  
208 Dr. Weill received the assistance of the Comité de Coordination pour l’assistance dans les camps 
(CCAC, Committee for the Coordination of the Assistance in the Camps) or known during the war as 
Nimes Committee. The Nimes Committee was a coordination committee for the camps set up by the 
largest Jewish aid organizations in November 1940 upon request of the Ministry of Interior. It was 
presided by Donald Lowrie, president of the YMCA America. It was also aided by other non-Jewish 
organizations, such as the American Friends Service Committee (Quakers), the Unitarian Service, the 
Secours Suisse (Swiss Rescue Organization), the French Red Cross, Service social d’aide aux emigrants 
(Social Serivce for the Aid of Emigrants), Commission intermouvements auprès des évacués (CIMADE, 
Intermovement Commission for the Evacuees, headed by Pastor Boegner), and Amitié chrétienne 
(Christian Friendship), also see, Leo Baeck Institute Archives online, I, CCAC, minutes of the meeting, 
1940-1942 and VII: CCAC, Children, 1941-1944, minutes of meeting on January 10, 1941, 
http://archive.org/details/franceconcentrationcamp; and Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 90-91, 132.  
209 The majority of these children were Jewish, but some also Spanish and Roma, see, Ferran, 29.  
210 Samuel, Rescuing the Children, 29.  

http://archive.org/details/franceconcentrationcamp
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approval for departure from the parents, and prepare the children. Her arrival at 

Rivesaltes was a shock. “I saw children in the afternoon covered in blankets.”211 

Samuel’s note on overcoming her fear and dealing with her shock gives us a glimpse 

into the mind of the “legal” child rescuer at this time: 

I overcame my fears because I felt myself supported by clear instructions. To 
conform to the admistrative directives, I adopted an attitude of strict legality, 
having as its sole objective Andrée Salomon’s “save the children” and as its sole 
counsel to “look into misery the way a physician looks into illness,” given by 
Joseph Weill, who then advised “not to feel pity but to look after and, if possible 
to heal.” And Charles Lederman reminded me: “Your role above all is to be on 
the scene.”212 

 
Samuel installed herself in the barracks and opened her office, called “Placement 

Center-OSE,” on November 6, 1941. She notes: “The waiting room was very quickly 

filled up. They [the parents] knew I was here for the children.”213 She began the 

registration and preparation of the children for their departure to the OSE homes. 

“Reinette” (the alias of Simone Weil-Lipman) eventually joined Samuel and assisted her 

in the preparation.214 First, they separated the children from their parents in their own 

barracks. The children received placement certificates for the home in Montpellier which 

the Vichy government required for their departure. In groups of ten, they left the 

Rivesaltes camp and went to Montpellier. The OSE medically checked the children and 

from there sent them to other homes run by the OSE or other aid organizations, both 

                                                 
211  She arrived in the summer. Temperatures in the South of France would have been high enough that 
children would not need blankets in the middle of the afternoon. Therefore, she notes the blankets 
because they point to the malnourished and debilitating state of the children. Vivette Samuel, interviewed 
by Shoah Visual History Foundation, October 18, 1996. 
212 Samuel, Rescuing the Children, 38. 
213 Ibid., 43.  
214 Ibid., 49;  “Testimony Simone Lipman Weil,” USHMM, accessed April 12, 2012,  
http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/media_oi.php?MediaId=4449; and Hazan and Weill, Andrée Salomon, 141. 
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Jewish and non-Jewish.215 The OSE saved approximately 1,000 children from life in the 

camps and deportation.216 

Besides the removal of children from the camps, the OSE attempted legal rescue 

by organizing convoys to the United States. The OSE enlisted aid from American 

Jewish and non-Jewish humanitarian organizations, including the Quakers and the 

American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC or Joint), to obtain immigration 

visas for Jewish children, even if they had no family in the United States. The 

involvement of influential Americans like Eleanor Roosevelt217 eventually encouraged 

the immigration services to issue the visas. The difficulty of obtaining the entrance visas 

from the U.S. and the emigration release permits required by the Vichy administration 

resulted in most convoys not departing until 1942. According to Weill, the last convoy 

left in May 1942 and all communications with the U.S. were interrupted shortly after its 

departure.218 The American invasion of north Africa in November 1942 ended all hope 

for further emigration of the children. In all, four convoys left from Marseilles for the 

United States between June 1941 and 1942. 219   

The children who received the visas came predominantly from the camps in Gurs 

and Rivesaltes. First, the OSE released the children from the camps and moved them to 

a regional home for health inspection and preparation for departure. The children 

usually remained in the home for around a year before joining the convoy. Parents 

would beg the OSE to secure visas for their children. Samuel wrote in her diary:  
                                                 
215 Vivette Samuel, interviewed by Shoah Visual History Foundation, October 18, 1996; and Hazan and 
Weill, Andrée Salomon, 141-144. 
216 Nebot, 49. 
217 Eleanor Roosevelt presided over the United Committee for the Care of European Children 
organization. 
218 Georges Weill, Le combat d'un juste: essay autobiographique (Paris: Cheminements, 2002),177.  
219 Weill, Le combat d’un juste, 173-174; Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 136-137; Nebot, 53; Ferran, 33; 
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Tous les parents veulent faire émigrer leurs enfants, malgré la perspective de la 
longue séparation. Les candidatures ont été examinées par une commission 
spécial; le départ est proche. Samedi, les enfants doivent se trouver chez le 
consul de Marseille, le bateau doit partir 10 Mai.  
(All the parents wanted have their children emigrate despite the perspective of a 
long separation. The applications are being examined by a special commission; 
the departure is close. Saturday, the children have to be at the consul in 
Marseille, the boat has to leave May 10).220 

 
During the week of departure, Samuel and Lambert obtained permission to have the 

parents visit the children. Samuel recounts that that they cleaned up and brushed the 

children to give the semblance of health. On May 15, 1942, she wrote in her diary: “The 

children left happy, and all the mothers returned to the camp. Several of them told me 

how painful this return had been to them at the end of the three days of freedom. They 

also asked themselves when they would be able to see their children again.” In a 

marginal note after the war, she scribbled: “Of these ten women, nine were deported 

and none returned.”221 Lambert remembers her experience with these tragic 

separations:  

Quand la rencontre eut lieu, ce fut très pénible: les petits ne reconnaissaient plus 
leurs parents, avaient oublié l’allemand, leur langue maternelle, ne parlaient que 
français … Où étaient la faute? Qui? Pourquoi? Tout le monde pleurait, j’ai vu 
des gendarmes s’essuyer les yeux.  
(When the encounter took place, it was very painful: the little ones did not 
recognize their parents anymore, they had forgotten German, their maternal 
language, and spoke only French … Who was at fault? Who? Why? Everyone 
cried, I saw the police wipe their eyes).222 

 
Despite the heartbreaking scenes between the children and parents, the rescuers 

realized that this was the best choice for their children and celebrated the departure of 

the convoys. 

                                                 
220 Hazan and Weill, Andrée Salomon, 117. 
221 Samuel, Rescuing the Children, 56.  
222 The reason that Lambert refers to the presence of police officers is because the police presence was 
required by camp authorities for the temporary release of the parents to make sure that the parents would 
return to the camps. Ruth Lambert, quoted in Hazan and Weill, Andrée Salomon, 119.  
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 Up until the summer of 1942, the OSE in the non-occupied region continued its 

legal activity as much as possible. They focused on releasing children from camps and 

obtaining visas for emigration. Nevertheless, as the placement of children increased, its 

leaders, especially Weill, became very aware of the danger the OSE homes created. 

Similar to Heiber, he knew that they were merely a waiting room for the deportation 

camps. Weill testifies that the OSE’s foundation in tsarist Russia, with its pogroms, 

made the organization more aware than any other group about the danger of anti-

Semitic persecution:  

L’idée que ce réservoirs d’enfants juifs, ces maisons d’accueil bondées, ces 
homes grouillant de vie pourraient se reveler des pièges mortels ne les effleura 
guère. Et pourtant tous ces jeunes être, ces adolescents, garçons et filles, 
risquaient de devenir une proie de choix pour les haïsseurs du juif. En fin de 
compte, c’est bien eux que visaient les obsédés de la Solution finale. Ce 
rassemblement d’enfants, insolite pour la saison, me hantait, au contraire  
(The idea of these reservoirs of Jewish children, these crammed care homes, 
these homes swarming with life might reveal to be deathtraps, should not be 
touched upon lightly. And nevertheless, all these young beings, these 
adolescents, boys, and girls, risk to fall pray of fate to the haters of the Jew. In 
the end, it is better for those obsessed with the Final Solution. This gathering of 
children, unusual for the season, haunts me, on the contrary).223   

 
Weill spread his concerns through the OSE and soon other workers picked up the same 

sentiment. George Garel, eventual leader of the underground OSE, comments that “Le 

Dr. Weill savait que le plan des Allemands était certainement de fair disparaître les 

Juifs, ce qui correspondait à la fameuse “solution finale” (Weill knew that the German 

plan certainly was the disappearance of the Jews, this corresponded with the famous 

“Final Solution”).224 Other historians agree that Weill and other OSE workers knew 
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224 CDJC, post-war report by Garel.   
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about the destination of the deportation trains and the intent of the extermination of all 

Jews.225  

Accordingly, by early 1942, Weill commenced to slowly change the direction of 

the OSE from full legality to a clandestine organization:  

C’est à vider les maison, disperser les enfants, former un service adapté, 
preparer à ce nouveau genre de travail les moniteurs qu’il fallait désormais viser. 
Et cette transformation radicale des perspectives et des méthods paraissait 
urgent. Une entrave croissante à la liberté de movement, au fonctionnement des 
oeuvres, paraissait imminente. … J’exposai ensuite les grandes lignes du projet 
de dissolution, inévitable, de toutes les concentration d’enfants. 
(It is emptying the homes, dispersing the children, forming an adapted service, 
prepare for this new genre of work the monitors who unfortunately this aims at. 
And this radical transformation of perspective and methods appears urgent. The 
growing obstacle of liberty of movement, at the functioning of the works, appears 
imminent … I propose as follows a broad lines a project of dissolution, 
unavoidable, of the all the concentration of children).226  

 
While Weill was ready for the change, the OSE as an organization needed a drastic 

event to complete the move into the world of clandestine child rescue.  

 What became known as “the night of Vénissieux” was the event that triggered the 

dramatic transformation of the OSE. In August 1942, a series of massive arrests of the 

Jewish population of Lyon filled the prison camp at Vénissieux. Camp authorities 

scheduled the deportation of all arrested Jews there, including the children. OSE 

leaders Lederman, Weill, and newcomer Garel jumped into action. A three day 

negotiation process with the support of a delegate from Amitié Chrétienne (AC, 

Christian Friendship), Father Glasberg, resulted in the release of 108 children to the 

OSE and AC. Weill remembers: “We got the promise from the bus drivers to drive their 

vehicles past the illuminated windows of the dining hall so that the parents could leave 
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feeling reassured. No one will ever forget those tearful looks, those silent glances 

straining for a last look at their children. Toward seven o’clock in the morning, we had 

the children get into the bus, while we hid the bigger ones underneath the bench.”227 

Garel remembers standing next to Father Glasberg during the tragic departure: “Tout le 

camp retentissait de cris et de hurlements. L’intendant de police de Lyon, se trouvant là, 

demanda à l’abbé Glasberg: Pourquoi crient-ils?- Et si on vous prenait vos enfants, 

vous ne-crieriez pas?” (The whole camp engulfed in cries and hurls. The head of the 

police from Lyon, stood there, and asked Father Glasberg: Why do they cry? [He 

responded] – And if they took your children, would you not cry?)228 The OSE and AC 

moved the children to the Éclaireurs israélites de France headquarters in La Croix-

Rousse.  

Garel and Weill realized that the children remained at risk and distributed them 

within forty-eight hours among OSE and AC homes. On August 30th, the regional 

prefect, Angelo Angeli, requested the return of the children from Monsignor Pierre-Marie 

Gerlier, archbishop of Lyon. The Germans had halted the deportation train containing 

the parents at the demarcation line, awaiting the addition of the children. Gerlier asked 

the AC leaders to reveal the location of the children, but all of them refused. Eventually, 

he relented and covered for the AC. Gerlier told the prefect: “Monsieur, le préfet, les 

familles m’ont confié la tutelle de leurs enfants, vous n’allez pas obliger un père à livrer 

ses enfant à la police.” (Mr. Prefect, the families have confided the guardianship of their 

children to me, you are not going to make a Father deliver these children to the 

                                                 
227 A few children above the age of 15 were smuggled out of the camp upon consistent demand of their 
parents. Weill, quoted in Hazan and Weill, Andrée Salomon, 148; and Weill, quoted in Samuel, Rescuing 
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police)229 When the police arrived at the EIF headquarters to arrest the children, they 

found it empty.230 Angeli wrote to the ministry: “Jewish children were spirited away and 

placed in safety by Amitié Chrétienne, thus, under the pretext of moral obligation, 

thwarting the will of the government.”231 

Samuel makes it clear that the OSE had learned its lesson: “A turning point took 

place in the organization of the OSE, which was fully aware of the limits of its official 

work and legal activities. The lesson of the night of Vénissieux was clear: all Jewish 

children were at risk.”232 The full realization that the authorities would deport children 

just as easily as adults was the legacy of Vénissieux. The experience that night had 

highly affected Garel. His wife Lili Garel remembered that “it started his 

consciousness.”233 He recognized the immense need to place children into hiding and 

create an underground rescue group. As a new member, he had few ties to the OSE or 

other Jewish organizations. He was virtually unknown to the police and many of the 

OSE workers.234 In addition, he had a false identity and an extraordinary sang-froid 

(calm).235 Weill met with Garel soon after Vénissieux and explained his importance to 

the underground organization:  

Pour réaliser cette tâche il faut un homme neuf de votre stature, conclus-je. Je 
vous ai vu à l’oeuvre durant ces heures tragiques; vous êtes l’homme de la 
situation et votre casier est vierge  
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(I conclude that to realize this task [of establishing an underground rescue 
network] a man of your stature is needed. I saw you at work during those tragic 
hours [at Vénissieux]. You are a man of action and your slate is blank).236  
 

Weill was correct; Garel was the perfect man to lead the underground resistance. Garel 

accepted the task after just a few moments. 

In addition, Vénnisieux showed that the Catholic Church, and especially AC, was 

willing to aid the underground resistance. The supportive reaction of Father Glasberg 

and eventually Cardinal Gerlier was exactly what an underground OSE resistance 

network needed. On its own, the OSE would not have been able to find enough hiding 

places for the children, but the aid of Christian communities allowed placement in 

private non-Jewish families and Christian establishments. With the acknowledgment of 

the extreme danger of the OSE homes, a new leader, and now outside aid, the OSE 

commenced its full move underground. This turning point had arrived at the perfect 

time, since the German occupation of southern France took place soon thereafter, on 

November 8, 1942.  

In the fall of 1942, Weill called a meeting in Lyons of the OSE workers selected 

to work underground, including Julien Samuel, Garel, and Salomon. Georges Loinger, a 

youth sports coordinator working for the OSE homes, remembers Weill addressing the 

new rescuers: “Il faut que nous préparons la dispersion des enfants sur les maisons de 

l’enfant.” (We have to prepare the dispersion of the children at the children’s homes)237 

Loinger remembers that “tout le monde est bouleversé, certaines femmes pleurent.” 

(everyone [at the meeting] was stunned, some women cried)238 With this 

announcement, Weill introduced Garel as supervisor of the new underground 
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organization. At this meeting, the OSE leaders officially founded the Circuit Garel (Garel 

network), the OSE’s illegal rescue network.  

The Garel network would work in a fully clandestine fashion, while Weill 

continued the legal activities of the OSE. Weill noted: “Les deux actions, l’une 

clandestine, l’autre officiele, doivent être conçues par une même direction, leur 

exécution confiée à des délégués complices, mais séparées.” (The two actions, one 

clandestine, the other official, have to be designed by the same leadership, their 

execution confided to delegated accomplices, but remain separate)239 As a result, some 

of the OSE workers, like Vivette Samuel, continued their legal work, while others like 

Georges Loinger commenced solely underground rescue. Nonetheless, those who 

remained within the legal sphere were aware of the Garel network and the illegal 

activities of the OSE. Vivette Samuel noted: “I had witnessed the gradual shift from legal 

to clandestine activity. From now on, knowing the truth about the deportations, we could 

only lend our support to the new direction the OSE was taking.”240  

This two faces of the organization became known as “Network I” and “Network 

II.”  Network I, the old OSE, made contact with the parents and found children. Network 

II, or the Garel Circuit, illegally hid the children and took care of the hidden children with 

the help of non-Jewish assistants. The Garel network had three goals:  first, to save as 

many children as possible; second, to separate the children from the threatening 

environment; third, to integrate them into a neutral environment by placing them in 

Christian facilities supervised by non-Jewish personnel, or at least those who appeared 
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to be non-Jewish.241  To make these goals possible, a good working relationship with 

the Church and a network of social assistants was necessary.  

First of all, Garel selected around twenty-five women from the OSE who became 

known as the “convoyeuses” (escorts). Similar to the escorts of the CDJ in Belgium, the 

escorts constituted the connection between the legal and illegal world. They transported 

the children from the legal OSE homes into underground placement. In addition, they 

continued to watch over the children and to provide necessary aid.  Garel split the social 

assistants into two categories: “les aryannes” (the Aryans) and “les synthétiques” (the 

synthetics).  Aryans were non-Jewish or Jews who had supposedly Aryan features and 

would not be recognized as Jewish. The synthetics required false paperwork and 

names to cover their identities. For example, Germain Masour, who was Jewish and 

had a heavy Russian accent, became Germaine Natacha, a French woman with 

Russian parents. 242  

As the number of children in the network grew, Garel required better 

organization. By mid-1943, he divided the underground organization into four regions 

(southwest, southeast, center-east, center-west) containing a total of thirty-two 

departments.243 Each of the departmental assistants would report to the regional 

director, who would then inform Garel of all ongoing activities. Garel noted the success 

of the organization: “Mais cependant, nous ne perdions du monde (But meanwhile, we 
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lost nobody).”244 In addition to this organizational scheme, Garel instituted the use of 

lists in order to be able to find the children when the occupation ended. Unlike the CDJ’s 

coded booklet system, the Garel network did not devise a coded directory, but kept just 

two files in each department: one with the original names and origin and the other with 

the false identities of the children. For safekeeping, the regional directors then gave the 

lists to two different individuals who either did not know each other or did not know that 

the other had the file.245 While this system was basic compared to the CDJ’s coded 

system, it did provide a measure of security. The convoyeuse system, the regional-

departmental structure, and the lists demonstrate that the OSE’s illegal network had 

become just as organized as the CDJ’s.  As a result, the Garel network placed most of 

the OSE children in hiding and functioned as a very efficient child rescue operation.  

Contact and cooperation with religious institutions greatly benefited both the 

Garel network and the CDJ. Weill knew that the viability of the rescue depended on this 

link: “La première condition à ce sauvetage était la séparation de ces enfants d’avec un 

milieu juif, et leur intégration complète à un milieu non-juif.” (the first condition of this 

rescue is the separation of the children from their Jewish environment, and complete 

integration into a non-Jewish environment)246 Weill brought Garel into contact with 

Germaine Ribière, a representative from AC. The two of them visited Msgr. Jules-

Gérard Saliège, archbishop of Toulouse and opponent to the deportation of Jews. 

Saliège listened to Garel and replied that “it fit with his concept of Christianity and that 

he will accept.”247 With that, Saliège introduced Garel to the necessary people to 
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arrange cooperation with the Church. A few weeks later, some children from the 

Vénissieux camp transferred to Mrs. Thèbes, a contact from Saliège. From that point 

on, small groups of children moved in to various Catholic institutions and eventually with 

private families.248   

Besides its cooperation with the Catholic milieu, the Garel network also 

continued its relations with other organizations:  Jewish groups like the EIF for the 

placement of older children and Joint for financial support; non-Jewish groups like the 

Red Cross for material aid; and Protestant leaders for placement. Similar to the CDJ, 

the Garel network stretched the limits of its contact network without risking betrayal. 

While German authorities did arrest some of its rescuers, like the CDJ the arrests were 

never for hiding Jewish children. The transformation of a single organization, the OSE, 

into an underground network with efficient organization and several cooperating 

organizations focusing on rescue allowed for the possibility of survival resistance in the 

French Jewish community.  

The Garel network did not merely hide its rescued children. Its proximity to the 

borders of non-occupied countries like Switzerland and Spain allowed it to smuggle 

them out, as well. For this endeavor, Weill enlisted the help of Loinger.  At the founding 

meeting of the Circuit Garel, Weill turned to Loinger and said:  

Georges, vous qui avez l’habitude des frontiers, vous qui vous déplacez en 
France comme un poisson dans l’eau, vous, intrépid et astucieux comme Ulysse, 
nous vous chargeons d’organiser les passage en Suisse, vous avez carte 
blanche, mais c’est une mission dangereuse. 
(Georges, you have the familiarity with the borders, you move yourself in France 
like a fish in water, you, fearless and cunning like Ulysses, we charge you with 
organizing the passage to Switzerland, you have carte blanche, but it is a 
dangerous mission).249  
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Garel and Weill also told Loinger that there were certain children in the OSE homes who 

could not be placed with a Christian family. They looked “a hundred percent orthodox 

Jewish.” However, the OSE in Switzerland would accept and care for these children.250 

Loinger said that he had to ask his wife, Flore, first. She encouraged him to take the 

mission.  

Loinger chose the French city of Annemasse, near Geneva, Switzerland as the 

base for his operations. He used established border crossing points from the French 

resistance to smuggle the children. Around the end of 1942, he paid local transfer 

agents to help him guide the first groups across the border. The network set up a 

separate organization scheme for this endeavor. First, Germain Masour selected and 

prepared the children for the passage. She alerted Loinger of an arriving group. Then, 

she gathered the children, usually groups from five to fifteen, and took the train from 

Lyons to Annemasse. Loinger would join the group in Aix-les-Bains, where he had a 

secondary residence. He conducted the children to Annemasse, where they remained 

in the center of Secours National (National Aid) for two nights. He asked the children to 

group themselves in two, a younger child with an older, and then told them they could 

not make a sound during the passage. He ordered the older children to place their hand 

in front of the mouth of the younger child if they started to cry. At 10 pm, the illegal 

smuggling commenced. He delivered the children to the guide, who took them across 

the border. After the war, Loinger still had difficulty with the anguish that came along 

with this line of work:  
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Aujourd’hui, j’ai encore de difficulté à parler de ces passages. Pourtant ces 
enfants ont tous été sauvés, tous sans exception. Mais il reste l’angoisse d’une 
éventuelle imprévisible patrouille allemande. 
(Today, I still have difficulty to talk about these passages. Yet these children 
were all saved, without exception. But there remains a fear about possible 
unpredictable German patrol).251  
 

It was a dangerous job, but Loinger’s organization and execution resulted in the safe 

passage of all the children.  

 The underground Jewish network of child rescue in France developed in a similar 

way to that of the Belgian CDJ. It created an efficient organization that cooperated with 

Jewish and non-Jewish organizations to place a high number of children in hiding and 

prevent their deportation. However, the operation of the OSE and the Garel network are 

distinct from any other country’s Jewish rescue network. The OSE participated in 

clandestine activities, but also remained a fully legal organization. As a result, the OSE 

and Garel network were not two parallel rescue organizations as the AJB and CDJ, but 

rather one aid organization that developed into an underground resistance network. The 

dual resistance work lasted until April 8, 1944, when the Germans raided the OSE 

headquarters and arrested the entire staff. A telegram from Alain Mossé, OSE 

employee, alerted the Garel network of the arrest and demanded the immediate closure 

of all OSE homes.252  At this point, the Garel network operated fully on its own. The 

gradual shift from legal to illegal was complete. 

Beside the parallel shift, one other difference marked the resistance by the OSE. 

Its Jewish rescuers had multiple avenues of resistance, including armed resistance, 

which was not as widely available in Belgium and the Netherlands. Several of the 
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French Jewish rescuers mention it in their testimony. Garel notes that the French 

Resistance offered him an important position of armed resistance in the south, maybe 

“plus attrayant (more attractive).” He recognized that he could not combine the two 

positions. He declined the proposition because he could not bring himself to give up the 

rescue of Jewish children. He thought the latter was a much more urgent mission.253  

Loinger worked with the armed resistance to forge papers. He continued his 

rescue work, but shifted his emphasis to the border transfers of the children.254 On 

being offered another plush position as physical instructor, Loinger comments: “Les 

enfants de l’OSE doivent rester notre priorité.” (The children of the OSE have to remain 

our priority)255 Their individual choices of resistance type demonstrate the value that 

both men, and the Garel network in general, placed upon the rescue of children. 

Obviously, they believed that non-violent resistance through child rescue would aid the 

survival of the Jewish population. The rescue operations were more than just an attempt 

to save Jewish children; it was a resistance movement against the Nazi government 

and their intent to exterminate the Jews. 

Loinger called the OSE resistance the “heroism of the Jewish community in 

France.”256  In agreement, Weill describes the bravery of his rescuers as follows:  

Que d’actes d’héroisme, d’abnégation, de fidélité, d’amour consommés comme 
un devoir naturel, la décision d’aller jusqu’au sacrifice ultime pour le sauvetage 
d’un seul enfant étant prise dans la solitude avoic soi-même, s’enlisent 
aujourd’hui dans un anonymat qui me révolte.  
(What acts of heroism, of self-sacrifice, of loyalty, of complete love as a natural 
duty; the decision to go to the ultimate sacrifice for the rescue of one single child 
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was taken in the solitude of oneself, is stuck today with an anonymity that revolts 
me).257  

 
Nobody can disagree with Weill’s conclusion. The Jewish resisters in France put their 

lives on the line for their belief in survival resistance. Their illegal activities resulted in 

the deportation or execution of thirty-seven rescuers. Only four returned after the war.258 

Nevertheless, their resistance worked, and thousands of Jewish children survived the 

war to tell their stories. This was the most important result of survival resistance. 

The Netherlands: A Few Good Elements of Resistance 

The Netherlands was the only country of the three studied in this dissertation that 

did not develop a national Jewish network of child rescue. Nor was there any 

cooperation between the legal organizations and the underground resistance. Historian 

Bob Moore notes that “organized Jewish self-help was rare” in the Netherlands. He 

argues that the Jewish elite derived exclusively from bourgeois circles. Their social and 

political views led the Dutch Jewish community on a path of isolation, away from 

political and aid organizations that could instigate resistance.259 Nevertheless, Jewish 

resistance through child rescue did occur. It arose out of very small groups of Jewish 

rescuers who had limited resources and who depended heavily on the aid of the gentile 

population.  They worked fully underground and all of their actions were illegal. Gentile 

rescuer Piet Meerburg refers to this small number of Jewish rescuers as “good people” 

who knew their obligation to the Jewish population and wanted to get as many children 

hidden as they could.260 These Jews created their own elaborate system of child 
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rescue, one that required organization, skill, cooperation, but above all fearlessness. 

Their intricate scheme resulted in the largest child rescue effort in the Netherlands. 

The general lack of Jewish “self-help” in the Netherlands was not the only factor 

deterring the child rescue effort. The Joodsche Raad (Jewish Council), the legal 

organization overseeing the Dutch Jewish community in the occupied Netherlands 

publicly condemned any type of resistance or disobedience against the Nazi 

perpetrators.261 The Germans announced the establishment of the Jewish Council on 

February 13, 1941. In creating this representative body, the Germans ignored the 

leading Jewish organization, the Joodsche Coördinatie-commissie (Jewish 

Coordination-commission), and its leader Lodewijk Visser. Instead, well-known diamond 

merchant Abraham Asscher and Professor David Cohen stepped forward as chairs for 

the newly formed council. Their tasks consisted of mediating the new anti-Jewish 

regulations to the country’s Jews and to carrying out German orders.262 The result was 

an elite Jewish Council that “bound itself to a culture of accommodation and legalism 

until the last deportation.”263  

Moore argues that “the first steps towards Jewish collaboration with the Germans 

had begun with the self-appointed elite of the Jewish Council.”264 Most historians and 

Dutch society concur with Moore’s “collaborationist” perspective. Early historians on the 
                                                 
261 It was originally called the Joodsche Raad voor Amsterdam (Jewish Council for Amsterdam) and 
supposed to oversee the Jewisch community of Amsterdam. Since Amsterdam contained the large 
majority of the Jewish population in The Netherlands, the Council really presided over all of The 
Netherlands and other councils submitted to the Amsterdam Jewish Council.   
262 For more on the creation of the Jewish Council see, Hans Knoop, De Joodse Raad: Het Drama van 
Abraham Asscher en David Cohen (Amsterdam: Elsevier,1983); Moore, Victims and Survivors, 68-73; 
Moore, Survivors, 211-215;  Dr. J. Presser, Ashes in the Wind, The Destruction of the Dutch Jewry. 
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1988); Louis De Jong Het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden in de 
Tweede Wereldoorlog (S’Gravenhage: SDU-Uitgeverij, 1991), 885-889; and Jozef Michman, “The 
Controversial Stand of the Joodse Raad in the Neterlands: Lodewijk E. Visser’s Struggle,” Yad Vashem 
Studies X (1974), 14.  
263 Moore, Survivors, 214-215. 
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Holocaust in the Netherlands such as Lou De Jong and Jacques Presser began the 

historiographical attack on Cohen and Asscher’s leadership.265 More recently, Hans 

Knoop has continued the criticism of the two leaders. Knoop contends that the two 

chairmen created and controlled the council fully. He blames them for only attempting to 

protect the elite to which they belonged and for offering the majority lower-class Jewish 

population to the Germans for slaughter. For Knoop, the real tragedy of the Jewish 

council was that it was fully aware of what its decisions meant for this unfortunate 

segment of the population.266 Eventually, the Germans would shut down the Jewish 

Council and sent Asscher and Cohen to Westerbork deportation camp. Both survived 

the concentration camps. After their return to the Netherlands, however, the Joodse 

Ereraad (Jewish Honor Council) arrested them and convicted them on grounds of 

collaboration on December 17, 1947.  

This highly critical historiographical background demonstrates the disconnect 

between the Jewish Council and the Jewish resistance.267 Unlike the AJB and the UGIF, 

which became closely linked to underground aid and rescue organizations, the Jewish 

Council strongly opposed organized opposition within the community. This obviously 

worked to deter the rise of a nationwide Jewish child rescue network. Nonetheless, it 

was right under the nose of the Jewish Council and within its elitist Amsterdam 

community that the Jewish child rescue organization arose.  

Starting in July 1942, the Germans staged regular raids in the Jewish 

neighborhoods of Amsterdam and gathered their victims in the Hollandsche 
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Schouwburg (Dutch Theatre). The Schouwburg was a theatre for shows and cabarets. 

During the first year of the war, it became known as the Jewish theatre because it was 

the only public place where the Germans allowed Jewish artists to perform and Jews 

could attend. Aus der Fünten, head of Central Bureau for Jewish Immigration, ordered 

the building emptied of seats in preparation to use it as a gathering place for arrested 

Jews.268 The theatre became the concentration point for Amsterdam Jews before they 

were sent to the deportation camp at Westerbork.269  Out of the 61,744 Jews deported 

from Amsterdam, 15,000 to 18,000 passed through the Schouwburg. Some of them 

were stuck there for month upon month.  The population consisted mostly of families 

with young children.270 Meerburg remembers it as a “holding tank where all the misery 

happened.”271  

After the large Amsterdam roundups on July 14, 1942, the Germans held the left-

over deportees at the Schouwburg. It was at this point that the Jewish Council took 

charge of the theatre. Aus der Fünten technically remained head of the camp, but the 

entire staff of the theatre was Jewish. The Jewish Council appointed Walter Süskind as 

head of the Jewish employees there. Under his leadership, the Schouwburg became 

the key to saving children. Meerburg calls him the “brain” of the operation.272 Süskind 

was born and raised in Germany, but had Dutch nationality because both his parents 

were Dutch. After Kristallnacht, he and his family moved to the Netherlands. Historians 

have described him as “a man with astonishing inventiveness, gifted with an 
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understanding of people and a sense of humor; a kind man, with a great natural 

authority, able to persuade others to support him and to win them over.”273 His talent for 

persuasion became Süskind’s most valuable characteristic.  

Süskind had a close connection with the “big boss.” Aus der Fünten had been a 

classmate of Süskind in Germany. Apparently, their close relationship continued when 

Süskind became the Jewish personnel director at the Schouwburg. Many Jewish 

prisoners testified that he spent a great deal of time with German officers, especially 

with Aus der Fünten. Meerburg notes that “they drank together, they got drunk together, 

he could do everything, because he played a part, he was an actor.”274 This ruse was 

very successful and his acting worked. Aus der Fünten developed complete confidence 

in Süskind and his leadership. Another eyewitness explains: “It almost seemed if 

Süskind had a kind of power over Aus der Fünten, as if he could persuade him to do 

what he wanted.”275 Unknown to the Germans, Süskind established an elaborate 

scheme to smuggle Jewish children out of the holding place and place them in hiding. 

Meerburg still demonstrates astonishment when discussing Süskind:  

Because, on the other hand, it was the only way, because it’s unbelievable that 
his, the whole plot that’s never been, the Germans didn’t find out. It’s 
unbelievable, and I think that the only reason why it worked is that Aus der 
Fünten toasted Walter. So, in the meantime, Walter was organizing, talking to 
parents, and talking to us [Amsterdam Student Group]. I saw Walter at least two 
times a week, and then he said, well I have so many children, this age, and so on 
and then, and the other groups went too.276  
 
There is no exact understanding of what Süskind truly knew about events in the 

east. The Germans eventually deported him with his family from the Westerbork 
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deportation camp to the east on September 3, 1944. Interestingly, the Frank family, 

relatives of the now famous hidden child, Anne Frank, traveled on the same train. 

Ultimately, Süskind arrived at Auschwitz, where he worked until he joined the death 

marches back west. Nobody knows exactly how he died.277 As a result, scholars can 

only assume Süskind’s resistance actions from researching his intent and second-hand 

testimony of those closest to him that survived. From his actions and other rescuers’ 

testimonies, it is obvious that he understood the extreme predicament of the Jews in the 

Schouwburg and recognized that he had to take immediate action in order to secure the 

survival of the Jewish people. 

The idea of a large child rescue action originated from earlier experimentation of 

smuggling Jewish adults out of the Schouwburg. The children, however, did not remain 

in the holding center with their parents. To overcome limited availability of space in the 

theatre and prevent further escalation of distress, the Joodsche Raad decided to use 

the Crèche (child-care center) across the street, at Plantage Middenlaan 31, to hold 

children under the age of twelve. (see figure 3) Jewish and non- Jewish parents both 

used the child-care center before the occupation. It was the most modern facility in 

Amsterdam.  It had spacious rooms, big windows, and a large playground. Henriette 

Henriquez Pimentel was the director of the Crèche. In 1941, a German order fired all 

non-Jewish personnel from the child-care center, and in October, 1942, it became the 

annex to the theatre. Children remained in the child-care center until it was time for their 

deportation. Beside Pimentel, three Jewish staff workers attended to the children: 

Sienny Kattenburg, Betty Oudkerk, and Fanny Philips. During the day, Aus der Fünten 
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allowed the staff of the Schouwburg to check upon the children. For example, doctor De 

Vries and Roos took care of any of the children’s medical needs.278  

The parents remained in the Schouwburg. Most of them understood the need for 

a separate care center for their children and did not mind removing their children from 

the horrors at the theatre. When parents stayed at the holding center for a long time, the 

child-care staff would bring the children to them if possible, so they could spend some 

time together. In addition, mothers fed their babies at the child-care center. The 

Germans allowed them to visit their babies daily if they wore specially marked 

armbands. Assistant Kattenburg was responsible for keeping up the contact between 

the babies and their mothers. On the day of deportation, the staff reunited the children 

with their families. The employees at the child-care center kept their own records of the 

arrivals and departures of children. The workers of the Schouwburg did the same on 

their end for the families. They kept a card index that registered all Jews entering the 

theatre. In addition, the Gestapo held their own copy of the index at the Zentralstelle. It 

is this simple record keeping system that allowed the formation of an early form of 

resistance. 

The turning point from embryonic adult rescues to larger scale resistance through 

child rescue did not come merely from the awareness of danger. Instead, an opportune 

meeting between Süskind and “Theo de Bruin” (an alias for Joop Woortman), the leader 

of the underground gentile child rescue organization called the Naamloze 

Vennootschap (NV, Anonymous Organization) became the true starting block for the 
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rescue.279 Together, they developed an escape plan to whisk the children out of the 

Crèche and have the NV place them in hiding with Christian families. Originally, the 

rescuers smuggled out babies. The staff at the child-care center prepared the babies 

designated by Süskind in small backpacks or baskets. Then, they exited the center from 

the other side of the building, away from the Schouwburg, so that Gestapo security 

would not notice them. The child-care workers brought the babies to the Central Station 

in Amsterdam where NV rescuers would pick them up and carry them into hiding.280  

The more daring rescue attempts surrounded the older children. A major tram 

line rode in front of the Crèche on the Plantage Middenlaan. Virrie Cohen, a staff 

member at the child-care center and the daughter of Jewish Council chairman David 

Cohen281, along with an NV rescuer, escorted the children just outside the door.  Virrie 

would then yell “yes” as a tram came. At this point, the NV rescuer grabbed the child 

and ran alongside a passing tram all the way to the next tram stop. The rescuer and the 

“kidnapped” child would enter the tram and ride to safety. Riekerk-Glasoog did this trip 

several times.  She later remembered her first attempt alongside Virrie Cohen:  

We would run to the next stop with the child in our arms, then the soldiers on the 
other side could not see anything. The only thing we did not think about was the 
passengers in the tram. When we got on they were all giggling. But nobody 
betrayed us. They all knew where we were coming from. Such things happened 
as well.282  
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Another NV rescuer, Jooske de Neve, explains her tram rescue experience:  “Nine out 

of the ten tram conductors were terrific guys. They knew exactly what was going on.  … 

Those anonymous people in such as tram – the feeling of solidarity is incredible.”283 

Later on, it turned out that Süskind’s relationship with the Germans paid off.  An SS 

guard by the name of Alfons Zündler made sure that when he saw a rescue attempt in 

progress that the rest of the guards turned away.284 These little details, which Süskind’s 

leadership helped to provide, ultimately made this resistance effort so successful.  

In most cases, Süskind and his staff asked permission from the parents to 

remove the children. Some survivors claim that the staff of the Crèche randomly picked 

children.285 From the testimonies, this seems to only have happened in very rare 

occasions, when they had no other option.286 Meerburg comments that “we couldn’t 

take the children without the agreement of the parents. We never did. We never did.” 287 

Usually, children left without permission only when there were no parents with them. 

This might occur, for example, when the Germans caught the children in hiding and 

returned them to the Schouwburg. The Germans registered them as orphans and 

technically they would not be deported. However, the Gestapo regularly used them to fill 

the trains when quotas were not met. The orphans’ numbers grew as time went on.  In 

most cases, Sienny Kattenburg, Philips, and Oudkerk approached parents whom they 

thought would consider releasing their children. In some instances, the parents 

themselves addressed the rescuers, because they had heard rumors about Süskind’s 
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smuggling operation and wanted to find a hiding place for their children. Kattenburg 

remembers the harrowing process of asking the parents: “You’d go there and you had 

to try to speak to these people, in a corner, away from everyone else quickly and very 

carefully.”288  

Once the resistance smuggled the children, they still had to disappear officially 

from the record system. The administrative side to the rescue organization changed 

greatly during the transition from saving adults to children. Meerburg comments that not 

only physically, but also administratively it was much easier to remove children.289 

Süskind enlisted the aid of his co-worker at the Joodsche Raad, Raphaël (Felix) 

Halverstad. As an economist, Halverstad had a way with numbers and record keeping. 

As a result, he was able to change the number of children arriving with their families at 

the theatre. First, he had to correct the record at the Schouwburg and then afterwards at 

the Gestapo’s Zentralestelle. Meerburg comments that Halverstad “was the falsifying 

expert on that.”290 He covered all the tracks of the child rescue organization. Bert-Jan 

Flim’s, study on child rescue in the Netherlands notes that Halverstad and Süskind 

would get Aus der Fünten drunk and then remove the records of the children marked for 

removal from the Crèche.291  

If it was not possible to change the records at either the Schouwburg or the 

Zentralstelle, then rescuers had to take more drastic measures. In some cases, 

rescuers asked the parents to use surrogate babies. These were fake babies made up 

out of pillows and blankets. When the call for deportation of the family came, the staff at 
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the child-care center reunited the parents with this fake “pillow” child. Then, the parents 

would enter the deportation train with the fake child, knowing their child was safely in 

hiding. Kattenburg notes: “In such cases we took a doll or a piece of cloth or a blanket 

... or a dressed-up pillow in our arms across the street. And the parents couldn’t show it 

to anyone, because it couldn’t be talked about at all; no one except for those involved 

was to know.”292 Riekerk-Glasoog also remembers, with some horror, the use of “pillow” 

babies: “They gave some mothers a bundle of cloth as fake baby on the train and they 

[the mothers] left their children behind.”293  

Once Süskind and his rescuers had set up the basic collaborative organization 

with the NV, he turned to other gentile child rescue groups and individuals to expand the 

rescue effort and to create the possibility of placing more children in hiding. Extensive 

help arrived from the Amsterdam Student Group (ASG), led by Piet Meerburg. The ASG 

had already commenced its own child rescue endeavor and placed children in Christian 

homes, mainly in the northern Netherlands.294 With the cooperation of more rescue 

organizations and the increased danger of smuggling children out of the Crèche, the 

Jewish rescuers had to find new escape techniques for the children. One major new 

smuggling route came from the adjoined building on the Plantage Middenlaan 27, which 

housed the Hervormde Kweekschool (Reformed Protestant Teacher’s College). (see 

figure 3)  

The director of the teacher’s college, Dr. Johan van Hulst, noticed the dire 

situation of the staff and children at the child-care center. In April 1943, upon request of 

Crèche director Pimentel, he offered the use of the teacher’s college’s garden, which 
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was adjoining to the garden of the Crèche, to provide more play room for the children. A 

bit later, in May, Van Hulst also allowed some of the children to stay in one of his large 

empty classrooms for their afternoon naps. This first small charitable step soon led Van 

Hulst down a path of resistance. His classroom became another route of escape. The 

NV and ASG would send their rescuers to the Kweekschool to pick up the children 

during school hours. Van Hulst remembers:  

The director of the kindergarten, our neighbor, asked me if she could use the 
school because the nursery was full. I made available an empty room and a part 
of the garden. Soon, this became the flight route for the children. Many children 
were smuggled away from the school. Members of the resistance could just walk 
in and out, because the Germans did not notice the school. Probably because I 
deliberately acted like I didn’t want anything to do with the Hollandsche 
Schouwburg and the Jews.295  

 
Van Hulst worried that his forty-eight students at the college would eventually notice the 

children and the smuggling activities. Luckily, none of them reported anything to the 

police or notified their families.296  

The true test of trust came at the end of May in 1943, when the final examination 

occurred at the Kweekschool. Three official examiners arrived and soon noticed the 

movement of children in and out of the building. Van Hulst lauds the reaction of one 

examiner, Inspector J.J. Fieringa [or Feringa]. Upon hearing the cries of the babies in 

the attached room, he asked Van Hulst if those were Jewish babies. Van Hulst admitted 

the fact. Fieringa commented that the children had to return to the Crèche, but also 

wished Van Hulst “best of luck.”297 Van Hulst notes: “I could not have done it for the help 
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of God and people like Fieringa.”298 The corrective, but also supportive, reaction of the 

inspector was the first positive turning-point for the children at the Kweekschool.  

Another examiner, Gesina van der Molen, also noticed the children. As an active 

participant of the resistance newspaper Trouw, she did not hesitate to ask Van Hulst 

about the children. Van Hulst repeated his reply given to Fieringa.  Van der Molen 

thought about the situation for a second and then answered: "Nu begrijp ik waarom God 

mij hier geleid heeft.” (Now I understand why God has brought me here)299 She asked 

friends, Hester van Lennep and Sandar Baracs, to set up their own smuggling and 

hiding operation. Van Lennep remembers: "Sometimes it was like an assembly line. It 

happened that I'd get two or three children out of there on one day."300 This group 

became known as the Trouw group (not to be confused with the Trouw newspaper). 

Together with the NV, they mostly used the smuggling system through the Kweekschool 

to remove the children from the Crèche. While the estimated 60 to 80 children rescued 

by Trouw represents only a small fraction of the whole child rescue process at the child-

care center, its participation was an important step in the smuggling process.301 

With the increase in the number of outside gentile rescuers, the Jewish staff at 

the Crèche had to find more ways to remove the children. Süskind, for example, asked 

permission from Aus der Fünten to take the children for daily walks. Once more, the 

personal relationship nourished by Süskind would benefit the child rescue process. 

Süskind and Meerburg used the walks as another rescue tool.  Before the removal, the 

Jewish rescuers met with one of the gentile rescuers representing the various 
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resistance groups. They decided on which children would be chosen for hiding.  Then 

the Crèche staff would take the children on a walk in the neighborhood. Two gentile 

rescuers would stroll alongside the children and eventually remove the last children in 

the group. To make sure the count of the children remained intact, the Jewish staff used 

various methods. In some instances, they started by adding children to the walking 

party through the window after the count. At other times, they miscounted the children at 

departure or double counted certain children upon return. According to Flim, between 

May and September 1943, hundreds of children disappeared from the child-care center 

through the tram, the walk, or the kweekschool system.302 

At the end of the summer of 1943, the Germans added the child-care staff and 

the remaining children to their deportation list. On September 29, 1943, the Germans 

emptied the Crèche and abolished the Jewish Council. The deportees departed first to 

the holding camp at Westerbork and then later continued to Bergen-Belsen or 

Theresienstadt. Flim describes the last days at the child-care center as "hectic." 

Testimonies reflect the historian's sentiment. Jewish and gentile rescuers attempted to 

save as many children as possible in those last, dark days.303 The NV staged reckless 

rescue attempts, sometimes more than fourteen children at a time. Van Hulst 

remembers them as some of the most difficult days in his life. He describes the closure 

of the Crèche and the children who were left: "Taking in 80 children was impossible. I 

had to choose. But who? I chose twelve children, all of them five to twelve years old. 
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They could walk and fast if necessary."304 On October 8, the Germans deported the 

remaining children. Thus ended the largest child rescue organization led by a Jewish 

resistance group in the Netherlands. 

Süskind’s resistance organization was not the most organized, largest, or 

efficient child rescue operation in Nazi-occupied western Europe. It was not able to 

develop to the organizational extent of Jewish rescue networks in France and Belgium, 

because it not only had to work against the German occupiers, but also against a 

Jewish Council that forbid any attempt at rescue. Unfortunately, historians will never 

know to what length Süskind had to go to save these children. His actions can only be 

perceived through the testimonies of the few who saw him operate. As a result, we also 

do not know the extent to which Süskind had to fight the Joodsche Raad. From 

Meerburg's testimony, it is obvious that by the late summer of 1943, Cohen had some 

inkling to what was going on. He never caught the Jewish rescuers in action, but he 

knew gentile rescuers were hiding children. On one occasion, Cohen found out about a 

child whom Meerburg had in hiding. He called Meerburg to his office and threatened to 

betray him to the Germans if he did not return the child. Meerburg remembers it with 

some bitterness:  "But the only thing that I was really threatened by in the three years 

that I worked, was by professor Cohen ... He said if I did not bring back that child he 

would betray me to the Germans. It is unbelievable!"305  Meerburg had to return the 

child. He explained: “We could not afford a witch hunt by Cohen on our group. I was 

questioned about Cohen’s action after the war. He was a dictator. This was something 
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he had not agreed with and took revenge for.”306 Cohen's aggressive response to 

Meerburg reflects the Jewish Council's bias against Jewish resistance. One can only 

wonder what its reaction would have been if Cohen had found out about the activities 

organized by Süskind at the child-care center. Meerburg also always wondered if Cohen 

knew. He believes that Cohen must have turned a blind eye, unless his authority was 

threatened by the resistance.307 Cohen never spoke publicly about his knowledge of the 

daycare center. Therefore, we can assume that he might have had a notion of its 

existence, but definitely did not know the details of the operation.  

While the attitude of the Jewish Council limited the extent of Jewish resistance, 

however, it could not quench it. Through all the difficulties and obstacles encountered 

by the Jewish population in the Netherlands, a Jewish resistance organization did arise.  

Just as in Belgium and France, interestingly enough, it focused its rescues 

predominantly on children. Child rescue as a form of resistance was much easier than 

adult rescue, but it also offered an emotional advantage of linking the present to the 

future generation. In addition, the Dutch resistance also had ties to the German-created 

Jewish organization that ran the Jewish community. While they worked against the 

Jewish Council, they were also its members and staff. Their limitations might have led to 

smaller numbers of rescued children in comparison to thousands of children saved in 

France and Belgium, but the importance lies not in the numbers. It is in the ability of a 

Jewish resistance through child rescue to function and to operate effectively under the 

most extreme situation imaginable. 
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Parental Separation as Survival Resistance  

Ici se place un des plus grande actes héroïques: La mère consent à confier son 
enfant à l’inconnu, à l’organisation secrète, au F.I. Quelle preuve d’amour de la 
mère juive pour son enfant, son unique trésor! Elle s’en sépare peut-être pour 
toujours, sachant qu’ à chaque instant elle risqué d’être arrêtée et deportée, 
menée à la mort. 
 (At this moment one of the greatest acts of heroism took place: The mother 
confided her child to a stranger, a secret organization, to the FI. What an act of 
love from the Jewish mother to her child, her precious! They will probably be 
separated forever, knowing that at any moment she risks being arrested and 
deported, led to death).308 

 
If 108 children had escaped deportation in the night Venissieux, it was thanks to 
the determination of a small group of men and women who were able to convince 
parents to abandon their children. It was now up to us to take over, to help the 
children.309 

 
The greatest rescuers of children were the parents who gave them up. 310 

The idea of giving up your child would seem horrible to most parents and, 

thankfully, most never have to face that choice. During the Holocaust, however, many 

parents did face the decision of relinquishing their child. By the end of 1942, many 

Jewish parents in Nazi-occupied western Europe came to realize that deportation would 

likely result in the death of their children. News had spread throughout the Jewish 

communities of the horrors that were occurring in the east. A dilemma confronted these 

parents: whether to take their child along to an almost certain death sentence or to give 

the child away to a total stranger in the hope that he or she might survive. For some, the 

idea of separating from their children was impossible. However, for many others, the 

hope that their children might live made this difficult choice the only a viable option.  In 

the end, many Jewish parents in Belgium, France, and the Netherlands handed over 

their children to total strangers, sure in the knowledge that it would no doubt be the last 
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time they would see them. These grueling decisions allowed resistance networks 

throughout Nazi-occupied western Europe to collect children and to hide them. Without 

the effort of these Jewish parents to relinquish these children, Jewish and non-Jewish 

rescue organizations could not have saved the thousands of children that they did, nor 

could they have helped to secure the survival of the Jewish people.  

Parenthood is a complex function.  It involves caring for the physical, economic, 

social, and psychological needs of the children until they are mature enough to take 

care of themselves.311 Like virtually all European families, Jewish families in pre-war 

Europe were structured along patriarchal lines. Women were the household organizers, 

providing daily practical support for the family. Fathers, in addition to their professional 

career, had the responsibility for planning their children’s future and protecting the 

family from the brutality of the outside world.312  During the Holocaust, the Germans 

reduced or eliminated the expectation of care from Jewish parents. Parenthood 

historian, Dan Bar-on, claims that the Holocaust impaired Jewish parenthood. 

Traditional analyses of oral testimonies and documentations claim that most parents 

could not emotionally or physically care for their children. The father’s role usually 

diminished first because of slim survival prospects, and eventually the anti-Semitic 

persecutions attacked his role as protector, too. The combination often led to ultimate 

breakdown in family structure.313  

However, oral testimonies and scholarly research also indicate the strength of 

the Jewish family during the Holocaust. Many Jewish survivors stress the importance of 
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their family ties. They maintain that their survival depended on keeping their families 

together. Historians link this concept to the long Jewish tradition of family cohesion.314 

Many Jewish survivors emphasize this very tradition. They praise the mother who 

knowingly accompanied her children to the gas chambers, while they scorn women who 

rejected their children in order to make it easier to save themselves.  Historian Margaret 

Feinstein argues that a parent’s decision to stay with the children was not completely 

independent, pointing out that “the fate of the children was determined by the Nazis, not 

the mothers.”315 Feinstein is correct that family cohesiveness could deter the survival of 

children and that a mother often did not have a choice in the fate of her child. However, 

she ignores some of the options that parents had before deportation and the effect of 

family cohesiveness on the decision to give up their children.  

This chapter will review the survival choice--the choice made by Jewish parents 

to hand over their children. These parents overcame the importance of family and the 

need for family cohesion to save their children. By looking at testimonies from parent 

survivors and rescuers, it becomes clear that this type of survival resistance grew out of 

a whole series of decisions and actions that occurred within Jewish families throughout 

occupied western Europe. Not only did parents have to deal with the question of 

whether to leave the child behind, but also when, where, how, and with whom. As a 

result, a clear pattern of four phases emerges for those who had to perform this act of 

resistance. First, a sense of awareness was pivotal before parents could take any 

action. Few parents saw a reason to resist without the perception of danger to their 

child. Second came the actual decision to resist, followed by the third, or action stage of 
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the resistance, in which the parents actually separated from their children. This phase 

itself contained three important steps: finding a contact person, preparing for the 

separation, and the actual pick up. Finally, the fourth stage included the aftermath and 

result. A survey of these decisions demonstrates that the choice of Jewish parents to 

hand over their child became, for many, their ultimate act of resistance. They finally 

realized that the survival of their offspring would be a blow against the Nazi plan for the 

Final Solution to the Jewish question.  

The first stage, awareness, came for most parents in the form of the realization of 

danger that they and their children were in. In all three countries studied in this 

dissertation, the summer of 1942 was the pivotal period, the moment when the Jewish 

population finally realized the imminence of deportation, and time when most had at 

least an inkling of the dangers that waited for them in the east.  An overview of the 

testimonies shows that a number of events--mass deportations, the start of the Razzias 

(round-ups), and the arrest warrants--triggered action and pushed parents to consider 

relinquishing their children. Vivette Samuel points to the great roundup of Vel d’hiv in 

Paris on July 16, 1942, as a moment of reaction. She writes that "the numerous arrest 

and pervasive reign of terror led parents to entrust their children more spontaneously to 

the OSE or some other philanthropic society."316 In Belgium, the calls by the AJB to 

report to the Dossin Barracks created great concern among Jewish parents. In all three 

countries, the first razzias in the major cities of Amsterdam, Antwerp, Brussels, and 

Paris had an especially powerful effect on the realization of danger. 

Only a small number of parents had realized the extreme danger before 1942 

and had already found hiding places for their children. Because of the limited nature of 
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this early reaction, both in Belgium and the Netherlands, rescue organizations like the 

UKC (Utrecht Kindercomité) or the CDJ had to beg parents to release their children.317 

Most parents still believed that their home governments or the Jewish organizations put 

in place by the Germans, such as the Joodse Raad (Jewish Council) in the Netherlands, 

the AJB in Belgium, and the UGIF (Union Générale Israélites Français) in France, would 

protect them and especially their children. Hetty Voûte, one of the escorts for the UKC 

in the Netherlands, remembers asking a couple in early 1942 to give up their child.318 

They refused because they considered themselves to be young and thought they could 

handle the work camps in Germany and the east with a child if it came to that.319 These 

parents did not resist because they did not believe that relinquishing their child was an 

act of survival resistance.  

Voûte noticed, as did many other escorts in other countries, a change in attitude 

by the summer of 1942, when roundups ran rampant throughout Amsterdam.320 She 

testifies that by July 1942 “from early morning 'till late at night, we were busy ...  

Sometimes I would fetch two or three children in one day."321 This change in attitude in 

1942 demonstrates that awareness of danger was a key step in this process of 

resistance. Parents would not take action if they did not believe their child was in 
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danger. The Nazi actions against the Jews through the roundups and arrest orders 

brought enough attention, finally, to generate this awareness. 

For some children, their parents' realization of the danger came almost too late. 

During the summer of 1942, the Nazis collected many Jewish families, including the 

children, into deportation camps. Various Jewish organizations within the camps had to 

jump into immediate action to convince parents to relinquish their children. In 

Amsterdam, Walter Süskind developed an underground network to smuggle children 

out of the Hollandse Schouwburg (Dutch Theatre), the collection point for Amsterdam. 

Süskind and his assistants took upon themselves the awful task of talking to the 

parents. Süskind refused to remove a child unless the parents gave their approval.322 

The OSE in France also demanded approval from the parents in the deportation camps. 

All rescue organizations throughout western Europe adopted the same approach. There 

is no evidence that a rescue organization removed a child from a deportation camp or 

other location without the consent of a parent.323 Ultimately, the decision to separate 

remained with the parents. They had to decide actively to resist the Nazis and to hide 

their child.  

Samuel, working for the OSE in the Rivesaltes camp, remembers mothers 

begging to rescue their children from her first day of her arrival: "Seeing the eagerness 

of the mothers who rushed over to my office and implored 'Nehmen Sie mein Kind weg' 

(take my child), I thought that it should not be difficult to obtain permission."324 Her 
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statement indicates that a heightened sense of danger increased the parents’ 

willingness to take action.  Unfortunately, this choice was not always available to all 

detainees in all countries. In Belgium, the resistance had almost no ability to retrieve 

children from the Mechelen deportation camp. The few releases and rescues of children 

from the Dossin Barrack were mostly orphans. For the remaining children, it was literally 

too late. There was no second chance for parents to decide to relinquish their children. 

As Semmy Riekerk-Glasoog, a Dutch rescuer, testifies, some parents “walked 

with visors on” and did not recognize the danger of deportation to themselves and their 

children.325 For example, Samuel could not understand why her sister-in-law did not see 

the danger of deportation after her arrest. Even after many warnings by Samuel, the 

Nazis ultimately deported her and her children. They never returned.326  Meerburg 

testifies that, especially at the beginning, parents thought that they were just going to 

work camps and that they could take their children along. He said that "even later, some 

of them still thought they could get through it together. The point is: not all the parents 

wanted our help. And if that was their decision, we didn't argue with them."327 It is 

important to recognize that parents had to be aware of some kind of danger before they 

took steps towards resistance. Again, in all cases, the year 1942 was the pivotal year. 

Before that, there was not enough danger for parents to take action. Once parents had 

become aware of the danger, the decision-making commenced. They, not the rescuers, 

had to decide what would happen to their children. 

The next phase of the resistance was the actual decision that parents made. 

After the realization of danger, many parents leaned towards finding a hiding location for 
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their children. Others still refused, or did not have the ability to separate from their 

children. It would be incorrect, not to mention inhumane in the extreme, to describe 

those parents who refused to surrender their children to rescuers as irresponsible, 

ignorant, or selfish.  Such a judgment would have to ignore the emotional complications 

that went along with making the decision. The Dutch historian Moore explains that 

specific issues prevented people from going into hiding. The same concept applies to a 

parent’s ability to resist and to relinquish a child. Moore contends that circumstances 

often dictated the actions of those going into hiding. Using the words of another well-

known Dutch historian, Jacob Presser, he argues that Jews had to overcome a certain 

“inner resistance” in order to go into hiding, resist, or relinquish their children. Presser 

comments that many Jews played down the dangers of deportation and had an abiding 

desire to stay within the law.328 Belgian historian Lucien Steinberg brings a different 

focus, noting that parents realized the danger and immensity of the struggle, but that the 

immensity of it all rendered them incapable of making a decision.  In addition, he 

emphasized that the elementary instinct in case of danger is to keep the family intact.329 

Thus, he traced a parent’s inability to relinquish a child back to the tradition of Jewish 

family cohesiveness. 

The statements of the escorts and other members of the resistance who tried to 

convince parents to give up their children reflect the parents’ doubt and underestimation 

of the danger they faced, just as Moore claims. Some parents refused to believe in the 

process of survival resistance. Either they did not agree with the danger of deportation 

of their children or they ignored it. The limiting factor of the family structure also 
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presents itself in testimonies. As danger increased, parents often relied more on their 

children, and vice versa. Samuel discusses a child who could not leave the family 

because she had to care for her sick father.330 In her testimony, Riekerk-Glassoog 

comments on the inability of Jewish mothers to sever the emotional bond between 

mother and child.331 Overall, most rescuers talk about the numerous parents who were 

hesitant to surrender their children332 and many of those who refused outright, an 

indication of how difficult this decision was for the parents.333 Samuel was elated about 

her ability to rescue so many children from Rivesaltes, but at the same time, she 

expressed sorrow about the five children who remained behind with their parents and 

were eventually deported.334 While refusal was difficult for many rescuers to 

understand, all the resistance groups stuck to the concept that, in the end, the parents 

had to make the decision.  

Then, the moment of the actual decision arrived. Lucien Steinberg comments: “Il 

arrive donc un moment où la famille se rend compte que la seule solution est de se 

séparer. Les parents comprennent que le seul moyen de sauver son enfant c’est de le 

confier à d’autres.” (The moment arrives when the family realizes that the only solution 

is to separate. The parents understand that the only way to save the child is to confide it 

to others)335 Both rescuers and historians account for the difficulty of this decision. 

Rescuers testified to the courage of parents. Voûte used the word "bravery" to describe 
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it.336 Dr. Weill describes the parents at Rivesaltes who relinquished their children as 

“admirable.”337 First and foremost, they all remark on the difficulty of the decision. 

Samuel quotes a woman in the Rivesaltes camp handing over her child and her need to 

explain her actions: 

Don't think it's that easy for me to separate myself from my children.  Never at 
home in Antwerp did I ever leave them, even for a day. But I feel if they stay 
here, they'll be lost. You're young, mademoiselle, you, too, will be a mother one 
day. Try to understand me.338  

 
Historians continue to stress the expressions of bravery and difficulty in their works. 

Suzanne Vromen calls it a "heartbreaking decision" and Poznanski a "wrenching 

decision."339 It is clear from the available literature those who made the decision to give 

up their children suffered from doubt and pain. Even in the eye of danger, it was no 

easy thing for Jewish parents to separate from their children. It was not a simple and 

unconscious act of resistance, but one that required full mental and physical 

participation.  

From an outsider’s perspective, it would be easy to assume that either a 

communal or a paternal decision would be dominant. In most cases, however, this was 

not so. Mothers were the principal decision makers about keeping or relinquishing a 

child. Often, this was because by the time the family had made the decision, the father 

was no longer present. The Germans had already dragged many Jewish men to 

deportation camps or otherwise imprisoned them. An absent father left the mother to 

make the decision for the family. The loss of their husbands encouraged women to take 

action on behalf of their children. One of the first women whom Samuel encountered at 
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the Rivesaltes camp, Madame Zomper, told her about the separation from her husband 

and demanded help to hide her sixteen-year-old son. While her son was too old for 

release, she still actively pursued his liberation and placement with the OSE.340   

In addition, the family breakdown affected the dominant role of the mother. Anti-

Semitic persecution robbed the father of his traditional role in caring for his children. 

Even the loss of social status weakened the father’s position in the family. Feinstein 

argues that this situation often resulted in absent fathers.341 With the father weakened 

or gone, mothers received extra duties and more extensive responsibilities in caring for 

their children. In these cases, the mother had to make the decision to hide the child. 

While it was usually the mother who decided to hide the child, if the parents both 

testified, they usually claimed that they arrived at their decision together. It is also 

noticeable that rescuers often refer to “parents,” in the plural, when they decided to 

keep the child, because the parents did not yet recognize the danger.342 Riekerk notes: 

“I remember parents who did not give up their children.”343 Meerburg testifies that “not 

all parents accepted. They wanted to keep the family together.”344 The safety of a united 

family and the tradition of family cohesiveness might have limited the parents’ 

recognition of the danger to their children. Once more, the tradition of family 

cohesiveness endangered the process of survival resistance.345  

The intent of the decision is as important as the actual decision.  The easiest way 

to capture the intent of the parents would be by asking them during their testimonies. 
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Difficulties arise, however, because parents either did not return from deportation or 

refused to talk about the separation from their children because of the guilt and anguish 

associated with the event. In addition, most surviving parents have passed on by now, 

making further interviewing impossible. As a result, the study of intent depends on a 

very limited number of parents interviewed on this topic. The most valuable work is that 

of Dr. Bloeme Evers-Emden, a Dutch child survivor and child psychologist, who 

interviewed forty-seven mothers and three fathers in the 1990s on the issue of 

separation from their children during the Holocaust in the Netherlands.346 While she did 

not explicitly ask about the intent to hide the children, her open-ended questions 

allowed surviving parents to comment on their intent. The results from the testimonies 

she gathered display the parents' hope for the survival of their children. The key phrase, 

“hope for survival,” appears again and again in the testimonies. Parents felt that they 

had taken the fate of their children in their own hands, rather than let the Nazis 

decide.347 Parents actively resisted the fate intended for their children by the Nazis. For 

some parents, this feeling extended beyond the desire for the child's survival to a sense 

of hope for themselves, that they would survive one day to reunite as a family.348 One 

parent comments that she received the courage to hold on herself, because someone 

had to be there to give the children a home when they survived.349  

Besides the testimony of the parents, the testimony of the rescuers is also useful 

in gauging the notion of parental intent. The second-hand accounts of rescuers describe 

the general intent of parents with whom they came into direct contact. While the 
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parental testimonies show that hope helped them to continue on for themselves, 

rescuers testified that the primary focus of the parents was the survival of the child, and 

their survival came either second or did not matter at all.  Voûte testifies that she asked 

parents if she could find them a hiding location as well, but most replied that the child’s 

survival was the most important.350 For those parents who had given up hope for their 

own survival, the intent to see their child survive grew even stronger. One mother 

holding out her child exclaimed to Samuel: "I'm exhausted. Please. Let him live, if it is 

our fate to die."351  

Once the decision was made, the process changed to active participation in 

finding a hiding place for their children. The ability to find a hiding location depended on 

many factors: timing (before or after roundups and summons), location (at home, on the 

run, deportation camp), and whether or not there was a link to a non-Jewish community. 

Finding a proper contact was the key in the success of finding a hiding location. Many 

parents found a contact person or organization within the Jewish community. In the 

Netherlands, where Jews did not trust the Jewish council, contact figures arose within 

the Jewish community. In Amsterdam, Dr. Philip Fiedeldij Dop, a pediatrician who took 

over the practice of two Jewish doctors, became a major link between parents and the 

underground resistance.352 Lau Mazirel, an Amsterdam lawyer, provided poor Jews with 

connections.353 In Belgium and France, officially recognized Jewish organizations 

formed an important contact. Parents brought children to the AJB, which forwarded their 
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information to the underground CDJ.354 The OSE, both legally and illegally, provided 

continuous help for parents to find shelter for their children.355 Underground 

organizations became active by recruiting parents to relinquish their children. Both the 

CDJ in Belgium and the ASG and UKC in the Netherlands went out into Jewish 

communities to warn parents and asked them to hand over their children. As time 

progressed, this became a major source of contact for many parents.356 

When parents could not find an immediate contact within their community, other 

resources were available. Some found random contacts through work or political 

affiliation.357  Belgian historian Suzanne Vromen claims that parents who could not 

obtain a contact reached out to anyone they could find: non-Jewish friends, clients, 

employees, landlords, renters, and parish priests.358 She refers to Maxime Steinberg, 

who discovered that parents' ability to find a contact depended on the length of time 

they had lived in Belgium before the Nazi occupation. Those who had come soon after 

Hitler's rise to power had solid connections with non-Jews through their occupations and 

businesses. Those who had arrived later in the 1930s tended to approach Catholic 

parish priests, whom Jewish parents considered sympathetic to the Jews' plight.359 This 

theory also applies to the other countries. Parents in the Netherlands, a country with a 

more integrated Jewish population, found contacts mostly among friends and close 

neighbors, both Jewish and non-Jewish. In France, a country consisting of a 
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predominantly immigrant Jewish population, many parents sought the help of Catholic 

priests. The Church became a much more important and direct contact point in 

comparison to the Netherlands where few parents contacted churches or ministries for 

help.360 In the end, there would be parents who could not find a contact. They had no 

choice but to take their children to the deportation camps. In Amsterdam, Süskind 

provided a final way to find shelter, and in France the OSE became the last contact for 

parents. After that, there was no way to find a hiding place and the chance for 

resistance ended. 

Once parents found a contact, they prepared the children for the eventual 

departure. Surviving children often remember little about this preparation time. Most of 

them discussed the separation rather than the preparation time beforehand, which 

suggests that most parents acted calmly in the days before the pick-up.361 Many parents 

gave some explanation to the child of what would happen. To the younger children, 

parents often said that they would go on a long vacation. Parents usually told older 

children the truth, or they already understood what was happening. In the cases of a 

pick-up by the underground resistance, preparation time was limited to no longer than 

forty-eight hours.362 The rescuers would contact the parents and give them a warning 

when they would pick up the child. A day or two later, rescuers collected the child, or 

parents dropped the child off at a designated location.  Rescuers, including Gisela 

Söhnlein, mentions that they recognized some readiness in the children. Söhnlein notes 
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that children remained calm and did not cry during pickup. She attributes this to the 

extensive preparation parents did at home.363 Other rescuers remember the little items 

that parents packed for their children. Geulen accounts for the little suitcases that sat 

next to the children whom she picked up.364 Voûte vividly remembers two boys dressed 

in the nicest little sailor uniforms. She thought it was attentive of the parents, but also 

dangerous because they stood out like sore thumbs.365 A surviving mother in Evers-

Emden comments that she put a few small toys and extra clothes in the stroller before 

she met the rescuer at the pickup location.366 These little tokens of their previous lives 

meant a lot to the hidden children. For the parents, it was the last thing they could give 

their children that belonged to the family.  

After the preparation, it was time for the actual pick-up day. In his work on Jewish 

resistance in France, Lazare comments that "the cruelest moment was always that of 

separation."367 The day of separation was the day that most parents dreaded: an 

emotional day filled with sorrow, indecision, and doubt. Parents, children, and rescuers 

all vividly recount the details of this day in their testimonies. The manner of the pick-up 

depended on the rescue organization and the location of the family. The ASG, UKC, 

and CDJ contacted parents and picked the child up at home. For a while, the ASG 

made parents drop off babies as foundlings, so that Christian families could adopt them. 

Female rescuers were too uncomfortable with this procedure, and they soon stopped 

the practice.368 In deportation camps, rescuers usually separated children from parents 
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and placed them together before taking them out of the camps. This was the practice in 

Amsterdam at the Kinder Crèche and in France by the OSE. Some Catholic 

organizations, including the one run by Father Bruno Reynders in Belgium, either picked 

up the children at a certain location or had the children dropped off at a church or 

convent.369  

In most cases, the mother was present during the separation. Geulen, Voûte, 

and Riekerk remembered that mothers usually attended the pick-up. Voûte states 

explicitly that she never saw a father at the pick-up.370 The only rescuer to mention a 

father at the moment of separation is Meerburg.371 In the parental testimonies, one 

mother describes her husband crying for the first time during the pick-up.372 Though 

there are many descriptions of the mothers' emotional states during the pick-up, these 

two references are some of the few found about fathers.  

The mothers’ leading role in the separation process stems from several factors. 

First, the Germans had already detained many men, thus leaving mothers to fend for 

themselves and their families. Second, it might have looked strange and suspicious if an 

entire family was present at the pickup. It could have attracted too much attention and 

put everyone in danger. Finally, before the war, the Jewish mother was responsible for 

caring for the children, so now it was her duty to give them away and to tear the last 

family bond. A combination of the three reasons resulted in the sparse attendance of 

fathers at the moment of separation.  
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In the testimonies, the emotional state of the parents is the focal point for many 

rescuers. As an outsider to the event, one can only imagine the unsettling emotions that 

parents showed during the separation from their children. As an example, Lazare 

describes the departure of the liberated children from Palavas-les-Flots. He writes that 

this departure "gave rise to wrenching scenes, traumatizing detainees who took part in 

them as well as the social workers in the resident teams."373 Rescuers Andriesse, 

Geulen, Jospa, Riekerk, Salomon, and Van Zeytveld all describe distraught parents who 

had difficulty letting go.374 Geulen remembers mothers crying out to their children. One 

mother kept begging "no ... no ... no."375  

The distressed state of the parents annoyed some rescuers, including Zeytveld 

and Riekerk.376 They felt that the mothers were too attached to their children and could 

not let go. These situations frightened most rescuers because they attracted too much 

attention and could place everyone involved in danger. CDJ leader Yvonne Jospa 

believed that the sorrow of the mother derived primarily from a fear of the unknown.377 

Mothers had no idea where their children were going. It made them feel powerless. 

French aid workers reported that the suffering at the moment of separation was so 

severe that it sometimes led mothers to suicide.378 In Vénissieux, France, for example, 

the rescuers were able to liberate 108 children from a deportation camp. Although the 

separation occurred without incident, the camp physician reported twenty-eight 
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attempted suicides the following night.379 These situations of distress were extreme, but 

they do show the extent of the sorrow that came with the act of separation. Afterwards, 

parents had new hope that their children might survive, but many saw very limited 

options for themselves. This made the separation for many even more difficult, because 

they realized it was goodbye forever. 

 It is easy to assume that all rescuers would testify to the sorrow experienced 

during the pick-up. However, this is not the case. Rescuers such as Dr. Weil, Söhnlein, 

and Samuel all noted the calmness of the separation.380 Their description paints a 

contrasting picture to what we commonly expect. Söhnlein remembers most pick-ups as 

following: "It wasn't dramatic. I mean, the children didn't cry, and the parents were very 

calm."381 Samuel and Dr. Weill point to the Vénissieux rescues as a prime example of 

the calmness that went along with separation.  Dr. Weill notes after the event:  

At the moment of the separation, the parents proved to be of admirable dignity 
and calm. Almost all of them informed us of their last wishes, handed their jewels 
and clothes to their children, and often expressed wishes as to their education 
and future. Many of them blessed their children with a biblical phrase. They 
asked them to be courageous, worthy of their Jewishness, and not to forget 
them. And with an abrupt gesture, they turned around to hide their emotion. Not 
one of these mothers went back to their children.382  

 
The most interesting rescuer is Voûte, who gives different opinions on the separation 

scene, depending on her individual testimony and which family she happened to be 

discussing. At one point, she claims that the mothers let go easily, and the whole event 
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was calm.383 In another testimony, however, she admits that she was agitated because 

"she felt it was taking them [the family] too long."384    

Various reasons exist to explain these differences in rescuers’ testimony on the 

separation reactions of parents. First, we must consider the source of the testimony. 

Rescuers viewed emotions by the parents very differently than the parents themselves. 

This was due to the fact that rescuers often were just as nervous as the parents were, 

and this nervousness was reflected in their emotions toward the parents. For some 

rescuers, the pick-up became a routine, and they could ignore the panicked state of the 

parents. The routine made them immune, in a sense. Voûte’s variations in her 

testimonies reveal the stress of her job. The more nervous she was, the more the 

parents may have appeared emotional to her.   

Second, the circumstances of the separation had a great deal to do with the 

dissimilarity in the testimonies. The amount of preparation time, the location, and the 

manner of the pick-up could all cause very different amounts of distress. Parents who 

had plenty of preparation time let go more easily. Any information about what would 

happen to their children also drastically reduced the stress of the separation. Some 

organizations kept families in contact through letters. A few parents even knew the 

location of their children. Most had no clue of where their children would go, however. 

Rescue organizations realized that the lack of knowledge increased the level of panic 

and heightened negative emotions during the separation, but unfortunately, such things 

were a necessary evil.385 Geulen testified regarding the no contact rule that  
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the mothers, especially of the little ones, had it difficult. It was difficult. Mothers 
wanted to know where their child was. We could not tell. If we told them, they 
would show up. We had it happen once and then the care family would not keep 
the child anymore. The resistance would not tell, but I would bring news to the 
families. The little one is fine, he eats well and plays.386  

 
Those families already located in deportation camps also showed less distress. They 

had a more heightened sense of danger than did those families still living in the outside 

world. They also knew that their children would not survive in other camps and therefore 

placed more faith in the hiding process.  

Besides the preparation time, the language barrier could be an issue. Especially 

in Belgium, which consisted of a Flemish (Dutch) north and a Walloon (French)-

speaking south, rescuers had to be fully bi-lingual. To complicate matters, the majority 

of Jewish families came from eastern European countries, and their only spoken 

language was often Yiddish. Because many rescuers were not Jewish, they did not 

speak Yiddish and could not communicate with the parents at the pick-up. 

Communication problems made it difficult for rescuers to reason with or calm down 

parents if and when something went wrong. The age of the children sometimes helped 

in limiting emotional outbursts. Andriesse comments that she differentiated the children 

by age. The separation with younger children was more difficult because they did not 

understand what was happening and were more prone to cry. Thus, they incited parents 

to act more frantically. Older children, age ten or above, knew what was happening and 

tended to remain calm. As a result, the parents were less panic-stricken.387 While 

various factors led to either an emotional or to a calm goodbye, many parents still 

carried a heavy burden from the separation, even if they did not show it at the moment. 
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 In parental testimony, it is also possible to note ambiguity in the actual moment 

of separation. Some showed anguish and a great deal of emotion, while others thought 

little of it. When parents testified, they tended to focus more on their internal emotional 

turmoil than on its outward expression, as was common with the rescuers. Many 

parents remember that “dat laatste zoentje, dat kind dat je aankeek, nog  eens 

omkijken, en  toen moesten we zonder kind  naar huis.” (that last little kiss, that child 

that looks at you, one more time you turn around and then you  head home without a 

child)388 Keywords like “powerless,” “loneliness,” and “emptiness” turn up repeatedly in 

the testimonies. Evers-Emden explains that, for many parents who testified, this was the 

first time they talked about the separation. Some of them never cried until the moment 

of testimony.389 Many questioned how they were now finally able to cry and how they 

had survived the torture of having to relinquish their children. 

Other parental testimonies have the emotion removed from them. Evers-Emden 

provides two reasons for this occurrence. First, she claims that some parents had 

repressed their feelings for so long that they no longer remembered the feeling of 

relinquishing their children.390 Second, she argues that some parents turned off their 

feelings, so that they would not be overwhelmed by an impossible situation.391 One of 

the testimonies clearly demonstrates the use of these two reasons: "Voor mij was het 

niet zo erg, ik weet het niet meer, ik sloot me er voor af. Je moest niet nadenken, nee, 

beter van niet, want anders deed je het toch niet. Maar je hebt er wel een prijs voor 

betaald." ("For me it was not that bad, I do not remember, I disconnected myself from it. 
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You could not think about it, no, better not, otherwise you would not do it. But you pay a 

price for it)392 Although these are definitely important factors in the differentiation of 

emotion between the testimonies, Evers-Emden’s analysis overlooks the value of 

resistance as a reason for lack of emotion.  

When reviewing the testimonies, it becomes clear that many parents believed in 

the concept of survival resistance. Expressions of hope for survival were a common 

theme in the testimonies. Parents realized that handing their children over to strangers 

was their only option to resist the Nazi plan for the Jewish population, be it death or 

deportation. If they did not resist, the possibility of death increased immensely. 

Therefore, the hope of survival for their children, and of the Jewish people, lessened 

some of the emotional burdens of separation. Those who gave up their child understood 

that separation was a necessary evil and possibly their child’s only chance of survival. 

In one specific testimony, a mother expressed relief because she thought her children 

had a chance to be saved. "Je dacht: Gelukkig, die zijn gered, wat best heel naief was, 

want er zijn er heel wat gepakt, maar zo hadden ze tenminste een kans.” (You thought: 

Good, they are saved, but I was pretty naive, because many were caught, but at least 

they had a chance) 393 Therefore, the lack of emotion did not necessarily derive from a 

lack of love or from repression, but more from a hope for survival of their children. This 

hope for survival became, for many parents, the key to continuing the resistance 

process.  In the end, hope was so powerful that, for some, it diminished or eliminated 

the emotional expression during testimony or during the actual pick-up. 
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 If the portrayal of this form of resistance ended here, it would seem that most 

parents, once they made the decision, went through with their act of resistance and 

relinquished their children. This is not the case. To prove once again the difficulty of the 

process, we must include failed moments of resistance. Some parents refused to 

separate from their children at the very last moment. Such decisions caused serious 

tension between the rescuer and the parent. Andriesse vividly remembers two little boys 

from a Yiddish speaking mother in Antwerp who, at the pick-up, suddenly pulled back 

her children and would not let them go. The mother knew someone was picking up the 

children, but did not know who. She panicked at the last moment. Andriesse, with her 

limited ability to speak Flemish and no knowledge at all of Yiddish, had to convince the 

mother to give up the children. Eventually, the desperate mother let them go.394  

 As they negotiated their decision, those parents who refused to separate did so 

because, in the end, they did not believe in the concept of the survival resistance. They 

did not believe that relinquishing their children would necessarily keep the children alive. 

They did not agree with the concept of survival resistance through hiding; rather they 

saw survival in keeping the family together. Those parents, who at first decided to give 

up their children, but in the end refused to separate from them, did so from a very 

different viewpoint. They did believe in the concept of survival resistance, but they could 

not overcome the emotional burden. In the end, they could not perform this act of 

resistance. As a result, in the Netherlands, Belgium, and France children went to 

deportation camps or remained with their parents. For example, in France, on June 5, 

1942, seven children remained at Rivesaltes and thirteen at Gurs. The OSE in France 
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freed more than a thousand children from deportation camps, but it could not save them 

all. It was still the parents’ choice to resist.395  

  Other parents, after surrendering their child to the underground, reconsidered 

their choice and then tried to retrieve them. This situation, too, was stressful and 

dangerous, both for the underground resistance and the rescuers. While the commotion 

of a parent panicking or refusing to give up the child during pick-up brought too much 

attention, the demand for return of a child was even more dangerous because German 

authorities could easily track down the link between the child and the resistance. In all 

cases reviewed, not a single resistance organization returned a child after it was 

relinquished to them. Meerburg remarks that the ASG received a letter from parents 

whom the authorities had arrested and sent to Westerbork. They demanded to have 

their child returned to them at Westerbork, so that they could be deported as a family. 

The underground group discussed the issue for a long time. They debated whether or 

not they had the right to refuse the request. In the end, they came to the following 

conclusion: "Aside from the fact that it would have been a little difficult for us to go and 

stand at the entrance of  Westerbork with a child in our arms, we also felt that we had 

taken over the responsibility from the parents: we didn't do it."396 Luckily, in most cases, 

the parents did not know the whereabouts of their child nor had any contact, so they 

could not retrieve the child. The option of retrieval was removed from them. For 

example, a couple in Evers-Emden’s work testify that they had a change of heart and 

decided that if they had to be deported, they would take the child with them to Poland. 
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"The child had to stay with us." Luckily, when they returned to the contact person, they 

found out that the resistance had moved the child and could not trace it.397   

Once the pick-up had ended, the resistance work for the parents also came to an 

end. The rescue workers took over from this point. However, for many parents this was 

not the end of the story. The aftermath of the resistance act brought forward an array of 

different emotions. As mentioned, parents sometimes doubted their decision. Some 

changed their minds and could not complete the act of resistance. While most did not 

act on their doubt, there still was the terrible question if they had done right by resisting. 

Others felt guilt. They worried that their child would not understand that they, as loving 

parents, had given them up to a stranger. They feared that their children and outsiders 

would not comprehend the act of survival resistance. The idea of relinquishing a child, 

especially for a mother, went against the cultural norm of family cohesiveness. Some 

parents felt as if they had betrayed their children. In the case of younger children, 

parents often told them they would go on vacation or that they would only be gone for a 

short while. These parents carried the burden of the lie with them until their death. One 

parent states: 

We zeiden dat het daar zo leuk spelen was en dat ze er een middagje naar toe 
mochten. Maar we gingen ze uiteraard niet halen, wat je voor verradersrol voor je 
kinderen speelt, daar heb ik nu, na 50 jaar, nog last van.  
(We told them that it would be so fun to play there and that it could go there for 
an afternoon. But of course we did not come and get them, you played the part of 
a betrayer for your children, that still bothers me after 50 years)398  

 
For most parents, the pain of losing a child was almost too difficult to bear. 

Parents could not sleep after the decision and pick-up. Mothers afterwards saw their 

child in the faces of every other child they passed. They heard their children 
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everywhere. "Als ik in de verte 'mama' hoorde roepen, of een klein kind hoorde huilen of 

vrouwen met een kinderwagen zag lopen, dan draaide mijn hart in mijn lijf om.” (If from 

far away I heard a child yell 'mam', heard a child cry, or saw women with a stroller then 

my heart turned upside down in my body)399  Many cried every night, for many nights. 

They questioned how they would survive this horrible ordeal. "Hoe je het overleeft ... Ik 

was kapot.” (How you survived it ... I was destroyed)400 This sorrow drove many to 

madness. As mentioned before, Dr. Weill recorded many attempted suicides after the 

separation at the French deportation camps by the OSE.401   

However, not all emotions during the aftermath concerned pain and sorrow. The 

concept of hope appears again and again in the testimonies. Hope for survival made 

parents decide to resist. The children's survival was the ultimate intent of the resistance 

act. Hope that their children and the Jewish people survived brought relief. Throughout 

the resistance process, this feeling of hope for survival motivated the parents, and it 

definitely continued to do so in the aftermath. Their decision had brought "a small flame 

of hope" comments one parent.402 Poznanski remarks that "they [the parents] had given 

up all hope for their own future, but they had not lost hope for their children."403 Hope 

became the intent; it drove the decision to resist, and afterwards helped parents cope 

with their choice. L. Steinberg called it a “instinct de conservation collectif, disons même 

d’un instinct de conservation national.” (instinct of collective preservation, or even an 

instinct of national preservation) He added that  

                                                 
399 Ibid., 42. 
400 Ibid., 49. 
401 Samuel, Rescuing the Children, 84; and Poznanski, 262. 
402 Evers-Emden, 49. 
403 Poznanski, 191. 
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les mères juives on senti que la preservation du people juif passait par leur 
separation de leurs enfants. Elles sentaient qu’elles couraient le plus grands 
dangers et que d’autres qu’elles-mêmes, des étrangers, étaient mieux à même 
sauver leurs enfants.”  
(the Jewish mothers sensed that the preservation of the Jewish people happened 
through the separation from their children. They sensed that they ran greater 
danger and that others, strangers, would be better at saving their children)404 
 
In conclusion, this act of survival resistance by parents, to relinquish their 

children, is both different and similar to that of the rescuers. For parents and rescuers, 

survival resistance was a process of carefully thought out decisions and acts with the 

children's survival in mind.  A clear pattern of sense of danger, decision-making, action-

taking, and aftermath can be found in their testimonies. For both, the act of resistance 

had a large element of collectiveness that concerned the survival of the Jewish people 

as a whole. At the same time, the act of survival resistance was much more emotional 

and personal for parents than for rescuers. The price, if the resistance went wrong, was 

not only their life, but their children's lives as well. For rescuers, the price was their own 

punishment or death. This difference made the decision to resist much more difficult for 

parents. It explains the hesitation and the long decision process. 

 In the end, the reward was also much greater, because survival resistance by 

parents resulted not only in the survival of their children, but also quite possibly the 

survival of the Jewish people.  In a similar fashion, Steinberg concludes:  

Elles ont souvent hésité, pendant longtemps parfois. Mais le fait qu’elles aient 
accepté, en masse, de confier leurs enfants est la prevue, à notre sens, de 
l’intervention d’un instinct de conservation collectif que se réveille lorsque la 
collectivité est menacée, en tant que telle. 
 (They [the mothers] often hesitated, sometimes for a long time. But the fact that 
they overwhelmingly accepted to entrust their children is proof, in our opinion, of 
an intervention of an instinct of collective conservation that awoke as the 
collective was threatened, as such).405   

                                                 
404 L. Steinberg, Le CDJ en Belgique, 88.  
405 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NON-JEWISH CHILD RESCUE AS SURVIVAL RESISTANCE 

That children, women, men, fathers and mothers are treated like a lowly herd, 
that members of a single family are separated from each other and carted away 
to an unknown destination, it is our age which was destined to see this dreadful 
sight … The Jews are men, the Jewesses are women. The foreigners are men 
and women. One cannot do anything one wishes to these men, to these women, 
to these fathers and mothers. They are part of the human race; they are our 
brothers like so many others. A Christian cannot forget this.406 
 
It is important for us to realize that the children are not important because they 
needed someone to take care of them. It is important that someone did take care 
of them.407 
 
Well, we had not much time, you know, and we always thought the children are 
the group who are most dangerous for them to go to Poland. So parents asked 
us often: “Can you hide our children?” and we said we will and that we knew we 
were doing well, I think we will be all right.408 

 

 The rescue of children by Jewish resisters during the Nazi persecutions might 

seem to most people to be a much more likely reaction than child rescue by non-Jews.  

While Jewish rescuers describe their drive to child rescue as natural, the incentive and 

intent of non-Jewish rescuers is much more complex. Survival resistance through child 

rescue did not necessarily have the same connotation for gentile rescue groups as it did 

for Jewish organizations.  Their background heavily influenced their motivation, as well 

as their organizational formation. For example, religious networks depended upon 

institutionalized practices and moral beliefs to initiate their rescue. The highly 

controversial intent of conversion often convinced church groups to participate in this 

                                                 
406 CDJC, CCXVIII-72, pastoral letter of Saliege called: Human Dignity; also see, “Monsignor Jules-
Gerard Saliege,” Yad Vashem, accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/stories/saliege.asp.  
407 USHMM, RG 50.012*0084: Interview Marie Taquet by Christian Rescuer’s Project; also see, online, 
“Marie and Emile Taquet,” Yad Vashem, accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/stories/taquet_martens.asp. 
408 USHMM, RG 50.579*0004: Testimony Gisela Söhnlein-Wieberdink by Christian Rescuer’s Project. 

http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/stories/saliege.asp
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/stories/taquet_martens.asp
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type of resistance. On the other hand, spiritual and moral considerations also drove 

humanitarian organizations to aid Jewish networks, along with their political, national, 

and charitable beliefs. Consequently, this dissertation will study the three most distinct 

and prevalent non-Jewish networks that developed during this period:  Catholic, 

Protestant, and humanitarian.  

Religious establishments formed the largest group of non-Jewish rescue 

organizations. The Catholic Church and various Protestant denominations throughout 

Nazi-occupied western-Europe responded vigorously to the call to aid Jewish children. 

Cooperation among Christian institutions developed into large religious networks that 

saved the lives of hundreds of children. In addition, their assistance to the Jewish 

rescue organizations increased the already prominent position of Christian rescuers. 

The Catholic Church built its child rescue network upon its hierarchical structure. The 

high clergy played a supportive role, while the lower clergy actively hid Jewish children 

in Catholic institutions and families. Protestants lacked the large pre-existing 

infrastructure of hierarchy and care facilities on which the Catholic Church depended. 

Instead, a form of communal village resistance evolved that resulted in the formation of 

various Protestant hiding enclaves throughout the region.  

 Humanitarian rescue groups primarily arose out of established aid organizations, 

such as ONE and the Red Cross, which offered legal support to Jewish institutions and 

illegal assistance to various rescue networks. Similar to Jewish aid groups, they already 

had a long record of assisting the deprived and knew how to facilitate the care and 

provision of children. Other humanitarian organizations arose out of political or national 

settings. For example, an entire rescue group centered on the Queen Mother of 
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Belgium, Queen Elisabeth. Adored by the Belgian people, her political and financial 

influence protected Jewish children and allowed the formation of children’s homes in 

which Jewish children could hide.  These humanitarian groups mainly assisted Christian 

or Jewish networks and never generated their own extensive child rescue networks. As 

a result, humanitarian rescue remained restricted and often did not encompass survival 

resistance.  

There was an exception to this restriction in the humanitarian rescue category, 

however, one that occurred only in the Netherlands. Here, a number of humanitarian 

rescue organizations arose that did not have any previous experience or political, 

religious, or national affiliation. For example, a group of university students created, 

from scratch, a fully operable rescue group. This type of resistance existed because the 

Dutch Jewish resistance had very little power. Non-Jewish rescue organizations, in 

other words, filled a void created by the incapacity of the Jewish rescuers themselves. 

Therefore, this type of survival resistance could only happen in the Netherlands, and not 

in Belgium or France, where strong underground Jewish networks had already evolved. 

Even so, it is astonishing that a group with no experience or affiliation blossomed in a 

time of such danger and persecution. The lack of affiliation compelled these rescuers to 

save children for reasons of basic humanitarian compassion, rather than Christian 

morals or conversion.  

 Facing constant danger, all of these righteous gentiles risked their lives, and 

often those of their loved ones, to help Jewish children. Many groups and institutions 

risked their legality and, indeed, the continued existence of their organizations. The 

Germans did not shy away from deporting priests and closing important aid 
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organizations. None of the discussed rescue groups profited from their actions. Their 

only payback was the survival of the children.  

 What made these organizations different from other non-Jewish groups that did 

not participate in Jewish rescue? Psychologist Ervin Staub notes that there are three 

elements of moral inclination in gentile rescuers: empathy, caring, and belief in basic 

principles of morality. Often, the mistreatment of Jews triggered the instigation to 

resistance in these morally inclined personalities.409 Indeed, many rescuers commence 

their testimony with the witnessing of abuse of Jewish children by German authorities or 

the police. For example, the Catholic leaders of Amitié Chrétienne started hiding Jewish 

children after observing the horrible conditions at the concentration camps in Gurs and 

Rivesaltes. They confirmed their participation and cooperation with the Jewish 

resistance immediately after the night at Vénissieux.410 In another instance, Andrée 

Geulen comments that she commenced her rescue work with the CDJ after the 

Germans took one of her students to the Mechelen deportation camp.411 Dutch resisters 

like Marion Pritchard had a similar experience. She describes the following scene as the 

motivation for her resistance:  

I was frozen by the sight of Germans taking the children out to a truck. The 
children didn’t move very fast. They were crying and they were upset. The 
Germans just picked them up by the arm, or a leg, or by their hair, and threw 
them in the truck. I was sitting on my bike watching this. I knew this street as long 
as I’d been around. It was like – it was like a murder enacted in the next room 
right now. It’s so shocking, you are immobilized. Two women came down the 
street from the other end and tried to stop them, and they threw the women on 
the truck too. And I sat on my bike, watching and doing nothing, Total 

                                                 
409 Ervin Staub, “The Psychology of Rescue,” in Making a Difference: Rescue and Assistance During the 
Holocaust, Essays in Honor of Marion Pritchard, ed. David Scrase (Burlington: Center for Holocaust 
Studies at the University of Vermont, 2004), 140-141.  
410 CDJC, Post-war report by Garel 
411 Andrée Geulen, interview by Shoah Visual History Foundation, November 19, 1997.  
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overwhelming rage. I don’t think I was ever as enraged as that in my life 
before.412 

 
Holocaust historian Tec Nechama’s research on Poland concludes that most 

rescuers saw themselves propelled by moral values and self-approval, rather than peer 

support and approval of others. He remarks that rescue organizations and their 

participants often had a pre-existing tradition of helping the needy.413  Therefore, risking 

their lives for the Jewish children fit into their customary pattern of behavior. This theory 

corresponds with the types of organizations that participated in child aid. Many religious 

institutions, aid organizations, political groups, and their members already involved 

themselves with the care for the disadvantaged. Even the newly established 

organizations formed around people who had previously demonstrated patterns of care 

giving. Hetty Voûte, rescuer in the independently created ASG, for example, notes in 

her testimony that she started the war working as a Red Cross worker.414  

 In conclusion, a good moral compass did not necessarily lead gentiles to survival 

resistance.  Rather, many factors led non-Jewish people to participate in the saving of 

Jewish children. Hierarchical support, community peer pressure, moral obligation, 

political awareness were just a few of the most highly effective motivators. Each group 

had a particularly strong inspiration that helped them in producing an efficient rescue 

organization. The study of the organizational frameworks of these rescue networks 

reflects these motivations. In addition, it also offers a glimpse into the intent of non-

Jewish rescuers, intent that often went beyond brotherly love and conversion. 

 

                                                 
412 Marion Pritchard, quoted in Deborah Dwork, “Marion van Binsbergen Pritchard’s Legacy,” in Making a 
Difference, 13. 
413 Tec Nechama, “Toward a Theory of Rescue,” in Making a Diffference, 30-31. 
414 Hetty Voûte, interview by Shoah Visual History Foundation, November 13, 1996.  
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Catholic Hierarchical Resistance 

Scholars have vigorously debated the actions of the Catholic Church and its 

supreme leader, Pope Pius XII, during the Holocaust. The popular idea still circulates 

that the Vatican did nothing, that it practiced an absolute silence on the issue of the 

Jews living and dying under Nazi occupation. While this debate will no doubt continue 

for many more decades if not centuries, the topic of discussion here is not Pius XII and 

the Vatican, but rather local Catholic leaders, such as cardinals, archbishops, and 

bishops, and their clerical subordinates, including fathers, priests, monks, and nuns, in 

Nazi-occupied western-Europe. Therefore, the hierarchical system of the Catholic 

Church addressed in this dissertation refers to the relationship between the regional 

Catholic dignitaries and the local lower clergy. The link between these two levels in 

Catholic hierarchy created an ideal support system for the development of national child 

rescue networks in France, Belgium, and the Netherlands. Consequently, the Catholic 

Church involved itself deeply in the rescue of Jewish children and became one of the 

leading institutions in this form of survival resistance. 

 In France and Belgium, the broad majority of the population was Catholic. More 

than half the population attended church, and even the majority of non-goers still 

considered themselves to be religious Catholics. Certainly, the rising tide of cultural 

secularization before the occupation did work to diminish the overall religiosity of the 

Catholic population. As a result, the power and influence of the Catholic Church had 

declined in the pre-war years. Still, all three countries employed a large clergy to attend 

to the needs of the Catholic population. In Belgium alone, the Church numbered 9,700 
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priests, 12,000 seminarians, 12,700 monks, and 49,600 nuns.415 In addition, the Church 

controlled various care and aid institutions and organizations, especially ones involving 

children and young adults. Therefore, while the power of the Church might have been 

dwindling in some relative sense, it was still strong enough to resist the Nazi occupier 

and come to the rescue of the Jews in Belgium and France.  

In the Netherlands, there was no Catholic majority. Just thirty-six percent of the 

Dutch population labeled itself Catholic.416 The majority of the Dutch population 

belonged to the Hervormde Kerk (Dutch Reformed Church), the Gereformeerde Kerk 

(Dutch Calvinist Church), or other, smaller Protestant denominations. Nevertheless, 

Catholic power in the Netherlands derived from a conservative alignment with the Dutch 

Reformed Church, a cooperation that helped the Church during the occupation. As a 

result, the limited power (in comparison to the French and Belgian Church) of the Dutch 

Church still had important influence on the Dutch population, especially in regard to 

resistance against the Nazi regime.  

 The regional leaders of the Catholic Church set the national agenda of Catholics 

toward the Jewish question. Their official stance helped to determine the attitude of the 

population and other clergy. Both in France and the Netherlands, various dignitaries of 

the Church stood up against the persecution of the Jews, and in particular took a public 

stand against the deportations. Most notably, Monsignor Jules-Gérard Saliège 

(Archbishop of Toulouse), Monsignor Pierre-MarieThéas (Bishop of Montauban), 

Monsignor Paul Rémond (Bishop of Nice), and Monsignor Johannes de Jong 

(Archbishop of Utrecht) were the first to openly proclaim their protest. Their example 
                                                 
415 Mark van den Wijgaert, “Belgian Catholics and the Jews,” in Belgium and The Holocaust, 225.  
416 Paldiel, Churches and the Holocaust: Unholy Teachings, Good Samaritans, and Reconciliation (Jersey 
City: KTAV Publishing House, 2006), 170.  
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provided the stimulus for further resistance by other Catholic dignitaries, the lower 

clergy, and Catholic institutions. 

It is interesting to note that the first public reaction in Nazi-occupied western 

Europe by a Catholic dignitary took place in the Netherlands. Several historians 

conclude that the behavior of the Dutch Catholic Church towards the fate of the Jews 

compared favorably to that of the Church in other European countries.417 In February 

1942, the Dutch Church officially joined the Protestant churches in the protest against 

anti-Jewish persecution.   Church historian Mordecai Paldiel notes that this was the first 

time in Dutch history that the two major denominations acted in unison and co-signed a 

document. The German administration, threatened by the impact of the dissent, assured 

the churches that there would be no deportations of baptized Jews. The Catholic 

Church, led by Mgr. de Jong, did not relent. De Jong vowed that he would not become 

another “Innitzer”418 and denounced anti-Semitic measures in a pastoral letter as 

contrary “to God’s commands of justice and mercy.”419 While his message unified the 

higher clergy in the Netherlands against the occupier, it also resulted in an act of 

revenge on the part of Reichskommissar Seyss-Inquart, which resulted in the immediate 

arrest and deportation of thirteen Catholic Jews to Auschwitz.420 As a result, De Jong’s 

direct approach put the lives of many Jews and Catholics in danger.421  

                                                 
417 Micheal Phayer, “Helping the Jews is not an easy thing to do,” Holocaust and Genocide Studies 3 
(2007), 421-453; and J.M. Snoek, De Nederlandse Kerken en de Joden, 1940-1945: De Protestent bij 
Seyss-Inquart, Hulp aan Joodse Onderduikers, De Motieven voor Hulpverlening (Kampen: Kok, 1990), 
139. 
418 Theodor Innizter was the archbishop of Vienna and openly welcomed the Nazi regime during the 
Anschluss of Austria to the Third Reich. Innizter also lauded Nazi anti-Semitic policy.  
419 Snoek, 75; and Paldiel, Churches and the Holocaust, 171. 
420 De Jong’s pastoral letter can be found in The Catholic Mind, 1943, 58–60. 
421 Michman and Flim, Righteous among the Nations: Netherlands, xxiv;  and “Archbishop de Jong: The 
Cost of Speaking up,” Labyrinthine Mind,  accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://labmind.blogspot.com/2011/01/archbishop-de-jong-cost-of-speaking-up.html  

http://labmind.blogspot.com/2011/01/archbishop-de-jong-cost-of-speaking-up.html
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After these distressing consequences, De Jong employed more indirect means to 

aid the Jewish population. He recognized that his outspokenness endangered the very 

victims he was seeking to help, and that he had to find a different avenue of resistance. 

The solution came from a call for support outside the Church. The leaders of the UKC, 

an underground child rescue group, asked him for financial backing to fund the rescue 

of Jewish children. Mgr. de Jong, along with three other bishops, immediately delivered 

2,500 florins each to the UKC. Rut Matthijsens, rescuer with the UKC, notes in his 

testimony that his organization “received 10,000 gulden [Dutch monetary value] from 

archbishop of Utrecht.”422 This donation happened only four weeks after the arrest of 

the Catholic Jews.423 Obviously, that previous event affected the archbishop.  

Mgr. de Jong’s resistance did not end here. He urged the bishops and lower 

clergy in his archdiocese to offer rescue support and clandestine placement for the 

children. Meerburg testifies:  

I saw a letter of the Bishop [de Jong] to all clergymen in Holland. I don’t believe 
that the man would have lived in freedom for twenty-four hours, because it was 
absolutely an official letter saying that we had to help the Jewish children. It’s 
unbelievable. If this letter, there needed to be only one man who gave this letter 
to the Germans, if the Germans had got that letter the Bishop would have been 
imprisoned, maybe sent to a concentration camp.424  
 

This connection allowed the independent UKC to hide hundreds more children. De Jong 

also aided other child rescue organizations, including the NV and the Westerweel 

group. Owing to his encouragement, the predominantly Catholic southern Netherlands 

                                                 
422 USHMM, RG 50.579*0005.  
423 Since the first year of the UKC existence, the Catholic Church, through a secret fund, provided the 
organization with most of its required capital. In August 1942, the UKC directly asked de Jong for more 
funding. Without any argument, de Jong and three other Bishops provided 2,500 florins (dutch monetary 
value) each, totaling the 10,000 gulden that Matthijsen refers to in his statement, see Michman and Flim, 
Righteous among the Nations: Netherlands, XLVI; and Flim, Saving the Children, 26.   
424 USHMM, RG 50.579*0002.  
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had a great concentration of “illegal” children by the end of the war.425 Because of the 

hierarchical structure of the Catholic Church, de Jong’s authority and position became a 

source of inspiration to the lower clergy. He might have not directly rescued any 

children, but his open protest and support of clandestine activity allowed others within 

the Dutch Church to fulfill his mission to save the Jewish children and resist the Nazi 

regime.  

In France, the first pastoral letter addressing the persecution of the Jews came 

from Mgr. Saliège in August 1942.426 The brutal news about the deportations and the 

inhuman conditions in the French camps enraged the aged and partially paralyzed 

archbishop. He wrote a letter denouncing the deportations and ordered it to be read 

from every pulpit in his diocese. His letter brought immediate action; soon, several 

bishops in the Vichy zone followed his example and published their own pastoral letter. 

Not being able to arrest the influential archbishop, the Vichy regime turned against Mgr. 

Théas, who had issued a similar pastoral letter to his diocese of Montauban. In it, Théas 

declared, “les mésure antisémitique actuelles sont un mépris de la dignité humaine, une 

violation des droites les plus sacrés de la personne et de la famille.” (the current anti-

Semitic measures are a scorn against human dignity, a violation of the most sacred 

rights of the person and family)427 Théas remained under arrest in Compiègne until 

August 20, 1944, when the allies liberated France.  

                                                 
425 Michman and Flim, Righteous among the Nations: Netherlands, XXIV. 
426 CDJC, CCXVIII-72; Stolze, 37; and  “Pastoral Letter from His Excellency Monsignor Saliege 
Archbishop of Toulouse,” Yad Vashem, accessed April 12, 2012,  
http://www1.yadvashem.org/odot_pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%203112.pdf  
427, “La letter pastoral de Mgr Theas,” Arkheia, revue d’histoire, accessed April 12, 2012,  http://arkheia-
revue.org/La-Lettre-pastorale-de-Mgr-Theas.html  
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http://arkheia-revue.org/La-Lettre-pastorale-de-Mgr-Theas.html
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 Despite German reprisals, French Catholics heard the message loud and clear. 

According to Paldiel, recent historians regard these two pastoral letters as the turning 

point in the French Church’s earlier, more passive attitude towards the anti-Semitic 

actions of the Vichy regime.428 The Saliège and Théas letters also had an immediate 

effect on Jewish child rescue. Théas’ letter, for example, influenced Marie-Rose Gineste 

to spread his message and to call the parishes of Montauban into action. For two days, 

she drove her bike through forty parishes to deliver the letter. As the deportations 

continued and the government arrested Théas, she carried on his mission to find safe 

havens for Jews in Montauban, including placing Jewish children in convents and 

Catholic families.429 She remembers:  

A partir de cette date je fus chargée par Mgr. Théas du camouflage des enfants 
juifs, soit dans des couvents du département, ou chez des particuliers, ainsi que 
pour leur  procurer des faux papiers et tous services que nous pouvions leur 
rendre. 
(From that date onward [after the arrest of Théas and deliver his letter] I was 
charged by Mgr. Théas to hide the Jewish children, either in convents of the 
diocese, or with private individuals, in addition to procuring false papers and all 
services that we could render them).430 

 
 In addition, the French high clergy’s change in attitude towards the Jewish plight 

had a great correlation to child rescue already occurring. The crisis at Vénnisieux 

occurred at the same time. Saliège and other dignitaries soon learned from Catholic 

chaplains about the horrors at this camp and the removal of the children. There is no 

                                                 
428 Historians Lazare, Stolze, Gilbert, and Paldiel all explicitedly note the two pastoral letters as a turning 
point. See Mordecai Paldiel, quoted in Martin Gilbert, The Righteous: Unsung Heroes of the Holocaust 
(New York: Henry Holt, 2003), 267; Lazare, Righteous among the Nations: France, XXIII; and Stolze, 37.  
429 “Rusty Bike Shipped to Israel to Honour Wartime Heroine,” The Telegraph, accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/israel/1327906/Rusty-bike-shipped-to-Israel-to-
honour-wartime-heroine.html; and “Marie-Rose Gineste,” Yad Vashem, accessed April 12, 2012, 
http://www1.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/stories/gineste.asp  
430 Marie-Rose Gineste quoted in Marcel Rasjfus, N’oublie pas le petit Jésus!: L’eglise catholique et les 
enfants juifs (1940-1945) (Levallois-Perret: Manya, 1994), 254. 
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doubt that the August arrest and deportations from the Vichy camps spurred on the 

writing of Saliège’s pastoral letter. The OSE recognized this change in the French 

Church’s stance. As noted before, Dr. Weill organized a meeting between Garel and 

Saliège to connect the two resisters and to encourage them to collaborate on the 

clandestine rescue network. Garel’s description of Saliège speaks to the archbishop’s 

kindness and willingness to aid: 

Je ne peux pas dire que nous nous soyons liés d’amitié, car ce serait mal définer 
les rapports qui sont établis entre nous; mais il y  avait certainement un élément 
d’amitié, de mon côté très respectueux, de son côté beaucoup plus paternel; dès 
mon premier contact avec lui, j’ai senti que j’étais en présence d’un homme 
supérieur … De tous ces contacts avec cet homme, je tirais quelque chose 
d’indéfinissable, mais de très précieux et de très exaltant. 
 (I cannot say that we were bonded by friendship, because that would ill define 
the link that we established; but there was definitely an element of friendship, 
from my part with much respect, from his part more paternal; from the first 
contact with him, I sensed that I was in the presence of a superior man … Of all 
the contact I had with  this man, I learned something indefinable, but very 
precious and inspiring).431  

 
Eventually, both Saliège and Théas allowed Garel to hide Jewish children illegally in 

Catholic institutions under their jurisdiction. They established the necessary Catholic 

contacts, including lay Catholic Jean-Marie Soutou and Germaine Ribière, to authorize 

the placement. A letter of introduction by Saliège provided the necessary means to 

conceal Jewish children at any moment in a Catholic institution in his archdiocese.432 

This connection aided not only the Jewish rescue network, but impelled the lower clergy 

into action to aid Jewish children. Similar to De Jong, Saliège and Théas did not actively 

participate in Jewish child rescue. However, they encouraged members of the lower 

clergy to take the necessary steps by supporting illegal hiding of children and 
                                                 
431 CDJC, Post-war Garel Report, 11-12.  
432 Georges Loinger, “Les circuits clandestins: l’exemple du réseau Garel,” Le Sauvetage des Enfants 
Juifs de France (Paris: Geuret, 1996), 122.  
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connecting them with the Jewish resistance. These steps in Catholic rescue proved 

extremely important and necessary in order to establish survival resistance within the 

Church.  

 Not everyone in the higher reaches of the hierarchy immediately stepped forward 

to aid the Jews. The French primate, Cardinal Pierre-Marie Gerlier (Archbishop of Lyon 

and Primate of Gaul), and the Belgian primate, Cardinal Joseph-Ernst Van Roey 

(Archbishop of Mechelen), both wary of Nazi reprisals, opted for a more non-

confrontational approach. Mgr. Gelier’s grand support of the Vichy regime established 

under Marshal Philippe Pétain influenced his more passive direction. In 1940, he 

proclaimed: “Pétain is France, and France is today Pétain.” In private, Gerlier cautioned 

Xavier Vallat, Commissioner-General for the Jewish Question in Vichy France, about 

the extreme anti-Semitic doctrine. He stated that he had no issue with “Jewish 

Question,” just with its application.433 However, as noted in the previous chapter on 

Jewish resistance in France, Gerlier eventually reversed this attitude.  

The Vénissieux affair truly changed Gerlier’s mind and motivated him to stand up 

for Jewish victims.434 A full month after Mgr. Saliège had done so; Gerlier published his 

condemnation of the Jewish persecutions on September 6, 1942.435  This letter seemed 

to place Gerlier in the footsteps of Saliège, although he always took a more reserved 

approach in comparison to Saliège and Théas. As a result, the underground Catholic 

resisters never fully trusted him.436 Jean-Marie Soutou, rescuer with the AC, 

commented to Father Alexandre Glassberg about his feelings towards Gerlier after the 

                                                 
433 Paldiel, The Church and the Holocaust, 73.  
434 See chapter 3. 
435 YV, M31-197; and Paldiel, The Church and the Holocaust, 79  
436 Paldiel, The Church and the Holocaust, 87.  
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Vénissieux affair: “Je n’ai aucune confiance en Gerlier, et puis en verra ce qui va se 

passer.” (I have no trust in Gerlier, and so we will see what happens)437 Nevertheless, 

Gerlier had commenced his detachment from the Vichy regime and did so publicly by 

standing up against the Vichy authorities during the Vénissieux affair. He continued his 

public support by threatening the Vichy administration in Lyon that “if they attempted to 

take Jewish children from Catholic institutions,” he would not “be responsible for public 

order in the city.”438 This statement had a powerful influence on French Catholic public 

opinion regarding the regime and its anti-Semitic practices. Gerlier and the French 

public’s reversal in attitude came at the opportune moment in the fall of 1942, when the 

OSE commenced its move underground.  

In Belgium, Archbishop Van Roey already had opposed Nazi and anti-Semitic 

racial doctrine before the war.439 He refuted racist theories in his theological tract, Le 

mystère du sang dans l’économie du salut (The Mystery of Blood and the Economy of 

the Salute).440 However, once the occupation started, he made no public protests or 

hostile declarations against the Germans. Until late 1943, he preferred to solve troubling 

issues privately and directly with the occupiers. He believed that strategy would 

preserve the much-needed stability and authority of the Church in Belgium.441 His 

silence and non-action has resulted in several scholarly criticisms regarding Van Roey’s 

role in the fight against the German occupation. However, to view Van Roey as a 

collaborator with the Nazis is extreme and unfounded, because privately he did continue 
                                                 
437 Soutou, quoted in Lucien Lazare, L’abbé Glasberg (Paris: Cerf, 1990), 17. 
438 AFSC Lisbon, Confidential Memorandum, 19 September, 1942, 3, quoted in Moore, Survivors, 137. 
439 Saerens, “L’attitude du clerge catholique belge a l’egard du judaisme,” in Les Juifs de Belgique, 46-47; 
Brachfeld, 73; Luc Dequeker, “Baptism and conversion of Jews in Belgium, 1939-1945,” in Michman, 
Belgium and the Holocaust, 237; and Van den Wijngaert, “Belgian Catholics and the Jews,” in Michman, 
Belgium and the Holocaust, 28.  
440 J.E. van Roey, “Le Mystere du sang dans l’economie du salut,” Etudes religieuses 446-447 (1938). 
441 Van den Wijngaert, 229-230.  
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his opposition against anti-Semitic doctrine. He adopted what historian Hanne 

Hellemans has critically dubbed a “politics of lesser evil.”442 She argues that Van Roey 

remained within the legal lines of the German administration, while still giving moral 

support to Catholic rescuers of Jewish children.  

Because historians like Hellemans view Van Roey’s actions solely in a negative 

light and criticize him strongly for his public passivity, they often diminish the value of 

moral support provided by the higher clergy. Hellemans describes Van Roey’s attitude 

towards child rescue as ambiguous.443 However, a closer examination demonstrates 

that Van Roey was not vague or confusing, but rather multi-faceted. He assumed two 

personalities: one public and one private. Publicly, he did take the unclear stance of 

silence toward child rescue described by Hellemans. The archbishop declared that 

Catholic institutions should accept Jewish children under the following limited rules: 

We moeten een passieve houding aannemen over de hele lijn, de superieuren 
en de leerlingen eveneens. Laatsten mogen zich niet officieel inschrijven. Ze 
moet zich niet verbergen, maar mogen hun gewone leven op het college 
verderzetten. We geven geen lijsten vrij, maar we verzetten ons ook niet als ze 
gepakt worden.  
(We have to adopt a passive approach across the line, the superiors and the 
[Jewish] students as well. The last ones cannot be officially registered. They do 
not have to hide, but can continue their normal life within the institution. We will 
not release list [of names], but we will not resist if they are caught)444 
 

This text shows that Van Roey publicly allowed the admission Jewish children into 

Catholic facilities, but that he refused to take responsibility if they were caught, because 

to do otherwise could endanger the Church’s status. Nevertheless, some historians laud 

Van Roey for his public declarations that clergy should not baptize Jewish children 

                                                 
442 Hanne Hellemans, Schimmen met een ster: het bewogen verhaal van joodse ondergedoken kinderen 
tijdens de Tweede Wereldoorlog in België (Bruxelles: Labor, 2004), 72. 
443 Hellemans, 70. 
444 Letter of Van Roey to Dermine (Bishop of Doornik) in Hellemans, 70-71. 
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during wartime.445 In a pastoral letter, he forbade any attempts of conversion on moral 

and spiritual grounds.446  

All this was part of his public face.  Privately, the situation was much different. 

Various testimonies by Catholic rescuers discuss Van Roey’s knowledge of hiding 

children and his full support.447  Sister Marie-Aurélie, Mother Superior of the Convent of 

the Sisters of the Very Holy Savior, testifies:  

From the very beginning, I received constant requests to care for young Jewish 
girls. Not wanting to make any decision entirely on my own, on the advice of our 
Mother Superior I went to Malines to discuss with His Eminence our desire to 
bring some children into our Community. Our Cardinal favorable received our 
request and really encouraged me to pursue this act of charity. Worrying only 
about how I was going to feed the children, he kindly arranged for us to receive 
provisions for them.448  
 

Upon his encouragement, several Catholic institutions under his jurisdiction hid children. 

In addition, the cardinal supported the Jewish underground resistance by giving letters 

of placement to Brigitte Moens of the CDJ.449 Van Roey also used his secretary René 

Ceuppens to write letters of support to the lower clergy and the Jewish resistance. 

Ceuppens undersigned them as René Van Roey.450 Therefore, there is no doubt that 

Van Roey and the Bishopric of Mechelen partook in the illegal rescue of children. While 

this private support might seem irrelevant or insufficient to many of Van Roey’s critics, in 

the context of child rescue and the hierarchical structure of the Catholic Church, it is 

important to recognize that he stimulated clandestine rescues among the lower clergy.  

                                                 
445 Kless, 275-287;  Betty Garfinkels, Les Belges face à la Persécution Raciale, 1940-1944 (Bruxelles: 
Centre Natinal des Hautes Etudes Juives, 1965), 60; and M. Steinberg, L’étoile et le fusil, 168. 
446 J. Leclef, Cardinal van Roey et l’occupation allemande: actes et documents (Bruxelles, 1945). 
447 Hellemans admits that various testimonies refer to Van Roey allowing the hiding of Jewish children.  
However, she never mention the word encouragement.  
448 USHMM, RG 20.019.  
449 USHMM, RG 50.012*0042; and Dequecker, 239. 
450 Hellemans, 71-72. 
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In conclusion, many Catholic dignitaries could publicly only denounce the 

deportations of Jewish children, but not openly advocate for illegal child rescue. Due to 

their position, they could not participate in clandestine endeavors and had to leave this 

task to the lower clergy. Therefore, the resistance from the high clergy derived 

predominately from its willingness to offer financial support and moral encouragement.  

However, the encouragement from the top of the Catholic hierarchy enabled the lower 

clergy to take the direct actions and hide these children. Letters of support from these 

Catholic leaders opened the doors of the Catholic institutions and provided financial 

means to priests for the care of the children. The hierarchical structure allowed Catholic 

rescuers to stay connected, but still work autonomously from one another. As a result, 

the high clergy’s supportive role provided the legal cover for the clandestine activities of 

the lower clergy. While historians have largely failed to recognize this type of assistance 

as a valuable means of rescue, it was still a key step in the process of survival 

resistance by the Catholic Church.451 Therefore, one cannot ignore the actions of the 

higher clergy before turning to admire the achievements of the lower clergy.  

The lower clergy had more ability and freedom to resist the Nazi occupier. Often 

the encouragement of archbishops provoked priest, monks, and friars to partake in child 

rescue. On some occasions, Jewish parents personally contacted parishes and Catholic 

institutions to ask to hide their children. In these instances, the lower clergy acted 

independently or asked for approval from their superiors. Therefore, Jewish children 

entered the circulation of the Catholic resistance network in various ways. As the influx 

                                                 
451 Historian Bob Moore is actually one of the few who recognizes the importance of high clergy 
leadership in the fight against anti-Semitic persecution. He states: “The influence of these leading 
clergymen [referring to Gerlier and Saliege] was therefore largely limited to private advice to support Jews 
in hiding but this was of major importance at a regional and local level.” Moore, Survivors, 136.   
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of children increased with the start of deportations in the summer of 1942, all three 

countries saw improved organization within the Church to care for these children. In the 

southern Netherlands, especially the province of Limburg, several communities under 

the leadership of their parish priests hid children. As a result, the underground created a 

smuggling route for children from Amsterdam to these rural Catholic communities. In 

France and Belgium, the Catholic majority allowed for the establishment of various 

clandestine and official organizations dedicated to the rescue of Jewish children. These 

Catholic rescue organizations became the vital link in the concept of survival resistance. 

In France, Cardinal Gerlier headed the most famous Catholic aid organization for 

Jewish victims, Amitié Chrétienne (AC). Father Pierre Chaillet, Father Alexandre 

Glasberg, and several other clergy members originally founded and ran the 

organization. Established in 1940 as a charity to aid Jews persecuted by the Nazis and 

the Vichy regime, it developed into an underground resistance organization to rescue 

predominantly Jewish children by hiding them in Catholic institutions. Glasberg and 

Chaillet both worked as chaplains in the Vichy internment camps and saw the horrors 

first hand. Glasberg was the brains behind the AC. Historians accredit him for the shift 

in the AC (and other French aid groups) from legal relief agency to illegal rescue 

organizations.  

Born as a Jew in the Ukraine and later ordained as a Jesuit priest, Glasberg felt a 

close emotional connection to the Jewish plight.  He even spoke Yiddish.452 He was the 

first to conceive of a plan to use this official charity, which donated supplies and food to 

interned Jews, as a cover for illegal rescue activities. He established homes for Jewish 
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victims for whom he had obtained release permissions. Unfortunately, he realized in the 

summer of 1942 that the inhabitants of these homes, too, would be subject to 

deportation. As a result, he set up a system of transfers between camps and, in the 

meantime, aryanized Jews by giving them false papers and then removing them from 

the transfer list or “losing” their files. The OSE and Rue Amelot would later use this 

same system to remove children illegally from the camps.453 He was also one of the 

instigators who demanded the release of the children interned at Vénissieux. Glasberg’s 

activities did not go unnoticed by the German authorities. In November 1942, they 

issued a warrant for his arrest and Glasberg had to go into hiding himself. Nevertheless, 

he left behind the necessary connections and support for others to continue his illegal 

child rescue.  

Father Chaillet also involved himself with the rescue of the children from 

Vénissieux.  His refusal to reveal the location of the children resulted in a forced two-

month stay in a psychiatric hospital. Chaillet had always advocated for the rights of the 

Jews. His underground journal, Les Cahiers du Témoignage Chrétien (Journals of 

Christian Testimony), condemned anti-Semitism and called out for the rescue of 

Jews.454 Chaillet’s underground connections also assisted the AC in obtaining false 

documents for the children in hiding.455  With his help, the AC expanded into a vast 

rescue network closely linked to other rescue groups. Particularly important was 

Chaillet’s service as representative to the Protestant Comité inter-mouvements auprès 

des évacués (CIMADE, Inter-movement Committee for Refugees, see chapter three), 
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which was highly active in clandestine child rescue.456 The relationship with Protestant 

rescuers allowed AC to place even more children.457 For example, Father Roger Braun, 

a Jesuit priest from the AC affiliate in Limoges, worked with the OSE to place its 

children in Protestant communities. Braun went as far to persuade the commander of 

the Rivesaltes camp to release thirty children to AC.458  

The most important link established by the French Catholic network in regard to 

child rescue was its relationship with the OSE and Garel network. The connection 

between the OSE and Catholic organizations commenced with their participation in the 

Nîmes Committee (Committee for the Coordination of the Assistance in the Camps), 

founded by various aid organizations to aid Jewish victims in the French camps.  The 

AC also aided Jewish OSE personnel in obtaining official documentation to enter the 

internment camps and to provide them free movement through Vichy France. For 

example, Vivette Samuel received an authorization letter from AC’s Jean-Marie Soutou 

claiming that she was an AC assistant in the camps. This document allowed her to work 

in the camps for AC, but also to receive financial donations.459 Once the OSE 

established the Garel network, the Catholic organizations and rescuers continued their 

relationship with him.  

Likewise, Germaine Ribière, a member of la Jeunesse Etudiante Catholique 

Féminine (JECF, Female Catholic Student Youth) and AC, closely helped Garel and 

other OSE employees with the rescue of children. Saliège gave Ribière’s name to Garel 

as a contact to help find hiding places.  She notes in her post-war testimony: “Garel 
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utilisait fréquemment nos caches.” (Garel often used our hiding places)460 Together with 

Dr. Gaston Levy, who ran the OSE nursery, she hid Jewish babies and young children 

throughout Catholic convents and families in the Limoges region. In Lyons, under the 

guidance of Father Chaillet and with the help of JECF, she set up a national network 

placing children with Catholic students’ families and Catholic schools. She remembers: 

“Ce travail s’est poursuivi pendant toute la guerre et je pense que c’est grâce à ce 

travail que, la plupart des enfants qui on été sauvés, ont put être sauvés.” (This work 

lasted throughout the war and I think, thanks to this work, that the majority of children 

saved, were saved)461 With the help of Father Chaillet’s Témoignage Chrétien printing 

organization, she obtained fake papers and made contact with the armed resistance to 

smuggle children across the border into Switzerland and Spain.462 Women like Ribière 

were important because they not only connected the Jewish rescue network with the 

Catholic organizations, but also linked the various Catholic organizations into a grander 

national Catholic rescue network.   

In Belgium, three large interacting Catholic organizations formed the Catholic 

resistance network. The first group began under the leadership of Bishop Louis-Joseph 

Kerkhofs, a pre-war crusader for the conversion of Jews to Catholicism.463 He 

supported attorney Albert van den Berg in setting up an extensive rescue organization 

in the town of Liège. Van den Berg hid children whose parents had personally contacted 

him, but also received children from his contact within the CDJ. He placed the children 
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mainly in Catholic institutions, such as the College St-Hadelin. As a supervising director 

of the Catholic vacation camps in Kerkhofs’ diocese, Van den Berg also concealed 

Jewish children in homes designated for city children nutritionally weakened by the war. 

A director of one of these homes notes that “Mgr Kerkhofs nous confia les premiers 

enfants juifs dont les parents avaient eu recours à lui.” (Mgr. Kerkhofs confided to us the 

first Jewish children whose parents had come to him)464 Financially, he used his 

personal contacts and received ration cards from the CDJ to care for the children.  

While Van den Berg was the active leader of the group, Kerkhofs did not 

passively sit by, but rather often helped in the rescue work and attended to the children. 

Another Catholic resister remembers: “Il faisait de fréquentes visites aux homes; il 

savait s’attirer l’affection de toutes les petites.” (He made frequent visits to the homes; 

he knew how to attract the affection of all the little ones)465 Unfortunately, the Germans 

arrested Van den Berg in April 1943, and he would eventually perish in the German 

concentration camp of Neuengamme. Georges Fosny, the brother-in-law of Van den 

Berg, took over the organization and care of the children. After the war, Fosny reported 

to the police about the resistance act by Van den Berg. In it, he describes the actions of 

the group as “régulière et organisée.” (regular and organized)466 There is no exact 

estimate on the exact amount of children rescued by this organization, numbers range 

from eighty to over two hundred.467   
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The second Catholic group surrounding Father Bruno Reynders (alias Dom 

Bruno) originated out of the Kerkhofs’ organization. As a chaplain to a home of the 

blind, Father Reynders noticed that the institution hid Jews. The Germans confirmed his 

suspicion when they arrested the adult Jews and left behind the Jewish children. Van 

den Berg, who had placed the children there, asked Reynders to participate in the 

rescue of children. Father Reynders recounts on his relationship with Van den Berg: 

“C’est dans le domaine de son activité que j’ai recontré le premier Juif et c’est à sa 

demande que je me suis occupé de placer les cinq premiers. Dans la suite nos relations 

et nos échanges se sont poursuivis.” (It is in the domain of his [Van den Berg’s] activity 

that I encountered the first Jew and on his request I occupied myself with the hiding of 

the first five. After that our relations and exchanges continued)468 With the original 

financial backing of the Kerkhofs’ organization, he commenced his own child rescue 

group.  

Reynders arranged personally for Catholic institutions in the Belgian provinces of 

Namur and Luxembourg, including the Home of Leffe, the Benedictine Abbey of Liege, 

and the Convent of Dom Bosco in Courtrai, to hide the children. He regularly visited all 

the children on his bicycle. Just as the CDJ had, he recorded the names of all the 

children in notebooks to keep track of them. Luckily, the Germans never caught him or 

the notebooks, because Reynders did not use a coded system, which would have made 

the children easily traceable.469 Similar to Van den Berg, Reynders cooperated with the 

CDJ. As a result, he rescued several children as late as 1944 from the soon-to-be 

raided AJB homes. By the last few months of the war, the Gestapo suspected him of 
                                                 
468 Father Bruno Reynders, quoted in Papeleux, 156.  
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sheltering Jewish children and he had to conceal his identity. In addition, a fall from his 

bike a few days before the liberation of Belgium resulted in a nasty cut and infection that 

put him on bed rest. Nevertheless, Father Bruno Reynders saved 320 Jewish children 

and pedaled on his bicycle the equivalent of forty times the Tour de Belgique in 

distance.470 

The final link in the Belgian Catholic network came from the group led by Father 

Joseph André. His work as a child rescuer made him one of the most famous Righteous 

among the Nations. It began when a Jewish family in his parish of St-Jean Baptiste in 

Namur asked him for help. After hiding the parents, Father André placed the children 

with his parents in Jambes. The news of his assistance spread and other Jews soon 

came knocking on his door. This resulted in a large rescue organization focused on 

rescuing children. Of the three Catholic groups, André worked closest with the CDJ. 

Yvonne Jospa lauds him for saving of CDJ children.471 CDJ escort Andriesse still 

remembers bringing children to him in Namur.472 The community center, called the 

Home de l’Ange (House of the Angel), located next to the German administration 

building in Namur became the transition point for children going into hiding. A rescued 

child remembers that “everyday there were 10, 20, or even 30 children in the 

building.”473 Father André then moved the children to Catholic convents, institutions, 

and families. The Aide Paysanne aux Enfants des Villes (Farmers’ Aid to City Children) 
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was especially important in provided hiding locations. Father André rescued an 

estimated 180 to 200 Jewish children.474   

These three Catholic rescue groups formed the basis for the larger Catholic 

rescue network. Not only did their connections with the CDJ link them together, but they 

officially organized themselves into a larger Catholic network, called Aide Chrétienne 

aux Israélites (ACI, Christian Aid to the Israelites), that loosely tied their rescue work 

together. Rescuers also dubbed the network “group of Father André,” because he 

originally set up the relationships between the various Catholic clergy and institutions. 

Besides André, three other Fathers, Bruno Reynders, Antione De Breucker and Louis 

Demann, formed the linking bridge between all Catholic organizations. The ACI had 

contacts on all levels of the Belgian Catholic hierarchy, ranging from Cardinal van Roey 

to local nuns, and in most dioceses of Belgium, including Brussels, Leuven, Mechelen, 

Namur, and Liège.475  

The ACI also worked together with large Catholic aid groups, in particular the 

Jeunesse Ouvrière Chrétienne (JOC, Christian Youth Workers). This organization 

opened homes in Schaltin, Braine L’alleud, Leffe, Tourneppe, and Banneux for frail 

children. The ACI and CDJ both placed Jewish children in these homes.476 Thus, the 

ACI not only linked the Catholic network together, but also further intertwined Catholic 

resistance with Jewish resistance. In a report by Father De Breucker to Cardinal van 

Roey, he estimates that the ACI saved approximately 250 children.477  
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 When combined, the Catholic networks for each country formed the largest 

single group of child rescuers. While many Catholics aided Jewish adults, the appeal 

and easiness of hiding children led most of them over time to focus on the rescue of 

children. Some historians claim that the Catholic Church had a biased intent towards 

rescuing the children, because it would also be easier to convert them to Catholicism 

than would be the case with adults. As a result, the issue of baptism and conversion 

needs to be addressed in relation to the intent of the resistance by the Catholic Church 

and also other Christian churches. There is no denial that some among the clergy 

converted Jewish children. This does not necessarily mean that they did not participate 

in survival resistance. The intent still remained the survival of the child and its people. 

However, those who wanted to convert the children viewed the Jews surviving as a 

converted people and not as Jews per se. For many Christian rescuers, this type of 

survival resistance made sense because they already considered Jews to be God’s 

“chosen people.” Unfortunately, this type of Christian survival resistance conflicted with 

the Jewish resistance’s ideal of survival of the “Jewish people” as Jews. Many of these 

conversion cases did not reveal themselves until after the war; Jewish rescuers had no 

idea who it was within the Christian community who undertook this type of activity. 

Thus, they placed children blindly into Christian institutions that might possibly convert 

them. As a result, dramatic scenes and conflicts often occurred after the liberation when 

parents within the Jewish community attempted to retrieve their children. 

 Regrettably, survival resistance through conversion happened in all three 

countries. The most righteous Christian rescuers participated and desperately clung to it 

when a Jewish family or community demanded the return of a child. Each country had 
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its own famous case.  However, the situation in the Netherlands was the most extreme. 

Gesina van der Molen, rescuer with Trouw and a staunch Calvinist became head of the 

Oorlogspleegkinderen (OPK, War Foster Children) after the liberation.  The OPK was a 

government office overseeing the rights of 3,481 children, of whom 2,041 were orphans. 

The issue had started already with the terminology of “War Foster Children,” which 

could refer either to Jewish or non-Jewish children. In reality, these were all Jewish 

children whom the resistance had hidden with Christian families. The OPK placed these 

children according to what it thought was their best interest. Van der Molen did not 

consider the children’s Jewish origin in this decision. She claimed that the children had 

already adapted to their new Christian environment. Van der Molen never hid her 

viewpoint and publicly stated, “Children who had the good fortune to end up with a 

Christian family should not be returned to Jewish non-belief after the war.”478  

As a result, Dutch courts allowed the termination of parental rights of the 

biological parents and transferred them to the OPK. This office, obviously favoring the 

wartime caregivers, then decided where to place the children. Van der Molen testified: 

“Should foster parents wish to raise the child, and are in a position to educate the child 

in keeping with his talents, the environment from which he came, and considering that 

the child has become an integral part of this family, we do not wish to tear loose these 

bonds.”479 The Dutch government permitted Jewish leaders to advise the OPK, but not 

become members. As a result, huge friction developed between the OPK and the 

Jewish community, which led eventually to a battle for the rights of the Jewish children. 
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In the end, 360 children remained with Christian families.480 In this case, survival 

resistance through conversion gained the upper hand.481  

In Belgium, Father Bruno Reynders, supported by Mgr. Kerkhofs, was in the 

forefront of those preventing the return of children to the Jewish community. Similar to 

Van der Molen, he believed that Jewish children raised by Catholic foster parents 

should not return to the “faith of their fathers.” In January 1945, he wrote an extensive 

memorandum, “Legal Situation of Israelite Children,” in which he contested the legal 

right of Jewish organizations to the children and Jewish claim to decide what constituted 

a Jew.482 Unlike the Dutch case, Reynders eventually met with the Jewish community 

leaders, who pled with him to let the children return to the Jewish community. Reynders 

eventually gave in to their demands, except for seventeen of the children whom he had 

personally baptized.483    

 In France, Ribière represented the Jewish community in the retrieval of Jewish 

children. None of the French Christian organizations prevented the release of children 

to their Jewish families, but there were a few individuals who caused issues. The Finaly 

case is the best example. In 1953, Ribière offered to rescue Robert and Gérald Finaly, 

two Jewish orphans who had been baptized by the director of the Catholic nursery 

where they stayed during the war. After the liberation, he refused to return them and 

smuggled them illegally to Spain and hid them in a convent. With the support of the 
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Catholic leadership, Ribière crossed the border to find the children and retrieve them. 

She eventually returned them safe and sound to their aunt and uncle in Israel.484  

 While these cases of conversion are not exceptions, they also do not constitute 

the rule. Many among the clergy forbade children to convert and cherished their Jewish 

heritage, religious or not. Father Pierre Capart, a Belgian clerical rescuer, notes that he 

“respected their Jewish values. I read them their psalms, Jewish prayer which now are 

part of Christianity as well.”485 Father André worked closely with the U.S. military and 

Jewish rabbis to return the children to the Jewish community. A U.S. army chaplain, 

Rabbi Saperstein, notes in his report that André, unlike his fellow ACI rescuer 

Reynders, was very cooperative in returning the children. Saperstein threw a farewell 

party for the children and Father André. There, André spoke to the surviving children 

about the brotherhood of man and the universality of God.486  

Jewish rescuers, especially in France, also comment that conversion and refusal 

to return were merely a small mark on a great resistance effort. Garel argues that 

scholars have exaggerated the issue of conversion and should instead study the 

positive side of Catholic rescue.487 Yvonne Jospa testifies that there was no Catholic 

problem: “Catholics who participated in the rescue showed that religion does not 

matter.”488 Rabbi Saperstein concludes that: 

The Jewish people can ill afford, after its overwhelming losses of recent years, 
the additional loss of any of the meager numbers of surviving Jewish children in 
Europe. In this particular case, even though no definite missionary activity was 
conducted  among the children, and even though the Vicaire [Father André] 
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personally evidenced at all times a broad and understanding spirit which can only 
be commended, it was obvious that unless action was take these children might 
eventually be lost to the Jewish faith. The Vicaire’s work had been done. For it, 
and for the similar work of the other humble priests in many countries the Jewish 
people must be eternally grateful.489 

 
While Garel, Jospa, and Saperstein all make valid points, they do not make the 

conversion matter disappear. Nevertheless, the actions of those who refused to return 

children can still be understood within the concept of survival resistance. The intent of 

the Christian rescuers and organizations never concentrated solely on the rescue of a 

single child or on attempted conversion. These rescuers hid many children and did not 

always convert children themselves. For example, Van der Molen could not personally 

convert a single child and did not participate in it. Nonetheless, many Christian rescuers 

believed that Jewish children were “God’s children.” Calvinists, especially, considered 

Christianity as an evolution from Judaism.  Therefore, they saw no conflict in rescuing 

Jewish children and converting them. In regard to survival resistance, they intended to 

save a persecuted group of people by saving “God’s children.” In Catholicism, some 

clergy considered converted children to be Catholics. As a result, in their minds and 

type of resistance, the children did not necessarily have to return to the Jewish 

community in order to establish survival resistance. In the eyes of these Christians, the 

children were twice rescued: once rescued from Nazi persecution and then religiously 

saved through conversion. Needless to say, Jewish groups did not agree.  

In conclusion, Catholic resistance networks were immensely successful. 

Whatever motivation pushed these rescuers to save the lives of Jewish children does 

not take away from their intent: the survival of Jewish children. Their participation in 
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child rescue occurred on all levels of the regional Catholic hierarchy. The high clergy 

played a supportive role and the lower clergy actively hid the children. This hierarchical 

composition of rescue resulted in very structured and efficient resistance networks that 

were able to operate legally through the high clergy and Catholic aid organizations and 

clandestinely through the lower clergy, Catholic establishments, and families. This type 

of resistance did not just occur in one of three countries, but dominated the Jewish 

rescue scene in all of Nazi-occupied western Europe.  

Protestant Community Resistance 

No other non-Jewish resistance network trumped the size and reach of the 

Catholic rescue network. Nevertheless, a high percentage of Protestant churches and 

communities in Nazi-occupied western Europe played an active role in the rescue of 

Jewish children.  French Protestants, mainly Huguenots (members of the Protestant 

Reformed Church of France), represented less than two percent of the total population 

of France, but no fewer than 8.4 percent of French rescuers were Protestants. In 

Belgium, the Protestant community was a tiny minority, but accounted for 4.7 percent of 

Belgian Righteous among the Nations. Consequently, these Protestant minorities, in 

Belgium and France, contributed more than four times more than their percentage in 

each respective population.490  

In the Netherlands, aid from Protestant denominations was more prevalent 

because, unlike their Belgian and French counterparts, they formed a religious majority 

here. A few small fundamentalist Protestant groups existed alongside the two main 

Churches: the Hervormde Kerk (Dutch Reformed Church, thirty-four percent of the 
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population) and the Gereformeerde Kerk (Calvinist Church, eight percent of the 

population).491 In regard to rescuers, the Calvinists dominated the field with 

approximately thirty-five percent of child rescuers, followed by Catholic rescuers, then 

Dutch Reformed rescuers (fifteen percent), and the other Protestant denominations 

forming about six percent of child rescuers in the country.492  

 Interestingly, the high proportion of Protestant rescuers in Nazi-occupied western 

Europe did not result in a single national Protestant child rescue network.  Instead, 

various separate rescue groups arose, although many of them were simply rural 

communities that contributed hiding enclaves.  The majority of the population in 

numerous Protestant villages (in France: Chabannes, Vébron, Vialas, Saint-Germain-

de-Calberte, and Le Chambon-sur-Lignon; in Belgium: villages in Henegouwen; in the 

Netherlands: Sneek, Leeuwarden, Heerlen, Tienray) participated in concealing Jewish 

children. Very few historians have discussed the existence of these “hiding enclaves” 

and definitely not as a pan-Western European trend. As a result, there is no definite 

explanation yet of why this phenomenon occurred. Nevertheless, some scholars have 

pointed to possible local causes:  feelings of solidarity with the persecuted, traditions of 

locality and reclusiveness, influential leadership from the local church, absence of 

network infrastructure, and familiarity with Judaism and the Old Testament.   

 The predominant theory among French and Belgian historians is that Protestant 

communities had a long history of discrimination and minority status, and therefore 

could understand the plight of the Jewish victims more deeply. In particular, it was easy 

for French Huguenots to identify with persecuted Jews. They themselves had known 
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persecution from 1530s to the Edict of Nantes in 1598, then again from 1685 (with the 

Revocation of the Edict of Nantes) to the French Revolution.  During these periods, they 

either had to flee France or move to inhospitable areas of the country in order to survive 

in silence and secrecy. As a result, they had become familiar with clandestine life and 

developed a distrust of governments long before World War II.493 The Protestant 

community in Belgium had experienced a similar pattern of persecution.494 However, the 

Dutch Protestants had not. The Netherlands publicly tolerated many religions and the 

state did not discriminate against any of them. Still, the same phenomenon of hiding 

enclaves occurred there. Hence, the prevalent scholarly claim that the high percentage 

of Protestant child rescue derived solely from their close connection to a marginalized 

people seems incomplete, if not altogether incorrect.  

 Another prevailing academic theory argues that many of these communities had 

a familiarity with Jewish history through their meticulous study of the Old Testament.495 

Followers of Protestant theologian John Calvin, such as the French Huguenots and 

Dutch Calvinists, placed special emphasis on the notion that the Old Testament had 

called Jews the “chosen people of God.”496 Calvinist theology held that the Jews 

remained God’s original chosen people and so Christians had a duty to preserve and 

protect them, even though Christianity had replaced Judaism as the true carrier of the 

biblical message.497  
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Just as with the theory of shared persecution there are, however, serious 

problems with the presumption that familiarity with the Old Testament and Judaism 

played a dominant role in the creation of these rescue communities. Not all hiding 

enclaves followed Calvinist doctrine. Some villages had multiple  

Protestant denominations leading the child rescue process. For example, in the French 

village of Chambon-sur-Lignon, the leading pastor André Trocmé was a French 

Huguenot, but many of the rescuers in the village were Darbytes, evangelical followers 

of the nineteenth century English preacher John Darby. They did not believe in clergy 

and adhered strictly to the reading of the Scriptures. The Darbytes did not consider the 

Jews as the “chosen people.” Still, they responded more quickly to Trocmé’s call for 

assistance than his own church members.498  

The Old Testament theory also does not explain the extensive child rescue 

actions of Baptist and Mennonite Church members in the Dutch village of Sneek, which 

did not have a Calvinist church. Piet Meerburg, a rescuer with the Amsterdam Student 

Group which supplied children to the hiding enclaves, talks about “Christian anti-

Semitism” within the Dutch Protestant communities. Meerburg notes that one of the 

rescuers, who went every week to Amsterdam to pick up a Jewish child to bring to 

Sneek, told him: “The Jews are my enemy but the bible also said that you should love 

your enemy and I have to do it.”  Meerburg worried about this strange belief. The anti-

Semitic attitude of the Dutch rescuers did not stop them from hiding children. They 

“could not conform to Nazism” and saw it “as inhumane to let this happen to children.”499 
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In these situations, Protestants saved children based on humanitarianism, rather than 

religion or a belief in the necessity of Jewish survival.  

A combination of Old Testament knowledge and persecution history with other 

secondary reasons better clarifies the rise of the Protestant hiding enclaves. First of all, 

in none of the three countries did the Protestant Church have the extensive 

infrastructure of institutions and organizations that the Catholic Church used in 

developing its rescue network. This is especially clear in Belgium, where Protestant 

pastors preferred smuggling rescued children to France because they could receive 

better care. One of the few Belgian Protestant institutions to hold rescued children, the 

Foyer des Enfants (Home for the Children) in Brussels, served mostly as a transition 

center until Protestant rescuers found a more permanent hiding location.500  Protestant 

pastors instead had to appeal to church members and contacts within their community 

to place children. As a result, multiple families within one village hid Jewish children.  

A case study of two villages, Le Chambon-sur-Lignon (hereafter referred to as Le 

Chambon) in France and Sneek in the Netherlands, better demonstrates the importance 

of other factors in the creation of Protestant hiding enclaves. 501 Both villages lacked the 

hierarchical support system that the lower clergy in the Catholic Church enjoyed. 

Instead, they had to depend on strong spiritual leadership from within the community. 

As a result, one or more influential leaders stepped forward in each village to guide the 

rescue process. In Le Chambon, Pastor André Trocmé, a pastor in the Reformed 

Church of France, was the central figure who held the whole rescue organization 
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together.  The historian of Le Chambon, Philip Hallie, calls him “the soul of Le 

Chambon.”502 Together with his assistant, Eduard Thèis, Trocmé established the Ecole 

Nouvelle Cévenole, a private coeducational school. There, he taught the principles of 

non-violence, conscientious objection, internationalism, fellowship, and peace. This 

message reflected his attitude during the occupation when Trocmé reinforced the 

concepts of absolute equality and dignity of all human beings in his preaching.503 

Trocmé was also a staunch believer in passive resistance. Therefore, he urged that any 

action against Vichy and the Nazis had to come through rescue. And when he asked, 

his congregation and the people of Le Chambon reacted. One villager, George Menut, 

comments that he rescued children “because Pastor Trocmé asked us to do so and we 

couldn’t refuse him.”504   

Similarly, the authoritative trio of Mia Coelingh, an assistant minister in the Dutch 

Reformed Church, Willem Mesdag, a Baptist minister, and Gerard Jansen, a Catholic 

curate, vigorously led the rescue mission in the Dutch village of Sneek. In the summer 

of 1942, Piet Meerburg, rescuer with the Amsterdam Student Group, had already 

attempted to place children in the northern Dutch province of Friesland. However, 

disbelief in the deportations led most of those whom he approached to refuse him. 

Meerburg testifies, “I think they don’t [did not] know the situation in Amsterdam. Maybe 

that was one of the reasons. And maybe, or I may be too young, that they didn’t believe 

me.”505 The rescue activities only commenced when Meerburg asked Coelingh, his 
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cousin, to hide children with families in the Dutch Reformed community in Sneek. 

Coelingh accepted and approached Jansen and Mesdag to expand the rescue effort. 

The three of them decided to work as a team and to devote themselves to saving 

children. Meerburg lauds their communal leadership: “Mesdag was the only one who 

believed me. The others thought I exaggerated, but Mesdag put me in contact with the 

Catholic Church [through Jansen] and the Reformed church and that threesome 

became powerful.”506 Meerburg’s inability to find hiding places versus the threesome’s 

quick response demonstrates how important a handful of influential religious leaders 

could be to the hiding enclaves.  

Mesdag quickly became the inspirational leader of the team. His house became 

the center of activities in Sneek, serving as headquarters for the three leaders and as a 

transition point for the rescued children arriving from Amsterdam. Upon arrival at 

Mesdag’s house, the children would also receive a medical checkup and if necessary 

have their hair bleached to blond, so that they would match the predominantly blond 

children living in the area. Jansen became the driving force in finding rescue families.507 

Once when asked by other leaders how he found so many addresses, he commented 

triumphantly and mischievously: “I have a weapon you don’t have: confession.” If 

someone came to him to confess to something and a penance had to be done, he 

would say: “If you do this [hide a child] you will be doing work agreeable with God.”508 

Like Trocmé in France, the “awesome threesome” led by example and religious 
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inspiration.509 This trademark arose in all Protestant communities. Even in Belgium, 

where little information exists on the hiding communities in Henegouwen, Pastor 

Vandenbroeck appears as the influential leader who encouraged families to accept 

children.510     

Another common element among the Protestant hiding villages was their 

reclusiveness. Sneek was located in the far northern province of Friesland, which even 

today is known largely for its draft horses, windmills, and milk cows (see Map 3). It was 

and still remains a very rural area made up of small villages. It was quite a distance 

away from Amsterdam, where most Dutch Jews resided and where the German 

authorities established their administration. Meerburg says of Sneek: “And they are 

completely, they are very on their own, I mean, it’s a part of Holland that is really 

isolated.”511 As a result, the hiding activities occurred far away from the main center of 

Nazi persecutions. It diminished the chance that the Gestapo would catch a rescuer. In 

addition, the rural villages had a communal bond that prevented betrayal. Neighbors 

knew who would be rescuer material and who was a Nazi sympathizer. Meerburg 

claims that “they [community leaders] knew who was good in their church community. It 

was a huge safety. All pastors and dominees were good. Many people were pro-

German and they knew.”512  

Similarly to Friesland, the Belgian province of Henegouwen was predominantly a 

rural area away far from the capital city of Brussels (see map 2). The only large town in 

the area was Charleroi, but Protestant rescuers preferred placing children in the 
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abundant rural villages.  The Haute-Loire department in south central France, in which 

Le Chambon is situated, was also known for its reclusiveness.513  The mountainous 

region is a natural spectacle of green pastures, volcanic reliefs, plateaus, and wild 

gorges surrounding the river valley of the Loire. Historian Patrick Henry argued that “the 

reticent nature of this isolated mountain people was a definite asset in a system where 

privacy and unspoken consensus, candor, and concealment were necessary … In this 

ecumenical village, no villager ever denounced a single refugee or a person concealing 

refugees.”514 Similar to Sneek, the isolation of Le Chambon bonded its residents and 

created a safety against betrayal. The mountain villages remained isolated most of the 

year, except during the summer months when tourists vacationed in the area. This influx 

of tourists already existed before the war. Therefore, Le Chambon’s residents were 

used to people passing through their community. In addition, the summer tourism 

provided the village with extra food and lodging for the hiding of children.515  

Another phenomenon among the villages was the ecumenical cooperation 

among various Christian denominations to make the rescue organization successful. 

While Trocmé was a Huguenot pastor, he did not refrain from asking other 

denominations to aid with the rescue work. As previously mentioned, a large segment of 

the Darbytes in Le Chambon hid children. In addition, Catholic, Swiss Protestant, 

American Quaker, Evangelical, and Jewish organizations involved themselves with 

Trocmé’s rescue organization.516 Henry confirms that “it was an ecumenical effort 
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uniting Catholics, Protestants of many denominations, and Jews in a collective struggle 

against a powerful common enemy.”517  

For example, Trocmé met Burn Chalmers, a representative of the American 

Quakers in Marseilles, who complained that he could not find hiding places for Jewish 

children. Trocmé offered to take the children if the Quakers provided financial backing. 

Upon his return to Le Chambon, he helped his cousin, Daniel Trocmé, to establish a 

home for the children which became known as Les Grillons (The Crickets).518 The 

increasing influx of children because of the number of outside organizations involved 

created a need for more hiding locations. As a result, Trocmé enlisted the help of 

thirteen other pastors in twelve surrounding villages. This expanded the rescue 

organization beyond Le Chambon to the Vivrais-Lignon plateau.519 In addition, the 

participation of these organizations also narrowed down the rescue effort to children 

because Le Chambon, with its private school and boarding home for children, became 

the perfect hiding location. 

As mentioned, the “awesome threesome” in Sneek all came from different 

Christian denominations. Meerburg lauds their ecumenical effort: “In Sneek, we put up a 

committee, consisting of a minister, and that’s not a Catholic, the Catholic pastor, and 

then a third one. That is unbelievable that the Catholics and the Protestants were 

working well. That never happened. They were enemies. But in this case, they came 

together. And that’s really unbelievable.” 520 While they all independently urged their 

own church members to hide children, they cooperated together as leaders. As a result, 
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the rescue organization increased beyond the borders of Sneek and various other 

Friesian towns who had a variety of denominations hid children.  Coelingh and Mesdag 

used other Protestant community figures in other villages to place children and Jansen 

contacted other Catholic clergy and families. Therefore, the ecumenical cooperation in 

Sneek, as in Le Chambon, increased the ability of the rescue organization by 

incorporating other villages in the surrounding region into the rescue process. 

Protestant hiding villages had a very high rate of success in saving children. 

Historians estimated that Le Chambon rescued around 2,500 to 3,000 Jews, of whom 

the majority was children, but there is no exact figure. Nor is there an exact figure for 

Sneek, either. Both villages did not keep records of all the children hidden in their 

community. Historian Bert-Jan Flim accounts that the province of Friesland hid more 

than 107 children. In addition, rescuer Iet van Dijk, who transported children to Sneek, 

listed hiding locations for 230 children. In the Netherlands, only the Catholic province of 

Limburg hid more children. Therefore, the hiding communities were very effective.  The 

rescuers in Sneek also had little to fear regarding threats from the outside. In one 

instance, the Catholic Church relocated Jansen to another parish because they feared 

his activities would endanger the Catholic community in Sneek.  

In Le Chambon, the danger associated with rescue work was much higher.  

Vichy authorities had a suspicion about Trocmé’s activities. On August 25, 1942, the 

regional police chief came to see him and asked him to turn over the Jews in the region. 

Trocmé responded: 

I know nothing of these people. But even if I possessed such as list, I would not 
furnish it to you. These people came to seek aid and refuge among the 
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Protestants in this region. I am their pastor, in other words, their shepherd. It is 
not the role of a shepherd to turn over the sheep placed in his care.521 

 
The police chief threatened to arrest Trocmé. He ordered reinforcements to Le 

Chambon to interrogate the residents. For three weeks, they remained in the village, but 

the villagers did not betray a single child. Trocmé feared immediate arrest, but it did not 

occur until six months had passed. On February 13, 1943, the Germans arrested him, 

Thèis, and his other assistant, Roger Darcissac, and interned them in a camp near 

Limoges. Upon the intervention of Pastor Marc Boegner, the Germans released all three 

men. On June 29, 1943, the Gestapo raided the children’s home led by Daniel Trocmé. 

He was deported to the east. Even during his time in the camps, however, he continued 

to worry about the children. He wrote to his parents: 522  

Dear Children of Les Grillons Big and Small: … I think that this separation 
actually brings us together, because now I understand a little better the 
adventures that so many of your parents have had. We will thus have many 
memories in common.523 

 
On April 2, 1944, he perished in the gas chamber at Majdanek. His final words to 

Trocmé’s wife, Magda, resonated in Le Chambon for many years: “Do not worry. Tell 

my parents that I was very happy here. It was the best time of my life.”524 Trocmé and 

Thèis immediately went into hiding after this event.525 Fortunately, they and the rescued 

children in Le Chambon survived to tell Daniel’s story.  

The Protestant were not the only ones to use the hiding enclave concept in their 

child rescue. Some Catholic villages developed the same pattern of rescue. For 
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example, the Belgian Catholic village of Cornement-Louveigné near Liège was a small 

community of some ten families.   Each family hid one or more Jewish children.526 The 

predominantly Catholic village of Dieulefit in France worked together with Protestant 

residents to hide children.527 However, the Catholic hierarchical scheme discussed in 

chapter six remained the dominant form of child rescue and Catholic hiding enclaves 

remained relatively rare. Similarly, the Protestant churches did not solely depend on 

villages to rescue children. Protestant institutions and organizations did aid in the 

rescue. Nonetheless, no Protestant organizational pattern developed that encompassed 

all of Nazi-occupied western Europe. 

Only in France did the Protestant groups join to form some type of organized 

resistance. Pastor Marc Boegner, president of the French Protestant Federation and 

Council of the French Reformed Church, held the two highest positions in the French 

Protestant church. He often intervened on behalf of Jewish children in France and 

Belgium to protect them from Nazi persecution. However, his very public position limited 

his resistance abilities. Similar to Catholic dignitaries, he had to rely upon local pastors 

and Protestant organizations for clandestine rescue efforts. In France, one large 

Protestant rescue organization formed that rescued both children and adults. The 

Comité inter-mouvements auprès des évacués (CIMADE, Inter-movement Committee 

for Refugees) was a Protestant relief organization founded in 1939 to evacuate people 

from the war zones of Alsace-Lorraine. During the war, it was headed by Madeleine 

Barot and Pastor Jean Delpech. At the beginning, it focused primarily on helping Jews 

in the French internment camps. In this task, it cooperated with other non-Protestant 
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organizations through the Nîmes Committee (see Chapter Three). It also opened four 

sheltering centers in Le Chambon, Marseilles, Vabre, and Pomeyrol to relocate Jews 

liberated by CIMADE from internment camps. Slowly CIMADE moved into illegality by 

establishing smuggling routes to Switzerland and Spain. After the war, Barot stated:  

We looked to find routes over the Swiss and Spanish frontiers, organized 
escapes from the camps, produced falsified identity cards, all within the particular 
ethics of illegality with its extraordinary side by side with the Catholics, the 
communists and all those, who for one reason or another, worked within the 
resistance. None of this was decided, nor anticipated. Simply there was no other 
solution.528 
 

However, even for the clandestine hiding of children, the CIMADE depended on the 

French Protestant village enclaves.529 The CIMADE home in Le Chambon confirms this 

fact. This once more demonstrates the need for these hiding communities in the 

Protestant rescue system. 

In conclusion, all three countries definitely saw the rise of Protestant hiding 

communities. Rescue villages did not exclusively originate from the commonly proposed 

theory that Protestants aided Jews because they felt related through their similar 

historical persecution background or by studying the Old Testament.  These hypotheses 

often only applied to hiding communities in one country and not another. As a result, 

they do not explain the phenomenon that all three countries experienced the rise of 

these Protestant hiding enclaves.  

Instead, a combination of several aspects found in villages in all three countries 

provides the explanation for this trend in Protestant resistance. The isolation of these 

villages protected them from Nazi persecution and insider betrayal.  Influential leaders 

                                                 
528 Madelein Barot, quoted in Moore, Survivors, 128.  
529 Paldiel, Churches and the Holocaust, 82-83; Moore, Survivors, 125-130; Lazare, Righteous among the 
Nations: France, xl .  
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encouraged others in the communities to participate and hide children. Finally, it was 

not just an effort of individual religious communities.  All the denominations worked 

together. Cooperation permitted them to expand their child rescue organization. These 

reasons allowed the various Protestant villages to become efficient hiding enclaves for 

Jewish children.  

One final note by André Trocmé shows the extent of this communal rescue effort. 

Upon learning that he would receive a medal from Yad Vashem for his rescue actions, 

Trocmé wrote to Jewish historian Anny Latour in March 1971:  

Why me and not the host of humble peasants of the Haute-Loire region, who did 
as much or more than I did? Why not my wife whose behavior was much more 
heroic than mine? Why not my colleague Edouard Thèis with whom I shared all 
responsibilities? I can only accept the Righteous Gentile medal in the name of all 
those who stuck their necks out and risked death for our unjustly persecuted 
brothers and sisters. Despite everything, I still feel guilty for what was not done 
for them.530 

 
After writing the letter, he contacted the Israeli consul in Paris to ask if the ceremony 

could take place in Le Chambon. And so it did. In addition, Yad Vashem recognized “the 

people of Le Chambon and the Vivrais-Lignon plateau” in September 1988 as 

Righteous among the Nations, a very appropriate recognition for this Protestant hiding 

enclave.531  

The Dutch Exception: Humanitarian Resistance 

 Unlike the religious rescue groups, humanitarian organizations had no affiliation 

to a Church and based their resistance on national, political, or personal motivations. 

Most of these organizations dabbled in the rescue of children, but did not form full-

fledged resistance groups. Usually, one or two people affiliated with the organization 

                                                 
530 Letter from André Trocmé to Mme. A. Latour (March 8, 1971), quoted in Henry, 23.  
531 Lazare, Righteous among the Nations: France, 134. 
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aided one or more other rescue organizations. For them, basically, child rescue was a 

part-time job. Aid organizations especially, including the famous Red Cross, fall in this 

category of rescue. A prime example of this type of relief organizations is the Oeuvre 

National de l’Enfance (ONE, National Child Agency) in Belgium.   

 The Director of ONE, Yvonne Nèvejean, was the key figure, instrumental in 

aiding various Jewish and non-Jewish rescue groups in Belgium. As mentioned above, 

she aided the CDJ by providing hiding locations in the ONE institutions and by financial 

assistance. She even served as a member on the CDJ’s financial committee.532 Andrée 

Geulen notes:  

The little ones went to the ONE. They inspected them and 
made sure they lived in good conditions. They lived in 
Sociale Woonwijken [social assistance living residences]. 
The ONE placed them in those families. In charge by 
Nèvejean and she gave them the official list. We went there 
and asked them if they would take a Jewish child.533  
 

The AJB homes also received financial support from ONE. In addition, Nèvejean was 

pivotal in the release of the children and staff from the AJB Home Wezembeek. The 

Catholic rescue network also benefited from her assistance. The ONE subsidized 

several convents because the children hidden there had no other financial income. 

Nèvejean personally checked on all subsidized homes to make sure the children 

received proper care.534 She had contact with almost every Belgian rescue organization. 

On its own, the ONE does not qualify as a child rescue group. However, Nèvejean’s 

support to the various separate organizations helped to knit the national rescue network 

together. She became the key piece in the puzzle by providing the infrastructure. Similar 
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533 Andrée Herscovici-Geulen, interviewed by the Shoah Visual History Foundation, November 19, 1997. 
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to ONE, many other humanitarian organizations performed a linking and supporting role 

in the rescue process. While this does not necessarily qualify them as survival 

resistance groups, it does demonstrate their relevance in the larger picture of rescue 

networks. 

 However, there are some exceptions to this rule. Four organizations in the 

Netherlands vary from the traditional concept of a humanitarian organization. The 

Amsterdam Student Group (ASG), the Utrechtse Kindercomité (UKC, Utrecht Children’s 

Committee), the Naamloze Vennootschap (NV, Anonymous Association)535, and Trouw 

(Loyalty) had no previous experience in resistance or as an aid organization. They did 

not establish their rescue groups based on a common ideology or religion. They also did 

not have any ties to the Jewish community. These humanitarian rescue groups had to 

start their activity through personal contacts.  Basically, they commenced their rescue of 

Jewish children with no organizational infrastructure or support system. They started 

from scratch. Nevertheless, they developed an entire comprehensive network of child 

rescue that was extremely efficient and effective. 

Interestingly, this type of rescue organization only arose in the Netherlands, and 

not in France or Belgium. It is possible to suggest various reasons for this phenomenon. 

First of all, as demonstrated in Chapter Four, the Jewish community had very few 

possibilities to resist and rescue their own. The only rescue organization that developed 

was already incarcerated in the Schouwburg. In addition, the Jewish council overseeing 

the Jewish community strongly opposed any type of rescue. In this atmosphere, it was 

                                                 
535 Naamloze Vennootschap is also a business term in Dutch referring to a limited liability company. None 
of the rescuers ever mentioned exactly which connotation of the term they used to establish their 
organization. However, most English-speaking historians use the literal translation, Anonymous 
Association.  
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virtually impossible for a legal or clandestine Jewish rescue organization to grow. In 

addition, no aid organizations stepped forward that could transform itself into a 

clandestine rescue group. As a result, there was a void in the Netherlands, compared to 

the other countries that had all these things.   

The largest network developed around the ASG and UKC. The Amsterdam 

roundups during the summer of 1942 alerted various students from the University of 

Utrecht. Several Jewish acquaintances asked Ad Groenendijk, a student of social 

geography, and Cor Bastiaanse if they could hide their children with them. Bastiaanse 

picked them up and hid them in her attic. Groenendijk also asked a fellow student’s 

mother to hide some children. She called her son, Jan Meulenbelt, to find permanent 

places for them. This was the start of what would become the UKC. Meulenbelt became 

the leader of this children’s rescue group.536 It soon included other students from the 

University of Utrecht, including Hetty Voûte, Olga Hudig, and Rutger Matthijsen. In 

addition, Meulenbelt used a personal contact, Jur Haak, at the University in Amsterdam 

in order to expand the capabilities of the group by asking the help of a rescue group in 

Amsterdam. 

 Piet Meerburg led the Amsterdam group, or ASG, with co-founders Jur Haak 

(direct contact with Meulenbelt), Tineke Haak, and Wouter van Zeytveld. Meerburg 

testifies:  

Jur Haak asked me if, because we were living in Amsterdam, we were 
Amsterdam students, why don’t you, can’t you help us? Because we are sitting 
in Utrecht and you are living in Amsterdam. Couldn’t you join us by helping us 
look for, to search for the children that have to be helped? And that’s what 
happened.537 

                                                 
536 It has to be noted that Jan Meulenbelt has never testified or discussed his actions as rescuer in the 
UKC. His leadership has been established by others in the UKC.  
537 USHMM, RG 50.579*0002. 
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 The ASG basically started as “an extension to the Utrecht group.”538 These two groups 

originally complimented each other. The ASG located children for hiding, because 

Amsterdam was the center of the Jewish community, and supplied them to the UKC 

who placed them with families in Utrecht. Eventually, the ASG found other hiding 

locations on its own and became more independent, but this cooperative start began 

the rescue network.539  

The early activities of the two groups in the summer of 1942 were very 

amateurish. These students were in their late teens and early twenties and had little 

knowledge of what it meant to rescue children. The rescuers themselves describe their 

efforts as such. Van Zeytveld, who was only nineteen when he became an ASG 

rescuer, describes the scene: 

There was absolutely no overall organization. These were simply people who 
happened to know one another, or happed to run into each other … You spoke 
with Mr. X, Mr. Y. Mr. Z, or Mrs. X,Y, and Z. And they in turn, would say things 
like: “There’s a child whose parents are looking for a place to hide.” Or you heard 
from someone that somewhere there were people who were willing to take in a 
child. It was a sequence of loose contacts and coincidences.540 

 
A UKC rescuer, Olga Hudig, also explains that “the desire to resist existed fiercely 

within us, but we had not yet found the way, we were not yet familiar with the meaning 

of illegality. One did not yet know the nature of German practices and therefore felt 

unsure about the weapons one had to wield.”541 The number of children they saved was 

rather small at the beginning. However, their actions laid the foundation for a very 

structured network. Voûte comments:  

                                                 
538 Piet Meerburg, interviewed by the Shoah Visual History Foundation, October 30, 1996. 
539 Flim, Saving the Children, 16-17; Moore, Survivors, 296-299; and Flim, Righteous among the Nations: 
The Netherlands, xl. 
540 Van Zeytveld in Flim, Saving the Children, 18.  
541 Olga Hudig in Moore, Survivors, 297. 
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I only thought that this was some kind of play, you know. Very amateuristic. 
Spiellage [playtime] play. And those children I thought that’s so real so then I 
stopped with that … So from then on it was a full day’s work finding places, 
finding money, finding ration cards, all these kinds of things.542 

 
By the end of the summer, Voûte estimates that the UKC already hid around 140 

children. With that, the amateurish play had ended. 

During this early period, Meulenbelt and Meerburg made the necessary 

modifications to build a more efficient rescue organization. First, they decided that they 

would concentrate on rescuing children alone. Meulenbelt believed that saving children 

was not as much a crime in the eyes of the Germans. Voûte reflects the idea of the 

UKC leader in her testimony by stating that “there was nothing to fear about, we 

thought. It was so innocent and you can’t let children be taken away.”543 Matthijsen also 

notes that they thought “if we were helping the Jews, then we are certain that you will be 

caught by the German police, but if you are helping Jewish children, probably not. 

Nobody knew exactly, but that was, of course, a mistake.”544  

Meerburg realized that as a student group the rescue had its restraints.545 He 

concluded that because of their age it was easier to hide children than adults. The 

amateurish start made both leaders realize that they had to reduce the risks of 

resistance as much as possible. This meant not only avoiding the rescue of adults, but 

also refusing participating in any kind of form of armed resistance. Meulenbelt fought 

with a fellow rescuer, Frits Iordens, because he participated in armed resistance. The 

Germans caught Iordens and executed him. This confirmed Meulenbelt’s decision to aid 

only children. Meerburg also comments on this belief:  

                                                 
542 USHMM, RG 50.579*0011.  
543 Ibid.  
544 USHMM, RG 50.579*0005.  
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Look, we all sometimes helped adults. Of course. But we always knew that we 
couldn’t do both. In point of fact, as we well knew, there were so many children. 
Besides, I think it appealed to us. Of course, we weren’t cut out for armed 
resistance … We weren’t the right kind of people for that, considering our 
background. We knew that all too well. 

 
Hence, they only saved children. Also, various members testify that they regarded 

children as a priority because they had no chance of survival when deported to the 

east.546 This narrowing focus in rescue was the first step toward developing an 

organization.  

 For the ASG, the next major step was the acquisition of reliable contacts within 

the Jewish community, in order to find children. In the beginning, the UKC took in 

children who had been left behind in roundups or who were brought by their parents. 

Voûte remembers that “the first children were just pickups found on the street after 

parents had told them to flee during a roundup.”547 The ASG, similarly to the CDJ in 

Belgium, personally started contacting Jewish families and asking them to relinquish 

their children. However, this system was not very effective. Therefore, Meerburg 

established permanent contacts that could supply the ASG with interested families. The 

first cooperation was with Dr. Philip Fiedeldij Dop. He took over two pediatric offices 

from Jewish colleagues who had gone underground. One of them had told Dop about 

the ASG. Meerburg eventually contacted Dop to ask for his assistance. Dop inquired 

with every Jewish family, who received a deportation notice in his practice, if they 
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wanted to hide their children. When the parents agreed, Dop would pass along their 

information to the ASG.548  

Dop mainly provided rich Jewish families the chance to hide their children. 

Therefore, Meerburg also asked a Communist friend to establish contacts in the poorer 

Jewish neighborhoods. Van Zeytveld and Tineke Haak would also enter these 

neighborhoods and spread the message that the ASG was hiding children. Meerburg 

notes that both “the rich and poor had to have the same chances.”549 By 1943, Dop’s 

practice had shrunk dramatically and Meerburg needed a new contact. He received 

support from Lau Mazirel, an Amsterdam lawyer who lived in the Jewish quarter. Her 

offices became a transition point for children.550 As noted in Chapter two, Meerburg also 

relied on the children released by Süskind from the Kinder Crèche (children’s 

daycarecenter). The various contacts resulted in a steady supply of children to the ASG 

through 1943. At this point, the focus shifted to the placement and care of the children in 

hiding.  

The transport of the children to their new clandestine life also needed serious 

organization. Meerburg preferred the use of women for this task. Men could not cross 

the street or travel by train with a child. It would look suspicious because it did not fit the 

“Dutch cultural pattern for single men to walk with children.”551Therefore, the men 

focused on finding children and hiding locations and the women, predominantly Voûte 

and Söhnlein, escorted the children from one place to another. Söhnlein notes that she 
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transported most children by train or bicycle.552 Voûte elaborates that she “picked up the 

children and walked to the Amstel station, closest to the Transvaal neighborhood.” She 

did not take the tram because it was too much of a risk. “You were in one spot and you 

could get caught and not get away.” Sometimes, she picked up two children in one day. 

Then, she took the train to the rural areas of the Netherlands. Often, she had a baby 

carriage for which she had to pay extra on the train.  The risks ran high with this type of 

work. She notes: “One time the ticket sale person said how much do you usually pay for 

the ticket. In other words, it is becoming obvious what you are doing,” It signaled to her 

to never go to the same sales spot in one day. “He was a nice man. It was a good 

warning.”553  

As the rescue activities increased, the groups became more organized. Similar to 

other rescue organizations, the two groups began to use booklet systems to keep track 

of the hidden children. The ASG had three separate lists, one with the official names, 

one with the hiding locations, and one with the hiding names. Meerburg testifies that 

those holding the list “only knew one third of the list, so if you were taken then you could 

not confess to saying where the children were.”554 They also had an arrest system. 

When the Germans caught a rescuer, he or she had to stay quiet for twenty-four hours. 

Enough time to notify the ASG and relocate the children. Meerburg comments that this 

rule was necessary because “nobody was a hero.”555 Voûte organized the UKC’s list. 

She “made a little notebook with all the papers of their names in it.” She used it to track 

the children and their supplies. It listed the child’s name and their distribution card. She 
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testifies: “I don’t know exactly what I meant with all of this. It was about which part of the 

city the child was hidden. But nobody could understand. Only names were in it.” Upon 

Voûte’s arrest, the UKC gave the booklet to Archbishop De Jong for safekeeping. After 

the war, he returned it to the ASG, so they could find all the children.556   

Since the groups formed during the war and most members were poor university 

students, they had to depend on various means to finance their activities. They asked 

financial support from leading members of Dutch society, such as Archbishop De Jong. 

His backing, as discussed in Chapter Six, noticeably helped the UKC. However, even 

this did not suffice. Therefore, the UKC enlisted the help of Matthijsen and Geert 

Lubberhuizen to find more financial resources. Lubberhuizen did not like the idea of 

asking people for money. He thought that they should receive something in return. He 

told Matthijsen: “Nederlanders zijn heel goed in het betalen voor het goede doel als je 

ze een kwitantie geeft voor na de oorlog dat ze kunnen aantonen hoe goed ze geweest 

zijn.” (Dutch people are very good at paying for a good cause as long as you give them 

something in return for after the war so they can show how good they were)557 They 

decided to reprint a resistance poem called De Achttien Doden (The Eighteen Dead) on 

a decorated pamphlet and distribute it in the areas where Jewish children were hidden.  

De Achttien Doden (Eighteen Dead) by Jan Campert 

A cell is just two meters long. 
And just two meters wide, 
But smaller is the little space 
In which I shall be laid. 
Though I have not yet seen it. 
There, nameless I shall lie,  
And eighteen more beside me. 
Tomorrow all will die 
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Oh, fair and fertile meadows, 
No more be bound in chains, 
My lovely, lowland country, 
Find peace, repose again. 
What other can a plain man do, 
But kiss his wife and son, 
And leave to fight a battle 
That is lost, but will be won? 
 
A bitter task I undertook, 
But had no other choice, 
The heart will dare, and will succeed, 
Freedom will raise her voice. 
Then honor will the spirit know, 
And triumph be the crown, 
For at the feet of conquerors 
This land will not bow down. 
 
By force and by deception 
A country is enslaved, 
Imposed on by a brigand law,  
The nation torn, dissolved. 
But German aspirations to 
The land it overran 
Are fruitless. We, defiant still, 
Will fight till all is won. 
 
The vermin-catcher of Berlin 
Piping his evil tune, 
Hunts down a generation free, 
Till all of us are gone. 
No more I’ll see my loved one, 
Or break with her my bread, 
Why then the race for glory. 
And who deceives the dead? 
 
O you who read, remember them, 
My comrades, how they stood, 
Faced death without dishonor, 
As every proud heart should, 
How, for their land and nation, 
Their lives they paid in fee. 
And remember, after darkness 
Comes the light. We shall be free. 
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I watch the early morning light 
Creep through the window high. 
Dear Lord, now let thy will be done, 
My death come easily. 
And if it be that I have sinned, 
Forgive me, as I pray 
To face, nor flinch, the firing-squad 
Which ends my life this day.558  
 

They used the illegal printing house of the Bezige Bij (Busy Bee)559 to make 15,000 

prints and sold them at five guilders (Dutch monetary value) or more.  In six months, 

they made 75,000 guilders. Anna Stork, rescuer with the UKC, sold most of the 

pamphlets. Especially in the city of Twente, a lot of people that already hid children 

bought them. Stork remembers that “it was forbidden,” but she claims: “you knew who 

you could trust to sell.”  She also states that the poem was “successful” and gathered 

“emotional access.”560  Upon return she brought the earned money to Anne Maclaine-

Pont, another rescuer in the UKC, who used it for the travel costs of escorts and 

feeding, clothing, and rations for the children. Later, they published other pamphlets and 

booklets. In total, the publisher of the Bezige Bij estimated that they sold around 

800,000 guilders worth of material.  Matthijsen notes that “of course there were some 

costs, printing and other cost, and paper, but still the net total was quite a lot. He [the 
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publisher] divided it to the Jewish children.”561 Lubberhuizen’s genius idea worked and 

provided enough money to support the children in hiding.  

 The placement of the children was the final element of the organization. At first 

the ASG worked together with the UKC. It transported the children from Amsterdam to 

Utrecht and there the UKC found hiding places from them. One of the strategies they 

used was the foundling concept. They aryanized babies by leaving them as unwanted 

orphans on the doorstep of Christian homes. The Christian family would find the baby in 

the morning and officially register it as a Christian (non-Jewish) child. Of course, the 

UKC had contacted these families in advance and notified them of the arrival of the 

baby. Meerburg and Meulenbelt soon abandoned this system because “the Germans 

became suspicious” and the girls [escorts] refused to leave the children at the 

doorsteps.562 Meerburg remembers that “the girls didn’t want to put the children on the 

doorstep … Because as a woman they didn’t want to leave the baby although they 

knew it was all a comedy, or a tragedy. They didn’t. They couldn’t face it”563 Instead, the 

UKC and ASG split up to find hiding locations outside Amsterdam and Utrecht. As noted 

in Chapter Seven, Meerburg contacted his cousin in Sneek where several of the 

children went into hiding.  

 As the UKC and ASG became more organized and efficient at their rescue work, 

they could not avoid the risk associated with resisting the Germans. In a dramatic turn 

of events, a Dutch couple acting as rescuers betrayed the network. The Germans 

arrested both Söhnlein and Voûte in June 1943. Matthijsen and Meulenbelt of the UKC 

were able to avoid capture and went into hiding. The arrest limited the abilities of the 
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UKC. The ASG continued to find and place children and the UKC converted 

predominantly to caring for children already in hiding. The Germans send Voûte and 

Söhnlein to the Ravensbrück concentration camp, where they survived the war.  

 The rise of the ASG and UKC is an interesting occurrence in the child rescue 

networks of Nazi-occupied western Europe. They were a very intimate group of around 

ten people with limited to no resistance knowledge, who wound up running an entire 

rescue operation. Their close-knit group setting and their trust in each other probably 

aided their motivation and organization. Each one of the rescuers testifies about the 

trust and intimacy of the groups. Söhnlein notes: “We formed a group of close friends 

who you could trust absolutely.”564  They also refer to other motivations. Matthijsen 

denies the influence of religion on his rescue work. Instead he claims that his interest in 

child rescue during the war derived from an “intellectual curiosity.”565 Voûte’s testifies 

about a natural motivation, similar to that of Jewish rescuers: “It was what you had to do 

at that moment.”566 Several of them also comment that they feel that they did not do 

enough. This despair casts a shadow on the hundreds of children that they did save. A 

final interesting note completes the remarkable story of these two resistance groups. As 

close-knit as the members were during the war, they broke up soon after and 

thenceforth had little contact with each other. Truly, the driving force of these two 

humanitarian organizations was the rescue of Jewish children. In the end, the UKC 

saved 339 children and the ASG rescued an estimated 350 more. 

 The NV and Trouw never reached the extent of the ASG-UKC network. 

Notwithstanding, they had a similar pattern of origin and organization.  The NV’s rescue 
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activity originated through personal contacts. The founders of the NV, Gerard and Jaap 

Munsch, reacted to a call for aid from their Calvinist pastor, Constant J. Sikkel, to 

rescue two Jewish children. With the help of their friend Dick Groenewegen van Wijk, 

they decided to find hiding places for more Jewish families. Working with Pastor Sikkel, 

they found numerous locations in the town of Heerlen, which under the guidance of 

Dutch Reformed minister Gerard Pontier became a rescue enclave.567 After a few 

months, the trio decided to focus on children because they had difficulty getting adults 

to listen to their orders. Children, on the other hand, always did what they were told.568 

Semmy Glasoog-Riekerk, wife of fellow rescuer Joop Woortman, notes that they 

reasoned that they risked their lives doing this work. “They all agreed that this was 

possible and that they willing would do this. Difficulties are there not to avoid but to 

conquer.”569 

 In October 1942, Joop Woortman (alias Theo de Bruin) entered the rescue 

group. His contacts in the Schouwburg with Walter Süskind (see Chapter Four) and Piet 

Meerburg from the ASG expanded the rescue efforts of the NV. Organizationally, this 

group functioned properly by April 1943. It already hid around eighty Jews, mostly 

children. Woortman would find children in Amsterdam and Groenewegen and the 

Munsch brothers located hiding places in the provinces of Friesland and Limburg. 

Starting in 1944, very few children remained in Amsterdam and similar to the ASG-UKC 

network, the focus shifted to care for children already in hiding.570  
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In addition, capture of rescuers plagued the NV. The Germans caught Woortman 

in July 1944 and deported him to Bergen-Belsen, where he died.571 The SD 

(Sicherheitsdienst) arrested Jaap Munsch in September 1944. He was tortured and 

executed two days later. He never betrayed any of the children. They also captured 

Gerard Munsch and Groenewegen in May. They deported Gerard to the 

Sachsenhausen concentration camp. The Russian army liberated him in April 1945.572 

Groenewegen escaped and lived in hiding in Limburg for the rest of the war. The 

positive side to this tragic ending is that the NV still rescued an estimated 242 children. 

They lost only one child due to natural causes.573  

The smallest group was Trouw (Loyalty). Historian Flim calls it a “pick-up” 

organization because it worked only during the peak period of smuggling children from 

May through September 1943.574 Trouw’s founder, Hester van Lennep, used her 

skincare institute in Amsterdam as a transition point to rescue Jewish children. Her 

connection with the armed resistance group, CS-6, brought her the necessary contacts 

to hide the children. However, through word of mouth in the Jewish community, rumors 

spread that her institute accepted children to place in hiding. Van Lennep comments on 

the sources of her children:  

Through the grapevine. Through Jewish acquaintances who had other Jewish 
acquaintances and would say: “Gee, I know someone who can do something.” It 
grew by itself. Before you knew it you were in the middle, and then you think: 
“Well, do you really want this?” But you simply couldn’t go back. Once you were 
in it, you had to go on.575 

 

                                                 
571 Flim, NV en hare kinderen, 143.  
572 Ibid., 136.  
573 Flim, Saving the Children, 145; and Flim, NV en hare kinderen, 133.  
574 Flim, Saving the Children, 145. 
575 Hester van Lennep, quoted in Flim, Saving the Children, 43. 
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In addition, Gesina van der Molen joined the Trouw group and started rescuing children 

from the Kweekschool (see Chapter Two). Van Lennep used her extended family to find 

hiding locations outside of Amsterdam. Financially, the CS-6 and the LO (Landelijke 

Knokploeg, Rural Fightclub), another large armed resistance group, supported the child 

rescue efforts. This was one significant way in which Trouw differed from the other 

Dutch humanitarian groups. It did not shy away from linking itself with armed resistance.  

 These four rescue organizations were virtually unique in the narrative of child 

rescue.  All definitely belong in the category of humanitarian organizations. They worked 

independently and established comprehensive and efficient rescue organizations based 

on a common compassion for their fellow human beings. Their independence did not 

prevent them from cooperating with other rescue groups to form larger networks. 

However, unlike other humanitarian groups, they were not a supporting element within 

the network, but rather one of the leading rescue groups. They also differed from other 

groups in their foundation. All four had no experience in rescue. Personal contacts and 

amateurish attempts at rescue developed into an organized form of resistance.  

They consisted of intimate groups whose members fully trusted each other. 

Betrayal could only come from outside the group. All four focused only upon saving 

children. In reasoning similar to that of Jewish rescue groups, they understood that this 

was the only way to secure the survival of the Jewish people. They became very 

effective and eventually saved over a thousand children. Nevertheless, their resistance 

came at a price. All groups lost important members through capture, deportation, and 

execution. This was probably due to their limited background in resistance. As a result, 

the danger of arrest and deportation among these groups was as high as the Jewish 
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rescue groups. The resemblance between these four humanitarian groups and the 

Jewish resistance organizations is remarkable. This demonstrates that non-Jews and 

Jews alike could form child rescue organizations with the intent of survival resistance.  
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION: EFFECTIVENESS IN NUMBERS 

 It is an indisputable fact that child rescue networks in Nazi-occupied Europe 

saved thousands of Jewish children from deportation and extermination. This number 

alone indicates a successful outcome to their efforts. Nevertheless, it is only a number. 

To gain a better understanding of the overall achievement, one has to look at the 

national figures, as well as the figures for the individual networks. The notion of 

effectiveness is also dependent, not only on the perceived risk taken by the rescuers, 

but also on the intent of the Germans towards these Jewish children.  The discussion of 

individual numbers of children saved and German goals in the Holocaust will 

demonstrate that, besides intent, motivation, and organization, these rescue 

organizations and networks did comply with all elements of survival resistance, as 

defined in the introduction to this dissertation.  

Historians estimate that 1.2 million Jewish children perished during the 

Holocaust.576 This horrible number almost proves the point by itself that Jewish children 

were a primary target of the killers. Nonetheless, other evidence illustrates that the 

objective of the Nazi regime, from the top to the bottom of the hierarchy, was to 

exterminate every Jewish child. There is no better example than the second Posen 

Speech of October 6, 1943 written by SS Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler and delivered 

at the end of September 1943 to a conference attended by all Reichsleiters and 

Gauleiters, the head of the Hitler Youth, Artur Axmann, and Reichs-ministers Albert 

                                                 
576 “children during the Holocaust,” USHMM, accessed April 24, 2012, 
http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005142  

http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005142
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Speer and Alfred Rosenberg. The speech was a shortened and edited version of the 

original Posen speech drafted by Himmler on October 4, 1943. In it, Himmler states:  

Es trat an uns die Frage heran: Wie ist es mit den Frauen und Kindern? Ich habe 
mich entschlossen, auch hier eine ganz klare Lösung zu finden. Ich hielt mich 
nämlich nicht für berechtigt, die Männer auszurotten- sprich also, umzubringen 
oder umbringen zu lassen - und die Rächer in Gestalt der Kinder für unsere 
Söhne und Enkel groß werden zu lassen. Es mußte der schwere Entschluß 
gefaßt werden, dieses Volk von der Erde verschwinden zu lassen.   
(We were faced with the question: What about the women and children? I 
decided to find a clear solution here as well. I did not consider myself justified to 
exterminate the men - that is, to kill them or have them killed - and allow the 
avengers of our sons and grandsons in the form of their children to grow up. The 
difficult decision had to be taken to make this people disappear from the 
earth.)577 

 
In another speech, this one given on May 24, 1944, Himmler confirmed that the 

implementation of his ultimate goal to exterminate all Jewish children was almost 

finished:  “To allow the children to grow into the avengers who will then murder our 

fathers and our grandchildren. That would have been cowardly. Consequently the 

question was uncompromisingly resolved.”578 Although Himmler’s speech was secret 

and only meant for those within the Nazi party and SS, it is clear that Jewish children 

were a top priority of the Final Solution and the Nazi leadership was conscious of this 

fact.  

 Various German, Dutch, Belgian, and French documents also indicate that the 

deportation lists had to include children. In France, the SS left behind a series of papers 

highlighting the deportation calls for children. For example, SS-Hauptsturmführer Theo 

Dannecker wrote two telegrams, on July 6, 1942 and July 10, 1942, to the Reich 

Security Main Office IV B 4 in Berlin, led by SS-Obersturmbannführer Adolf Eichmann, 

                                                 
577 Bradley Smith and Agnes Peterson, Heinrich Himmler: Geheimreden 1933 bis 1945 (Propyläen 
Verlag, 1974), 267.  
578 Peterson and Smith, 203.  
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and to the Kommandant des Konzentratiosnlager Auschwitz (Commander of the 

Concentrationcamp Auschwitz) that he was ready to arrest the Parisian Jews, but that 

“4000 Jew-children” would remain in France if not deported. He noted that the French 

government would not be able to care for these children and therefore asked if he could 

immediately deport them, “starting on the tenth transport with the adults.”579 Dannecker 

obviously did not concern himself with the welfare of the Jewish children. He knew that 

his orders eventually would require the children’s deportation. Therefore, he wanted to 

rid himself of the children as soon as possible. This is noticeable from the timing of the 

telegrams. He sent the second telegram only four days after the first and highlighted 

both “dringend, sofort vorlegen.” (urgent, to be submitted immediately)580 Setting up an 

infrastructure to care for the children would require too much work, he knew, and would 

be useless in the end.  

 The Nazi Party also did not refrain from documenting its intent. In the 

Netherlands, Reichskommissar Arthur Seyss-Inquart sent a telegram to the Chief of the 

Party Chancellery (Chef der Parteikanzlei) Martin Bormann explaining what would 

happen to Jews from mixed marriage. In it, he elaborated on the fate of the children 

from these marriages: 

If in short, there is a plan which is aimed at the removal of Jewish partners from 
mixed marriages with children, then the children from these marriages will sooner 
or later have to travel the same road. Hence, I believe that it may be more 
appropriate not to start on this course, but to decide in each instance whether to 
remove the whole family or – with due regard to the security police precautions- 
to permit the Jewish member to remain in the family. In the first case, the couple, 
complete with children, will have to be segregated, possibly like the Jews in 
Theresienstadt. But in that case one must remember that the offspring will get 
together to have more children, so that practically the Jewish problem will not be 

                                                 
579 CDJC, XLIX-55: SS Telegram on July 6, 1942; and Hilberg, Documents of Destruction, 153.  
580 Ibid.  
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solved lest we take some opportunity to remove this whole society from the 
Reich’s sphere of interest.581   

 
Seyss-Inquart adopted Dannecker’s idea that it was necessary to remove the children 

as rapidly as possible and reiterated Himmler’s viewpoint that the children were a 

necessary target in the Final Solution because otherwise they would produce more 

children--and potential avengers--with Jewish blood. Hence, the Seyss-Inquart note to 

Bormann brought together Nazi strategy and intent towards Jewish children. 

 On a local level, police administrations often collaborated with the SS and the 

German administration to arrest and deport Jews. Various police instructions survived in 

the archives, especially in France, that demonstrate plans to arrest children. For 

example, the prefecture of police, a national government agency in France that provides 

police forces for the city of Paris, published “Arrest Order 173-42” on July 13, 1942, a 

few days before the Vel d’hiv roundups. The order clarified the age of arrested Jews as 

follows:  

Elle concerne tous les juifs des nationalités ci-dessus, quel que soit leur sexe, 
pourvu qu’ils soient âgés de 16 à 60 ans. Les enfants de moins de 16 ans seront 
emmenés en même temps que les parents.  
(It concerns all Jews of the above listed nationalities, of whatever gender, 
provided that they are aged between sixteen and sixty years. Children below the 
age of sixteen are to be taken at the same time of their parents).582 

 
This basically meant that the Paris police would arrest the vast majority of children in 

the city and that only orphans under the age of sixteen would not be a target at the 

moment. The cited texts are just a small sampling of the available documents in the files 

of Nazi administrators and their collaborators. They bring the point across quite clearly 

that all levels of the Nazi regime and their collaborators considered Jewish children a 

                                                 
581 Hilberg, Documents of Destruction, 149-150.  
582 CDJC, XX-14a.  
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primary target of the Final Solution. Their extermination was necessary to eradicate the 

Jewish people. Therefore, any efforts that purposefully saved children from this clearly 

stated goal should be deemed as acts of resistance.  

 This brings us to the final account of the children saved by rescue organizations 

The exact number of rescued children is impossible to determine because of various 

reasons. First of all, the secret lists and booklets used by clandestine groups naturally 

created some inaccuracies. Children moved often from place to place because of the 

cooperation among various organizations. For example, in the Netherlands, a rescued 

child stayed on average in three different locations. In addition, some groups recorded 

children on their list for which they only provided financial care and who were actually 

hidden by another organization. For example, the CDJ’s booklet included the names of 

Maurice and Ernestine Inowlocki who were placed by their parents with a priest in 

Hasselt. The CDJ was not involved in the hiding of the children. It only gave financial 

assistance to the priest starting in 1944. Still, names of these children appear in the 

CDJ booklet.583  As a result, the children often appeared on multiple organizations’ lists.  

Second, using the overall number of children by country can be dangerous and 

misleading.  Individuals not affiliated with any of the rescue groups also saved Jewish 

children; they simply did not partake in an organized system of rescue. In addition, 

some families remained together in hiding. The children were then counted as part of a 

family and not as rescued individuals. Therefore, they do not fit the definition of survival 

resistance. As previously noted, the accounting of saved children is rather vague, but 

looking at some individual numbers can still provide an idea of the effectiveness of 

these organizations. 
                                                 
583 Hellemans, 34-35.  
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Historian and Nazi-hunter Serge Klarsfeld wrote in his memorial to the deported 

children that German authorities claimed to have deported 10,147 children.584 

Nevertheless, French rescue groups were extremely efficient in saving children. In total, 

historians estimate that approximately 72,400 children survived the war in France. 585 

The JewishGen online database contains 4,080 names of children rescued through the 

OSE.586  This figure includes children smuggled across the borders, evacuated to the 

United States, or hidden by Garel, Minkowksi, and others. A post-war report from Garel 

claims that his network had approximately 1,500 children in hiding.587  Minkowski 

testifies to having hidden and saved another 800 children.588 However, an official post-

war report accounts only for 600 children. This document also notes another 800 

children “in network B” who were saved through legal means.589 In total, historians 

credit the OSE with rescuing around 5,000 children.590 Historian Lucien Lazare 

calculates that, in total, the Jewish organizations, including the UGIF, OSE, and EIF, 

rescued between 8,000 and 10,000 children.  

The figures for the French Catholic network are very difficult to decipher. Amitié 

Chrétienne did not keep lists of all their children. However, from cooperation with the 

other networks, it seems that they hid at least hundreds of children.  Each Protestant 

enclave varied in the amount of children that it rescued. Le Chambon rescued over 

3,000 children. This is probably the highest amount of any of the rescue enclaves, but 

                                                 
584 Serge Klarsfeld, French Children of the Holocaust: A Memorial (New York: New York University Press, 
1996), introduction.  
585 Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 203.  
586 “Hidden Children in France,” JewishGen, accessed April 24, 2012, 
http://www.jewishgen.org/databases/Holocaust/0171_Hidden_Children_in_France.html.  
587 CDJC, CCXVIII-104.  
588 CDJC, post-war report by Minkowksi.  
589 CDJC, CCXVII-12a. 
590 Bob Moore credits Poznanski and Fayol for these numbers. However, in general this is the most 
referred number. Moore, Survivors, 275. 
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many others came close to that number. Overall, it is reasonable to assume that the 

French networks rescued close to 15,000 Jewish children. This incredible number is 

higher than the total number of deported children and proves the effectiveness of the 

rescue network in France.  

 In Belgium, the Germans deported a total of 5,093 children, of whom only fifty-

five returned after the war. Historian Sylvain Brachfeld estimates that around 4,000 

Jewish children survived the war in hiding. 591 While this number is obviously lower than 

the French figure, we should remember that Belgium had a much smaller Jewish 

population and that many Jews fled to France at the outbreak of the war, which resulted 

in their children going into hiding in France rather than Belgium.  Moreover, Belgium did 

not have the French luxury of bordering neutral countries and having a non-occupied 

zone as a safety net. The most precise accounting for Belgium comes from Hanne 

Hellemans, who personally researched the Ondergedoken Kinderen (Hidden Children) 

database to calculate the exact number of children hidden rescued by each Belgian 

rescue group.  She claims that the CDJ rescued 1,577 children during the war.592 The 

AJB had around 700 children at some point pass through their homes.593 At the end, 

550 children survived in hiding as registered under the AJB organization.594  

As for the Catholic network in Belgium, the numbers wind up being just as vague 

as those in France. However, simply adding up the major organizations discussed in 

this dissertation demonstrates the success of their collective rescue effort: Father 

                                                 
591 Brachfeld, Ils n’ont pas eu les gosses, introduction.   
592 Hellemans, 35.  
593 Brachfeld list all the children that at one point stayed in an AJB home in his appendix. Brachfeld, Ils 
n’ont pas eu les gosses, appendix.  
594 Hellemans, 18. 
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Reynders: 320; Father André: 180-200; Kerkhofs group: 80-200; and ACI: 250.595 That 

is a total of 830 to 970 children. These figures do not include other priests and 

institutions functioning within the Catholic network. Thus, it is not an unfair estimate to 

say that the Catholic Church rescued over a thousand Jewish children during the war. 

Adding up all these figures shows that the organized resistance in Belgium accounts for 

at least a minimum of 3,000 children rescued. This is the vast majority of non-deported 

children. This was definitely not the case in France, where the majority of children hid 

together with their families or were rescued by individuals.596 In Belgium, Jews often did 

not have the option to hide as a family. In addition, fewer individuals participated in the 

rescue of children. As a result, child rescue immensely depended on the actions of the 

rescue organizations. Therefore, the success of the Belgian rescue groups derives not 

only from the total number rescued but also their necessity of their existence.    

In the Netherlands, the four humanitarian organizations were the largest rescue 

network. Since Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish organizations worked with these four 

groups, the only figures on organized resistance we possess come from them: the UKC 

listed 293 children; the ASG recorded 145; the NV rescued 226; and Trouw saved 75.597 

Historian Bert-Jan Flim rounds this number up to 1,100 children because the 

organization did not record all children. He claims the numbers of the groups are closer 

to: 400 for the UKC, 250 for the NV, 350 for the ASG, and 100 for Trouw.598 Meerburg 

confirms the ASG figure of around 350 to 400 children. He believes that the four groups 
                                                 
595 For Reynders, see Brachfeld, A Gift of Life, 77-79; Hellemans, 51; and Reynders, 11.; For André, see 
Brachfeld, A Gift of Life, 75-76; and Hellemans, 53; For Kerkhofs, see Brachfeld, A Gift of Life, 80-82; 
Papeleux, 126-128; For ACI, see Report by De Breucker, quoted in Garfinkels, 63. 
596 Lazare notes that approximately 60,000 Jewish children remained with their parents during the 
occupation and were saved as a family. They do not count in the total number of children rescued. 
Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 203.  
597 Flim, Saving the children, 148.  
598 Flim, Saving the Children, 163.  
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together saved over 1,200 children.599 While this may be a low estimate, it is still difficult 

to ignore the drastic difference compared to the total figures for France and Belgium. 

There are a number of mitigating factors, however.  The overall Jewish survival rate of 

just twenty-seven percent in the Netherlands was much lower than in Belgium and 

France. The more dangerous atmosphere and the difficulty in organizing resistance 

have to be calculated into this number.  For example, the leading rescue groups in the 

Netherlands had to start their rescue work from scratch. As a result, it took a little longer 

for these organizations to become as effective as the rescue groups in the other two 

countries. Therefore, the 1,200 children rescued by Dutch groups do reflect the success 

of the rescuers’ work.  

While recognizing the success of all these rescue groups, it is important to note 

their failures, as well.  In all three countries, resistance came at a high risk. As 

demonstrated in this dissertation, several organizations lost rescuers to imprisonment, 

deportation, and execution. In the case of a few groups, the Germans caught their 

hidden children and deported them. Any such tragic incident tended to shock the entire 

group. Usually, an organizational failure or an obvious mistake created these 

misfortunes. For instance, even the largest rescue group, the OSE-south, lost eighty 

children through raids on three of their homes: Izieu, La Verdière, and La Marcellière. 

The Germans deported and exterminated all eighty of these children. The most famous 

case is the Gestapo raid on the Izieu home on April 6, 1944. The OSE was in the 

process of moving the children to an underground location, but the Gestapo chief, SS-

Hauptsturmführer Klaus Barbie, arrived at the home first and arrested forty-four children 

as well as the entire staff. In his testimony, Garel could not really explain why the Izieu 
                                                 
599 Piet Meerburg, interviewed by Shoah Visual History Foundation, October 30, 1996.  
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home was still in existence in 1944 or how the system had failed in this instance. Only 

one adult of those arrested returned after the war.600 Nevertheless, these tragic events 

demonstrate once more the necessity of the clandestine rescue groups. Luckily, these 

cases were rare.   

Effectiveness was the final ingredient needed for the establishment of survival 

resistance. As noted in the introduction, survival resistance involves activity by any 

organized group or network that aims consciously at securing the survival of a people 

targeted for extermination by an enemy. In the case of the child rescue organization, 

survival resistance existed when the organization and its individual members developed 

an organized rescue group that effectively saved Jewish children from Nazi-German 

plans for extermination, with the conscious intent to secure the survival of the Jewish 

people. To establish the presence of survival resistance in child rescue networks in 

Nazi-occupied western Europe, this dissertation looked at all three key aspects of 

resistance: conscious intent, extent of organization, and effective results.  

Organizationally, the various rescue groups and network demonstrate that 

efficiency and organization delivered great results and reduced the risk of betrayal and 

capture. As a result, similar organizational patterns emerged among all of the different 

groups. First of all, multiple groups used lists or booklets to track the hidden children. 

Most of them devised a strategy to prevent German authorities from finding the children 

if the list or booklet was intercepted. Several organizations split the list up into three 

separate parts and had different people care for them. The CDJ’s coded system was 

probably the most advanced and indicates the level of this particular group’s 

organizational skills. Second, gender roles played an important role for most of the 
                                                 
600 Lazare, Rescue as Resistance, 195; and CDJC, Post-war report Garel.  
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organizations. Females usually performed the task of transporting the children from one 

location to another. Several groups, including the Garel network, the CDJ, and the UKC, 

consciously made this decision. They realized that a woman looked less suspicious 

traveling with a child than did a man. These small managerial details saved the lives of 

many children and their rescuers.  

Cooperation was another major factor when it came to organization. Not one 

single group acted fully on its own. Each one all depended on other organizations for 

some type of aid. Jewish organizations needed gentile rescue groups for hiding 

locations. Non-Jewish rescuers depended on the Jewish organizations to find children 

to place in hiding. Protestant and Catholic rescuers cooperated to expand their 

networks. Humanitarian organizations often aided multiple groups, especially by 

providing financial assistance. Cooperation made these organizations stronger because 

it linked them together into larger, and thus more effective, networks.  

The eventual establishment of multiple networks within in each country 

demonstrated the level of organization of these rescue groups. Organizations with 

similar belief systems usually combined first to form a larger network. For example, 

Catholic priests contacted Catholic institutions and through this action linked various 

organizations together into a grander network. However, it never stopped here. The 

impulse within these networks for further cooperation resulted in the blending of Jewish, 

Catholic, Protestant, and humanitarian networks. As a result, each organization 

belonged to a national network. This type of ecumenical assistance on a national level 

allowed individual groups to expand their rescue efforts. It was one of the major keys to 

the success of these organizations.  
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Finally, the daily organizational tasks cannot be neglected. All the rescuers refer 

to the daily struggles and time consuming work of contacting families to find children, 

transporting children to hiding locations, and locating places to hide them. All three 

steps might seem simple on their own, but they required a large number of people and a 

great deal of money and effort. Rescuers had to provide rations, falsify documents, pay 

for transport and medical fees, and much more. Running these rescue operations 

organizationally was similar to managing a large business company. The only difference 

was the risk and the lives at stake.  

As we have seen, the individual rescuers who were willing to risk their lives all 

had very different motivations. Many claimed that the rescue of children was a natural 

action for them. Others felt spurred on by the innocence of the child victims. Many 

Christian rescuers hoped to convert the children; many just wanted to do a good deed. 

Nevertheless, when we sum everything up, one element of the definition of survival 

resistance was identical for each organization and network:  intent. Each one of them 

wanted to make sure that these Jewish children survived. Whatever motivation moved 

these rescue groups into action, all of them ultimately decided that child rescue was the 

only way to save the Jewish people. Mostly, this was a strategic decision as children 

were easier to hide than adults.  Many rescuers originally helped adults, as well, but 

soon all of the groups shifted to saving only children or to drastically reducing the 

number of adults. In the end, they knew that rescuing children would be most 

detrimental to the German goal to exterminate the Jewish people. Their intent to foil 

Nazi designs led them to organize large-scale rescue networks and to save thousands 
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of Jewish children.  Child rescue in Nazi-occupied western Europe was a valid--not to 

mention heroic--form of survival resistance. 
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